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A major fraction of all overwater harbor facilities are con-

structed upon relatively open pile frameworks. The supporting pile

structure provides vessel access to the facility for loading and moor-

ing while allowing circulation in the underlying marine environment.

The utility of the structure is enhanced measurably if locally occur-

ring waves are attenuated rather than reflected, so that commercial

and recreational vessel activities can proceed unimpeded. The

design of a pile structure can include considerations for wave attenua-

tion if a satisfactory predictive method is availab.ie to quantify the

wave-pile Interaction phenomena. A theory which accounts for direc-

tionally sensitive inertial and viscous damping has been developed for

a two-dimensional structure interacting with monochromatic waves.

An equivalent work linearizing procedure yields a potential flow prob-

lem satisfied by an eigen- series solution. Linear wave theory is

applied outside the pile structure and a sea wall of arbitrary
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reflecting capacity may be specified at any distance from the leeward

side of the structure. General solutions are matched at the sea-S

structure interface by requiring continuity of horizontal mass flux

and pressure. The amplitude and phase of waves in the pile structure,

the reflected wave and transmitted wave modes are solved from alge-

braic equations resulting from orthogonalization of the interfacial

boundary conditions. Comparison with experimental results are

made. Optimization of design techniques with regard to wave-

structure interaction with pile configurations are described. Enhance-

ment of pile structure behavior with common surplus materials is

discussed.
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WAVE INTERACTION WITH PILE SUPPORTED
HARBOR FACILITIES

I. INTRODUCTION

1. 1. The Problem Statement

A small amplitude, harmonic, monochromatic, two dimensional

wave is normally incident upon a permeable structure composed of

multiple rows and columns of structural members. The structural

configuration is not restricted except that it must:

(1) Be a regularly repeated matrix over some distance interval

in the direction perpendicular to the direction of wave

advance, i. e. , in the lateral, or, y-direction (see Fig. 1.2);

(2) Extend from the bottom to some point at or above the still

water level;

(3) Be confined by vertical, parallel, lateral boundaries or

extend indefinitely laterally.

At the boundary between Regions I and II ix -b, see Fig. 1. 1) a

portion of the incident wave energy is reflected from the structure, a

portion is dissipated, and a portion is transmitted into the structure.

Energy dissipation within and at the boundaries of the structure is due

Although circular cylindrical piles are generally depicted
within this paper as the structural members (see Fig. 1. 2), it is
important to note that the theory is applicable for any structural ele-
ments for which viscous and inertial loss coefficients may be
quantified.
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Figure 1. 2. Definition sketch for a pile matrix.



to both viscous interaction of the fluid particles with the structural

members and inertial effects. Each time the portion of the wave

transmitted into the structure at = -b interacts with a. structural

member, some portion of its energy is further reflected, dissipated

and transmitted. Thus, multiple reflected and transmitted wave

forms are present within the structure simultaneously. the net result

being a damped partial standing wa'ie in Region II.

A wave -structure interaction similar to that at x -b also

occurs at the boundary between Regions II and 111, x = b, so that a

portion of the wave is transmitted into Region III. At x = c + b

(see Fig. 1. 1) the wave encounters an object of known reflection char-

acteristics. The reflection coefficient of this object is a historically.

empirically, or analytically known constant, CRAP such that

0 < CRA < 1, depending on whether the object represents a. complete

energy dissipator such as a beach, an intermediate reflector such as

another porous structure, or a. complete reflector such as a seawall.

Henceforth this object will be termed a reflector_absorberr. Any

portion of the transmitted wave in Region III that is reflected by the

reflector-absorber propagates back towards Region I. in reverse of the

above sequence.

Assuming that the:

l) bottom is impermeable;

(2) structure is rigid;
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(3) incident wave is defined by linear wave theory;

(4) wave frequency is constant in all regions:

(5) incident wave frequency, o, and wave height, H., are

known;

(6) fluid is incompressible;

(7) time dependency of all waveforms is simple harmonic of the

form exp{-it],

this research provides an analytical solution for the velocity potentials

in Regions t II and III and the reflection and transmission coefficients

for the structure. The reflection C , and transmission, Cr T

coefficients are defined as the amplitude (or wave height) of the first

modal waveform propagating in the negative x-direction on the sea-

ward side of the structure and in the positive x-direction on the lee-

ward side respectively, rendered dimensionless by division by the

incident wave amplitude (or wave height). However, local maximum

wave amplitudes which include the superposition of evanescent modes

as well as the propagating mode in the vicinity of the structure are

also evaluated as part of the total solution.

Such a solution will inevitably be valuable for the optimization of

new pile matrix facilities for ports and harbors. That is, structures

may be designed to maximize wave energy dissipation, and minimize

wave reflection and transmission, thereby reducing local wave energy.

Furthermore, existing structures may be analyzed to determine the



feasibility of modification in order to further reduce reflected, trans-

mitted, arid partial standing waves adjacent to the structures.

In addition, the theory is easily adapted for the analysis of wave

dissipa.tors si.ch as scrap autoniobile tire matrices. These reLatively

inexpensive dissipators are at present effective only for limited mci-

dent wave regimes. This solution may be employed to predict their

performance under any given design wave regime without resorting to

costly or time consuming model studies.

Finally the solution yields a description of the insta.ntaneous

local pressure and flow fields within and adjacent to the structure.

This information may be utilized for the calculation of local, instan-

taneous forces on any structural member. Thus, the ocean engineer

is provided with a design aid which provides both wave forces and an

optinization of wave - structure interaction.

l.a. Method of Solution

Modified Navier-Stokes ecuations of motion are developed in the

x arid z-directions. The damping terms are derived from the steady

flow form drag relationship and from the inertial losses due to water

particle accelerations about the structural members, i. e., the losses

are attributed to Morison (1950) type force dissipation. The drag

termS are linearized with respect to velocity using a L.orentz (1926)

equivalent work scheme. A velocity potential is defined for use iii the
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linearized equations of motion and this leads to a modified Laplace

equation. Employing the standard linear wave theory dynamic and

kinematic free surface boundary condition and the impermeable bottom

boundary condition, the solution for the modified Laplace equation

yields the velocity potential as an infinite cigen-series. The velocity

potential equation is applied in Regions I, 11 and I to yield velocity

potential expressions for the reflected wave in Region L the trans-

rnitted and reflected wave potentials in Region III and, the two

damped partial standing wave potentials within the structure. Using

these velocity potentials and the boundary conditions of horizontal

mass flux continuity and pressure continuity at the leeward and sea-

ward interfaces, a. system of 4 , N simultaneous equations is gen-

erated (where N is the integer number at which the infinite eigen.

series is truncated). Since the solution for the modified Laplace equa-

tion was found using a. separation o.f variables technique and since the

depth dependent term satisfies the necessary criteria for a well posed

Sturm-Liouville problems it is appropriate to employ the principle of

orthogona.lity to eliminate the depth dependence frornthe 4 x N sys-

tern of simultaneous equations. The 4 x N unknown amplitude coef-

ficients are then rendered dimensionless by division by the incident

wave amplitude and their solution is obtained through the use of a high

speed digital computer matrix solution routine.



It is worthy of note that the total solution of the problem is an

iterative one- This is a consequence of the linearization scheme in

which a dimensionless damping coefficient is found as a function of

velocity. This velocity, however, is unknown unless the problem is

solved. Therefore, the damping coefficients are assumed for the x

and z-djrectjons, the first solution is achieved and the damping coef-

ficients are recalculated from the calculated velocities. This process

is repeated until the beginning and ending damping coefficients in each

direction match to an acceptable degree of accuracy. Generally con-

vergence is rapid and large blocks of computation time are not

required.

1.3. Review of Previous Research

A great deal of research has been conducted on the subject of

the interaction of ocean waves with permeable structures. Both

analytical and empirical, studies have been conducted numerous times

for structures composed of piles rubble, and other permeable mate-

rials. This review primarily concerns itself with the analytical

studies, although a few of the purely empirical projects are dis-

cussed herein. To avoid unnecessary duplication of work, the reader

is also advised to consult Sollitt and Cross (1972) for a review of the

research conducted by Coda and Ippen (1963), Kaniel (1969), and

Ijima Eguchi, and Kobayashi (1971). 7cr the most part, the following



review is conducted in chronological order. No bias or partiality is

projected or implied.

1.3. 1. Todd (1948), rrModel Experiments on Different Designs
of Breakwaters

Todd (1948) has compiled the results of an extensive number of

World War II experimental studies conducted on wave transmission

through porous breakwaters. Wiegel (1964) presents Todds tabulated

re suits.

1.3.2. Costello (1952), 'Damping of Water Waves by Vertical
Circular Cylinders

Costello (1952). addresses the subject of wave transmission

through a dense matrix of vertical piles. Laboratory tests were con-

ducted for five different matrix configurations which extended fully

across the width of the wave tank. Piles were modeled using 3 /8 inch

circular wooden dowels. The model tests range of Reyriold's numbers

(based on the rnaxirnu.m water particle velocity and the pile diameter)

was 400 < IF. < 7000. Consequently the author concluded that scale

effects may be pertinent to the extension of the study results to proto -

type applications.

Costello's research indicated that the transmission coefficient

was relatively insensitive to changes in the dimensionless water depth,

h/L, over the test range 0.2 < h/L < 0.71. However, the
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transmission coefficient was found to be a rnonotonic ally decreasing

function of the incident wave steepness, H./L, over the test range

0. 01 < H./L < 0. 12, i.e., steeper waves yielded lower relative

transmissions.

Also, decreasing the lateral spacing between piles was found to

have a greater effect on reducing the wave transmission than decreas-

ing the in-line spacing. In fact, doubling the in-line length of the

structure by doubling the numbr of piles (while maintaining constant

uniform pile to pile spacing in each direction) yielded only ax,. average

18 percent reduction in wave transmission for a wave steepness of 0. 1.

Finally Costello found the maximum wave reduction for all con.Eigura-

tions tested to be a 58 percent reduction. This was produced by the

densest structure at a wave steepness of 0. 08. It is not possible to

calculate what the ratio of the in-line structural length to the wave-

length is for that particular case, but it is known to be in excess of

52 percent.

Costello made no attempt to determine the magnitude of wave

reflections for any of his tests.

1.3.3. Wiegel (1964), Oceanoraohica). Engineering and Nagai
(1966), Researches on Steel-Pipe Breakwater

Wiegel (1964) established an analytical expression for the

transmission coefficient for a single row of closely spaced piles. His
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analysis relies on the assumption that the ratio of transmitted wave

power to the incident wave power is equal to the ratio of the gap width,

S, between the piles, to the gap width plus the pile diameter, S ± D.

Then, using linear wave theory, Wiegel obtains

HT ir i'
H. 1P \JS+D

1. \J I

Wiegel's experiments indicated that the measured transmitted

wave height generally exceeded the predicted height by about 25 per-

cent. However, Nagai (1966) applied the above formula for model

studies of the steel pipe breakwater in the Port of Osaka and found the

measured values exceeded the predicted values by only 6 to 11 percent

when no over-topping occurred.

Nagai's experiments also included a model in which vertical

steel plates extending some vertical distance Z', below the still

water surface were welded across the gaps between the steel piles.

Thus, the upper z depth of the breakwater appeared as a solid bar-

rier while the lower portion behaved as a closely spaced pile break-

water. Nagai multiplied the above transmission forrnu.laby Wiegel

(1964) times tha± developed by Weigel (1960) for the transmission of

water waves past a. rigid thin barrier to yield the modified Wiegel-

Nagal transmission coefficient as
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J4rr(z+h)/L + sjnh(4(z±h)/L)
1

- fl' i sinh(4irh/L)

H, '\JSD
X

1- 4rrh/L
1

'.J sinh(4irh/L)

Nagai found that this transmission coefficient agreed quite well with

his model studies when no overtopping occurred.

Neither Nagai nor Wiegel examined wave reflections from the

structures nor did they analyze more than one row of vertical piles.

1.3. 4. Havashi, Hattori, Kano, Shjrai (19662, 11Hvdraulic
Research on the Closely St,a.ced Pile Breakwater'

Haya.shi et al. (1966) developed analytical ecpressions for both

the transmission, C , and reflection, C , coefficients for aT r
single row of closely spaced piles. The analysis employed a long

wave assimlption. from which he concluded that the velocity profile

over the water depth must be approcimately uniform. Then, using the

continuity equation for an incompressible, fluid and the velocity rela-

tionship for a jet between the piles from the Bernoulli ecuation,

Hayashi. obtained

where

C 4(hIH.)f+IE2+H./Zh]
T 1

C discharge coefficient = C x C
V C
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C velocity coefficient = function of the Reynolds number

C = coefficient of contraction for the jet between the oiles
C

S gap width between the piles

D pile diameter

H. = incident wave height

h water depth

C =1-Cr T

Agreement between Hayashis experimental results and theore-

tical predictions for the reflection and transmission coefficient were

not particularly good. The correlation between the theoretical and

actual transmission coefficient might be termed acceptable for engi-

neering design purposes. The predicted reflection coefficient appears

to underestimate the measured coefficient by an average difference of

between 0. l and 0.2. However, it is noteworthy that Hayashi con-

ducted his experiments at a dimensionless water depth of hJL = 0. 09

which does not fit the definition for the assumed long waves given by

Ippen (1966) or the Shore Protection Manual (1975)

Hayashi uses discharge coefficient, C, of 0.9 and 1.0 for his

theoretical predictions. No explanation is given as to how these

values were chosen. Also, the discharge coefficient is a function of

the velocity coefficient which is a. function of the Reynolds number.
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Since the Reynolds number is dependent on the velocity and velocity is

time dependent for oscillatory flow, it appears as though the use of a

constant discharge coefficient ignores the time dependency of the

problem.

Hayashi did not examine the problem of multiple rows of piles.

1.3.5. Lean (1967), F?A Simplified Theory of Permeable Wave
Absorbers

Lean (1967) used the small amplitude long wave assumption to

develop a theory for wave reflection from permeable wave absorbers.

I_eans theory does not concern itself with wave transmission since

the rear face of the absorber is assumed to be a solid barrier. The

long wave assumption produces a one dimensional analytical solution

that yields exponential wave decay within the structure.

Wave dissipation is accounted for by a Lorentz type lineariza-

tion of the drag formula, allowing a 1inea±ized differential momentum

equation to be coupled with the one dimensional continuity equation to

describe the problem. Solutions for the free surface displacement

and the horizontal water particle velocity are then obtained. Assuxn-

ing that no energy is lost at the seaward interface of the structure,

and setting the friction terms to zero outside the absorber, Lean

quantifies the unknown amplitude coefficients by requiring continuity of

both the water surface and the horizontal velocity at the interface.
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Thus, a solution for the reflection coefficient is obtained.

Leans research also examined the theoretical effects of linear

and parabolic impermeable slopes beneath the absorber. No experi-

nients were conducted to calibrate the theory. No method of quantify-

ing the loss coefficient for the permeable material is given.

1.3.6. Havashi, Hattori, and Shirai (1968), "Closely Soaced Pile
Breakwater as a Protection Structure Against Beach Erosion"

Hayashi et al. (1968) extend their previous work, Hayashi et ad.

(1966), by considering the two dimensional case without the long wave

assumption. However, the solution is only quasi-two dimensional

since the depth dependence is eliminated by averaging over the water

depth to establish the mean horizontal water particle velocities for the

incident, reflected and transmitted waves. Again, using the continuity

equation over the water depth and the ecuation of the discharge veloc-

itv from a. jet to solve for the transmitted velocity. Hay ashi solves for

the transmission, CT. and reflection, C, coef.ficients as

4h akh H. ta.nh(kh)'
1

-

i ZhaZkh

where

a 4 sin 2 sin Z d 1.1139
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= kinetic energy correction factor

kh ' sinh2(kh)= (.hkh(1+ 3

AU other terms are as previoiisly defined and

C =1-Cr T

Hayashis experimental data for both the reflection and the

transthission coefficients agree quite well with those predicted by the

theory. The theory is only applicable for one row of piles and, again.

Hayashi does not express a method for evaluating the discharge coef-

ficient, C.

1.3.7. Terrett, Ogcrio, and Lean (1968), I!Model Studies of a
Perforated 3reakwater"

The development by Terrett et al. (1968) is essentially identical

to that of Lean (1967). A long wave assunption and a Lorentz lineari-

zation of the drag are again employed to solve the continuity and

momentum system of linear partial diLferentia.1. equations. The devel-

opment differs from that of Lean (1967) in that the interfacial boundary

conditions require hcriontal mass flux continuity and a momentum

balance which incorporates the inertial effects of the water particles

accelerating past the absorber.

A method of quantifying the drag coefficient, the linearized

friction factor, and the virtual mass coefficient for the structure
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studied is given, although, the tnass coefficient is found by fitting the

theory to the model study data. The solution for the reflection coef-

uicient is given for obliquely incident as weU as normally incident

waves by

where

C N/Mr

N = [COS 1 kz k21
k2 s 8

M [os k,1 -Ck, sin k, e

I length from the front face of the breakwater to the

reflecting barrier at the rear

= wave number outside the breakwater

= wave number inside the breakwater Zr fL

C = virtual mass coefficientin

e = angle between the normal to the wave crest and the

ncrmal to the face of the breakwater

= ()Z sin k,1 /M
C 3r Dli -

A = incident wave amplitude

CD = drag coefficient
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Comparison between the theoretical values and the experimental

values indicated that the theory worked well for predicting the mini-

mum reflection coefficient for the stru.ctu.re and the associated wave

period. However, the theory generally over-predicted the reflection

for higher, longer waves.

1.3.8. Kondo (1970), "An Analytical Approach to Wave Trans-
mission Through Permeable Structures"

Kondo (1970) uses a long wave assumption and linearized equa-

tions of motion similar to those employed by Lean (1967) and Terrett

et al. (1968) to develop an analytical solution for flow in homogeneous,

vertical Laced, permeable breakwaters. Kondo's analysis differs

from the others in that it recognizes the phase differences between the

incident, reflected, and transmitted waves. In addition, Kondo

employs the use of three interfacial boundary conditions- -to obtain a

solution which requires exponential wave decay within the structure.

Also, equations for the reflection and transmission coefficients, mean

rate of energy flux, and mean rate of energy dissipation for the struc-

ture are derived.

Kondo's Fig. 5., comparing the experimental and theoretical

transmission coefficients for vertical rock filled breakwater models.

was erroneous in the referenced publication. Kondo has provided an

errata sheet which indicates that the theory consistently overpredicts
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the actua.1 transmission coefficient. The theoretical reflection coef-

ficient was not compared to experimental values.

Coefficients relating losses to the permeable media properties

are described, although the methods of quantifying such coefficients

are not always explicit.

1.3.9. Sawarai and Iwata (1970), '1Effect of Structural Shape
Wave Run- tJo and Wave D a.mpin"

Sawaragi et a.1. (1970) have developed a theory for the reflection

and transmission of water waves normally incident upon. one or two

rows of vertical piles. Linear wave theory and the assumption that

kh < 1 (where k is the wave nurriber, 2/L, and h is the

water depth) are employed. Phase differences between the incident,

reflected and transmitted waves are included in the theory but are set

equal tozero to facilitate the final solution. Energy losses are

accounted for by a non-linearized drag relationship and substituted

into the Bernoulli equation written across the pile interface. The flow

velocity at the interface is obtained from the Bernoulli relationship.

Continuity of horizontal mass flux is then used to relate the interfacial

velocity with the transmitted wave water particle velocity. The

reflection and transmission coefficients are then calculable.

The theoretical predictions for the reflection and transmission

coefficients are in good agreement with the experimental values for
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both the single and double row cases, although, the drag coefficient is

obtained by fitting the theory to the data. It should be noted, however,

that the solu.tions are not particularly sensitive to changes in the drag

coefficient and that a. drag coefficient of from unity to the fitted value

of 2. 6 appear to give acceptable results. Finally, the experiments

were conducted for only one wave case while the gap distance between

the piles was varied. Consequeutiv, generalizations about the validity

of the theory over the range of small amplitude gravity waves may not

be justified.

1.3. 10. Hattori (1972), "Transmission of Water Waves Through
Perforated Wall"

Hattori analyzed shallow water small amplitude waves normally

incident upon a perforated wall breakwater. Linear wave theory is

used to define the velocity potential expressions for the incident,

reflected and transmitted waves. Zero phase change is assumed.

The continuity equation is u.sed to relate the depth averaged horizontal

water particle velocity on the seaward and leeward sides of the break-

water to the horizontal jet velocity through the perforations. The

Bernoulli equation is written for a control volume extending from the

seaward side of the breakwater to the interface and solved to obtain an

expression for the interfacial jet velocity. The depth averaged mci-

dent and reflected velocities and velocity potentials are used in the
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Bernoulli equation so that it becomes necessary to apply kinetic energy

and velocity potential correction factors respectively. The expression

thus obtained for the iuterfacial jet velocity is then time averaged

over one-half a wave period. The eqt.ta.tion for the mean flux of

momentum during a half wave cycle through a control volume extending

from the interface into the leeward side of the breakwater is then

evaluated using the expression for the time averaged interfacial jet

velocity and the continuity equation. Finally, employing the assump-

tion that the incident, reflected, and transmitted wave numbers and

angular frequencies are equal, the reflection and transmission coelfi-

cients are derived from the momentum equation and the continuity

equation.

Using his experimental data to quantify the discharge coefficient

for a jet, Hattorits theory correlates well With experimental reflection

and transmission coefficients. No alternative method of establishing

this coefficient is stated.

1.3. ii. Sollitt and Cross i1972), Wave Reflection and Trans-
mission at Permeable Breakwaters"

Sollitt et al. (1971) have analyzed the problem of small axnpli-

tude water waves normally thc.dent upon a vertical sided, hornogene-

ous, crib style breakwater, conventional layered trapezoidal rubble

mount breakwater, and a. multiple row vertical pile matrix. Two

1
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dimensional solutions for the velocity potential, pressure field, and

the reflection and transmission coefficients are obtained.

The solution technique is similar to the one described for this

paper in Section 1 . 2 although Sollitt employs the use of the total

instantaneous velocity vector, q, in prescribing the equation of

motion rather than its vectorial component parts. u and w. In the

rubble mound breakwater cases, damping is introduced to the Navier-

Stokes equations of motion through the use of an inertial loss term and

by the laminar and turbulent damping terms specified by Ward (1964)

and Dinoy (1971) for the pressure dz'cp through large-grain permeable

media under steady, non-convective flow conditions. For the conven-

tional breakwater case, Sollitt incorporates a term for energy loss due

to breaking waves on the sloped seaward face. A Lorentz type lineari-

zation scheme is employed and the analysis proceeds as described in

Section 1.2 of this paper.

For the vertical pile matrix case, the solution technique is

similar to that described in Section 1.2. However, the drag force on.

the vertical piles is proportional to the square of the horizontal water

particle velocity, u.. but Sollitt (1972) performs the linearization in

terms of q, the total instantaneous ve'ocity vector. This allows the

Tleakage' of horizontal damping stress to the vertical components.

Agreement btween the theoretical and experimental tranamis-

sion coefficients for the crib style breakwater over the ranges of
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0.2.5 < kh < 3.5 and 0 008 < H./L < 0.05 is acceptable for the

smaller of the two breakwater widths tested. However, the theory

unacceptably over predicts the transmission coefficient over a wide

range of low steepness waves in the larger width case. Also the

theory unacceptably underestimates the reflection coefficient for low

steepness waves and tends toward over -estimation at higher steep-

nesses for both breakwater widths.

Good agreement between the theoretical and measured transxnis-

sion coefficients is found for the conventional breakwater. However

the loss coefficient for breaking waves is determined by fitting the

theory to the data. The reflection coefficient exhibits the same sort of

behavior previously described, i. e., under-prediction at low wave

steepnesses and a trend toward over-prediction at higher steepnesses.

The transmission coefficients for the model pile matrices are in

good agreement with those predicted by the theory. No data was

available for a. comparison with the predicted reflection coefficient.

With the exception of the breaking wave loss coefficient, steady

flow tests or other measures for quantifying the loss coefficients for

use in the theory are described.
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1.3. 12. Kono and Toma (1972), "Reflection and Transmission
for a Porous Structure

Kondo (1972) conducts a series of experiments on an idealized

porous breakwater composed of horizontal and vertical circular

cylinders to determine the effects of variations in longitudinal (in-line)

structural width. Waves are normally incident on the structure and

the water depth, wave period, and wave height are varied.

The transmission coefficient is found to decrease in an exponen-

tial manner for uicreasing non-dimensional structural width, B IL,

and increase for low amplitude, long period waves. The reflection

coefficient exh.i.bits a. peaking effect within the approximate range of

0.2 < B IL. < 0. 25 and then decreases to a nearly uniform value.

Ko.ndo compares the experimental transmission coefficient with

the theoretical values developed by Kondo (1970) and finds reasonable

agreement but it appears to be poorly correlated with experimental

values from other investigators at the larger vales of B /L. Kondo

modifies the re,flection coefficient development from his previous

paper to include the wave reflected from the rear of the structure as

well as that from the front. The modified values compare more

favorably with his experimental values than the 1970 theory, but still

appear to be lacking a high degree of accuracy. However, the reflec-

tion coefficients from the modified theory agree quite well with

Kamels (1969) experimental values.
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A method of quantifying loss coefficients for the model structure

is described in the paper.

1.3. 13. McCorguodale (1972), "Wave Energy Dissipation in Rockfil"

McCorqu.odale has analyzed wave motion in embankments of

coarse granular media using a finite element approach. The analysis

is conducted for an. impervious core structure. Energy loss terms

incorporate laminar and turbulent losses as well as an inertial term

to account for the unsteady nature of the flow. However, the inertial

term is assumed to be small compared to the other terms in. order to

facilitate a simplifying transform.

Six nodal conditions are developed along the boundaries of the

structure and a finite element numerical analysis is employed to

obtain a solution for the free surface displacement within the struc-

ture. The theoretical wave height within the structure compares well

with preliminary experimental values.

A method oi determining loss coefficients for theoretical appli-

cations is not clarified.

1.3. 14. Sawarai and Iwa.ta(l973), "On Wave Deformation Due
to Permeable Structures"

Sawaragi et aL. (19731 analyze multiple row vertical pile struc-

tures and perforated vertical wail breakwaters with and without a
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reflecting quay wall. The small amplitude, shallow water wave

assumption is used for both developments.

The vertical pile analysis is identical to that developed by

Sawaragi and Iwata (1970) except that multiple (infinite if desired)

numbers of internal reflected waves are included. Also, the number

of rows of piles in the structure is allowed to exceed two by iteratively

stepping up the number of rows in the structure. The solution

requires the assumption that the phase differences between the mci-

dent, reflected, and transmitted waves be. zero. In addition, the suc-

ces sloe reflection and transmission coefficients are required to be

constant for a. given pile row as the multiple reflections encounter and

re-encounter that row. This assumption would appear to violate

Coste1los (1952) conclusion that wave transmission increases as the

wave steepness decreases unless the wave steepness of the multiple

reflections remain constant. But wave steepness must decrease each

time the wave encounters a row of piles due to reflection, attenuation

and partial transmission unless the wavelength decreases at an

appropriate rate to accommodate the decrease in wave height.

The theoretical reflection coefficient agrees well with experi-.

mental values for four or less rows of piles. The theoretical trans-

mission coefficient, on the other hand, correlates acceptably with

measured values for only one or two rows of piles and thereafter con-

sistently under predicts the experimental data.
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A method of determining the damping coefficient for the theory

is not specified.

The expressions for the reflection coefficient for the system of

a perforated wall breakwater with a reflecting quay wall are obtained

from the general equations derived for the pile matrix breakwater

with the exception that the local transmission and reflection coeffi.-

cients at the quay wall are zero and unity, respectively. Again, the

local transmission and reflection coefficients at the perforated wall

are assumed to be constant for all of the multiple wave reflections.

The theoretical reflection coefficient for this case generally

agrees acceptably with experimental values for a range of dimension-

less longitudinal structural widths, x/L, deep water wave steep-

nesses, H /L , dimensionless perforation diameters, D
o 0 0

and dimensionless perforated wall widths, 3 ID. Again, a method of

quantifying the damping coefficient is not specified.

The solution for the isolated perforated wall is obtained, in a

manner which appears similar to that employed by Hattori (197a). k

jet velocity is established using the laws of conservation of mass and

energy. Losses are attributed to sudden ecansion and contraction of

the flow and friction. Linear wave theory is employed on both the sea-

ward and leeward sides of the wall. The solution for the reflection

and transmission coefficients is obtained in terms of discharge,

expansion. contraction and frictional coefficients.
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The theoretical reflection and transmission coefficients for the

isolated wall compare favorably with the experimental data obtained

by Sawaragi and with that of another investigator. The theory does

not appear to be highly sensitive to changes in the discharge coeffi-

cient. The author indicates that this coefficient must be evaluated

experimentally but was not explicit regarding the method used in

determining the other loss coefficients

It is interesting to note that Sa.waragi theoretically and erripiri-

caily found that reflections were minimized in the pile and quay wall

breakwater cases when the distance between the pile rows and between

the perforated and quay walls were odd integer multiples of the wave-

length divided by four. The reflections reached a ma.xiniuxn when thai

distance was an even. integer multiple of L14. This indicates that

resonant interaction of the structure and wave regime are crucial to

its performance as a. wave attenuator.

1.3. 15. Kondo and Toma (19741, 'Breaking Wave Transformation
by Porous Breakwaters"

Kondo et al. (1974) conducted a model investigation of breaking

or near breaking waves normally incident upon porous structures.

Two of the models are cylindrical pipe matrices of rectangular and

trapezoidal cross section while a third is a conventional homogeneous

granular media breakwater model of trapezoidal cross section.
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The results indicate that the transmission coefhcient of all

three structures decreases with increasing dimensionless wave height,

H./h, until the absolute maximum dimensionless wave height was

reached and breaking occur1red. Since wave instability did not always

occur at the same H./b. value it was possible to have both a break-

ing wave and a non-breaking wave at the same value of K/h even

though all other factors were equal. Under these conditions, it was

found that the transmission coefficient was essentially the same fo.r

both the breaking and the non-breaking wave. However, the wave

heights inside the cylinder matrix structures appeared to be lower if

breaking occurred right at the structure as opposed to prior breaking

or non-breaking conditions.

The non-breaking wave reflection coefficient forboth the

trapezoidal models tended towards a maximum at an approximate

value of K/h 0.6. Scatter in the data made any trends (with

regard to K/h) in the reflection coefficient of the rectangular

cylinder matrix indiscernable. The reflection coefficient for the

rectangular structure appeared to be highly sensitive to changes in its

dimensionless longitudinal width, B IL, achieving a minimum value

at B!L = 0.45 and aznacimum at 3/L = 02.

The analytical theor'y developed by Kondo (1970, 1972) to predict

the reflection and transmission for porous structures is applied to

both the rectangular and the trapezoidal cylindrical matrix structures.
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varies linearly over the longitudinal structural width are a.ssurned

within the confines of the structure. The continuity equation and con-

servation of momentum across the structure are used to develop the

internal flow description and relate it to the external linear wave

theory conditions. Horizontal forces applied to the control volume for

use in the rriomenturn equation are attributed to the hydrostatic pres-

sure differential due to the linearly varying free surface condition,

and also to frictional and inertial resistance forces within the struc-

ture. The added mass coefficient of the inertial term is assumed to be

zero for the closely packed structure being considered- A solution for

the average horizontal velocity within the structure is obtained and

related to the external velocities using the boundary conditions. Sim-

plified expressions for the reflection and transmission coefficient are

then developed.

The theory is compared to experimental values obtained by

Sollitt and Cross (l9?2 and is found to acceptably predict wave trans-

mission but not reflection.

A recommended procedure for establishing the frictional loss

coefficients for rubble mound structures is given in detail.
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1.3.17. Grurie and Kohlha.se (1974), "Wave Transrn.issionThrouh
Vertical Slotted Walls'T

Grune et al. have conducted an experimental investigation of

waves normally and obliquely incident on a single row of closely

spaced piles. The investigators have varied the standard motif for

these experiments by varying the angle of wave attack. Also, H-beam

piles and several piles of varied rectangular cross section are used

rather than the standard cylindrical piles. Variables for the tests in

addition to the angle of wave attack and pile cross section are the

wave steepness, H./L., the ratio of the lateral. pile thickness to the

lateral center to center pile spacing, W, and the ratio of the longi.

tudinal pile thickness to the lateral pile width, t/b. Wave transinis-

sion was the quantity of interest and therefore reflections were

ignored.

Wave transmission was found to decrease with increasing wave

steepness but it is interesting to note that the decrease in the trans-

mission coefficient over the range 0. 025 < H1/L < 0. 08 was o1y

about 0. 1 for all. angles of wave attack. The transmission decreased

significantly for increasing values of W but decreased only rncder-

a.tely with increasing .. t/b values. Finally, the transmission was

found to decrease significantly as the angle the wave crest line formed

with the pile row increased from 0 (normal incidence) to 90 for the

ranges 0.4< W < 0.68, 0.025 < alL < 0.067.
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Hartrnarin's (1969) ecuation for the transmission coefficient

CT Jl-

was found to fit the data for normally incident waves well. The

investigators modified this equation to fit the data for obliquely th.ci-

dent waves such that

where

CT = 5JJW(1+cos)

a. shape coefficient for the pile cross section (a = 1. 0 for

H-beams of t/b = 2. 0; a = 0. 5 for rectangular cross sec-

tions of t/b 1.5

= angle formed between the wave crest line and the pile row.

1.3. 18. Ijima, Chou, Yumura (1974), "Wave Scattering by Permeable
and Impermeable Breakwater of Arbitrary Shape

Ijinia obtains an elegant three dimensional solution for the wave

scattering problem for permeable structures of arbitrary shape. Only

two regions are considered in the development of the theory, Region I

being outside the structure and Region II inside the structure. A

spatial velocity potential is defined for each region and is required to

satisfy Laplaces equation in three dimensions. The spatial potena1

in Region I is written in terms of a known incident functional of the

horizontal directions, and y, an tmknowri propagating
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functional of the horizontal directions; a.zid an infinite series of fu.nc-

tioria.ls of the horizontal directions representing the evanescent modes

The depth dependent functions are hyperbolic cosines and trigonomet-

nc cosines for the propagating and evanescent modes respectively.

Similarly, the velocity potential inside the structure is expres sed in

terms of an infinite series f functionals in the horizontal directions

and complex hvoerbolic functions of depth representing the damped

partial standing wave within the structure. All three of the unknown

functionals are required to satisfy Helmholtz's equations, thereby

yielding Han.kel and Bessel function solutions. These are rewritten by

means of Green's identity formula expressing the spatial functionals

in terms of the surface integral of the product of the functional

(evaluated on the surface of the structure) times the appropriate

Hankel or Bessel function.

Having derived unquantified relations for the three unknown

functionals, the velocity potential expressions are substituted into the

intenfacial boundary conditions of continuity of mass and pressure and

the resulting equations are orthogonalized over the depth interval.

The functional expressions are then substituted into these equations

and their solution is obtained numerically. This yields the solution

for the velocity potential expressions and the problem is solved.

The theoretical predictions for wave heights around the struc-

ture agree well with experimental values.
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A method of quantifying the Darcian fluid resistance coefficient

for the theoretical losses is not stated.

1.3. 19. Nasser and McCorguodale (1975), "Wave Motion in Rock.fill"

Nasser et a.].. (1975) have presented a one dimensional numerical

model for non-linear waves normally incident upon a vertical face

rockfill structure with an impermeable central core. The model pro-

vides a quantitative description of the flow, the externaL free surface

and the internal phrea.tic surface. A non-Darcian frictional resistance

term is incorporated to account for losses. The loss coefficients are

determined by permeameter tests on the porous media. Assumptions

that the incident waves are long, and thus the free surface is reason-

ably flat, and that the pressure distribution inside and outside the

structure is approximately hydrostatic are employed in the develop-

ment.

A system of non-linear differential equations comprised of the

momentum equation, the continuity equation., and the total differential

for the velocity and the surface displacement are written for the

internal and external regions. The characteristic directional trans-

formations are derived using the conventiOnal method of characters-

tics and the equations of motion along the characteristics are written.

The equations of motion are then modified in terms of a finite differ-

ence numerical solution scheme.
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A non-linear waveform composed of two unequal half sinusoids

was used as the incident wave. The amplitude of the upper half sinu-

sold was higher and the half wavelength was shorter than the respec-

tive counterparts of the lower half in order to simulate the crest and

trough portions of a non-linear wave. The internal boundary condi-

tion requires the normal velocity at the impermeable core be zero.

The internal and external free surfaces were required to match at the

interface oniy when water was flowing into the structure since a head

differential may exist across the interface when water leaves the

rockfill. Under this latter condition the internal interfacial phreatic

surface was allowed to drop at the maximum pore velocity under a

unit piezornetric gradient.

The theoretical computation of the phreatic surface within the

structure agreed well with that measured experimentally. The corn-

puted reflection coefficient also was in acceptable agreement with the

measured data.

The investigators have indica.ted that the model may be modified

easily for permeable breakwaters and was being adapted at the publi-

cation time to treat sloping embankments.
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1.3. 20. Ma.ssel (1976), "Interaction of Water Waves with Cylinder
Barrier'

Massel (1976) ana.lyzes the complicated three dimensional prob-

lem of small amplitude wave interaction with a. single row of closely

spaced cylinders at an arbitrary angle of wave incidence. The solu-

tion yields a. description of the flow field in the ixrimediate vicinity of

the row of piles, the induced wave forces on the piles, and the reflec-

tion and transmission coefficiens for the structure. Waves are

assumed to be relatively long with regard to the pile diameter and the

fluid is assumed to be an ideal inviscid fluid. Massel indicates that

applications of the theory should be restricted to conditions in which

the drag force is considered negligible in comparison with the inertial

force and that the theory only satisfies the boundary conditions on the

cylinders. It is therefore approximately correct only in the imxnedi-

ate vicinity of the pile row.

The solution is obtained by defining a velocity potential as the

sum of incident and scattered potentials. Then

Using a Bessel coordinate transformation for each cylinder
arrangement and applying the boundary conditions on all
cylinders, the u.nknown scattering coefficients are obtained
by means of a matrix inversion procedure which requires

the services of high speed computers (Massel, 1976').

The boundary condition referred to by the investigator requires that'

the normal ve')ocity at each cylinder surface be zero.
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The transmission coefficient is found by relating the average

energy flux between the piles to the average energy flux of the incident

wave. The reflection coefficient is found from

c

since energy dissipation is neglected by the author throughout the

analysis.

Correlation between the predicted transmission and reflection

coefficients and the measured values is not good although the reflec-

tion coefficient might be ju.dged acceptable for relatively large and

relatively small spacings between piles.

1.3.2.1. Naaj (l976, TtPerforated Vertical Waflreakwater"

Nagai (1976) has conducted an experimental investigation of the

wave attenuation characteristics of a box type wave absorber. The

wave absorber consists of a perforated box mounted to a. rigid imper-

me able vertical sea wall. The investigator recommends that the draft

of the absorber be considerably less than the water depth to decrease

the standing wave phenomenon on the seaward side of the absorber.

The top, bottom and seaward faces of the box are perforated to admit

and dissipate incident wave energy. The porosities of these three

faces and the longitudinal width of the absorber were varied in the

experiments as 'el1 a.s the incident wave period and wave height.
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The results indicate that the box type wave absorber is an

effective method of reducing reflected wave energy from impermeable

seawalls. Minimum reflection coefficients of approximately 0. 1 were

found for some of the test configurations when the ratio of the longi-

tudinal. width of the box to the incident wavelength was between 0. 13

and 0. 18. The reflection coefficient was also shown to be generally

less than that of the standard perforated vertical wall breakwater over

a significant range of the above mentioned ratio.

A theory predicting the reflection coefficient is discussed

qualitatively but is not presented in detail. The theory appears to

correlate well with experimental values.

1. 3.22. Numata (1976), "L.aboratory Formulation for Trans-
mission and Reflection at Permeable Breakwaters of
Artificial Blocks

Numata (1976) has conducted model studies of wave reflection

and transmission for crib style and trapezoidal breakwaters composed

of artificial blocks and has developed empirical relationships to pre-

dict the reflection and transmission coefficients for the structures.

In addition, using the experimental data obtained by I_e Mehaute

(1958), Torninaga and Sakamoto (1970), and Soflitt and Cross (1972),

he has fitted an empirical expression yielding the reflection and tra.ns-

mission coefficients for crib style breakwaters made up of rubble.
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The empirical reflection and transmission coefficient expres-

sions for all three types of breakwaters examined generally compare

favorably with the measured data. with the restrictions that the dirn.en-

sionless water depth. h/L, be less than. 0. 25, and that no wave

overtopping occurs at the breakwaters.

1.3. Z3. Ijima, Tanaka, and Okuzono (1976), 'tPermeable Seawall
with Reservoir and the Use of Warock

Ijima et al. (1976) analytically and experimentally investigate

several configurations of porous structures in conjunction with

reflecting quay walls. Two analytical techniques are employed.

First, the one dimensional, small amplitude, long wave equations of

momentum and mass continuity are written (see Lean, 1967) for the

regions seaward and leeward of a porous, vertical faced structure

The leeward region is defined as the reservoir contained between the

rear face of the porous structure and the reflecting quay wall. The

momentum equation is modified within the structure to incorporate

linea.rized drag and inertial losses. Using the interfacial. boundary

conditions of continuity of horizontal velocity and free surface dis-

placement, the internal equations are coupled with those of the sea-

ward and leeward regions.

The reflection coefficients obtained from the above theory gen-

erally correlated well with experimental values when the longitudinal
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width of the porous structure was equal to the water depth. Less

satisfactory comparisons were achieved when the longitudinal width

was one-hail the water depth, 5 /h = 0. 5. Acceptable agreement for

this condition was obtained only at large values of the dimensionless

ratio, X /h, defined by the distance from the front of the porous

structure to the reflecting wall, X, divided by the water depth. In

all cases the theoretical and experimental reflection coefficients were

found to be minima at X/L 0.'l8 which is in agreement with

Nagai (1976). The discrepancy between this finding and that of

Sawaragi and Iwata (1973) is explained as being due to the fact that the

energy dissipation for very thin walled porous structures is entire1y

due to jet type dissipation and therefore the rnacimurn occurs at the

nodal points of the standing wave. However, for the larger longitudal

widths employed by Nagai. (1976) and Ijima et al. (1976), the accelera-

tions induced by the reservoir phase lag become significant.

The second method of analysis employed was that developed by

Ijima et al. (1974) using Greens identity theorem. This method is

further detailed by Ijima, Chou, and Yosbida (1976). The mhod is

applicable for structures of arbitrary shape but in this case it is

applied to porous structures of rectangular, trapezoidal and inverted

trapezoidal cross section. Also, the angle the reflecting wall forms

with the vertical direction is allowed to assume values of +300, 00

and 3O0
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Reflection coefficients predicted by this method are not pre-

serited graphically with the experimental values so a comparison is

difficult to make, however, it appears as though the trends of the pre-

dicted and measured reflection coefficients are similar. The irwesti-

gators judged the rectangular and trapezoidal cross sectional struc-

tures in conjunction with a reflecting wall at 3O0 (sloping up and

away in the direction of wave advance) to be the least reflective.

The method of quantifying loss coefficients for the theoretical

predictions was not described.

1. 3. Z4. Kondo, Tom.a, and Yano (1976), "Laboratory Study
on ?ervious Core Breakwaters"

Kondo et a.1. (1976) have conducted an experimental evaluation of

permeable cores for use in porous breakwaters. The rndels

employed were of rectangular and trapezoidal cross section and were

composed of eithe a. matrix of vertical and horizontal circular

cylinders or rubble. Reflection and transmission coefficients were

measured for a variety of tests which included structures with and

without cores and the core section alone. The effects of varying the

wave period, the longitudinal core width, the core location (front face

of structure, center. rear face) and the dimensionless incident wave

height, E./h were a.lso investigated. In addition, the effect of sub-

stituting a. perforated vertical wall for the core section was examined.



The results i.ndicate that a. reduction in transmitted wave height

and, to some degree, in the reflected wave height may be achieved for

structures with a core located at the leeward face of the structure.

Also, thin perforated waUs provide approximately the same function

as the permeable cores albeit to a somewhat lesser degree

Kondo presents a synoptic description of the analytical theory

for the prediction of reflection and transmission coefficients devel-

oped by Kondo, Toma, and Kasai (1976, in Japanese). The theory

assumes small amplitude, long waves are normally incident upon a

rectangular breakwater composed of vertical sections of varying

perrneabilities. Waves are assumed to reflect and transmit one time

only at each vertical section, i.e., multiple reflections at an mdi-

vidual vertical section are not considered. The theory is similar to

that developed by Sawa.rgi and Iwata (1970, 1973) in that the reflected

wave is the sum of the waves reflected from each face while the

transmitted wave is that wave which is successively transmitted past

each vertical section. However the internal reflection and transmis-

sion coefficients at each successive face are allowed to vary in

Kondots theory.

Frictional losses within the structure are accounted for using a.

linearized Dupu.it Forcheimers law thereby yielding, exponential

damping as a function of a. damping factor. The damping factor is

allowed to vary in each vertical section. A technique for establishing
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the damping factor is not described.

The theoretical predictions for the transmission coefficients of a

number of cases are generally in good agreement with the experixnen-

ta]. values. The theoretical. reflection coefficients, however, corre-

late reasonably well with experimental values only for the cases in

which perforated vertical walls were being examined.

The predicted reflection and transmission coefficients are

obtained through the use of an iterative computer algorithm.

1.3.25. Madsen and White (1976), 0Wave Transmission Through
Trapezoidal Breakwaters"

Madsen et al. (1976) develop an explicit analytical theory for the

prediction of reflection and transmission coefficients of a multi-

layered rubble mound, trapezoidal breakwater subjected to small

amplitude, normally incident, relatively long waves. Loss coefui-

dents are determined through the use of known empirical equations

The solution is relatively uncomplicated so that evaluation by a corn-

puter is not a. necessity. The solut.on assumes that incident waves

do not break on the seaward face of the structure and that the armor

layer on that face is composed of natural stones.

The analysis first accounts for the external frictional energy

dissipation due to wave run-up on the seaward face of the structure.

Madsen and White (i976a) present a. model which is considered
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appropriate when the slope and the roughness characteristic of the

seaward face of the structure are known. Having established the

ecterxial surface losses, the internal wave dissipation is accounted

for by the theory developed by Madson and White (1974). However,

that theory is only applicable for vertical faced rectangular struc-

tures. Consequently, it is necessary to define an equivalent break-

water of rectangular cross section. Based on steady flow considera-

tions, the equivalent rectangular breakwater is defined as that

homogeneous rectangular structure which yields the same volumetric

discharge as the layered trapezoidal breakwater for a given flow con-

dition.

The internal resistance losses are assumed to be strictly of a

turbuj.ent nature so that only one loss coefficient for the Dupu.it-

Forcheimer resistance formula need be determined. Empirically

determined values of the toss coefficient are established as a function

of the porosity. Thus, multiple loss coefficients occur for the mul-

tiple Layer trapezoidal breakwater and only one for the homogeneous

equivalent rectangular breakwater. Therefore, in order to apply the

definition of the equivalent breakwater to evaluate its dimensions it is

necessary to sum the losses over the different layers in the trape-

zoidal breakwater. Discharge rates are then established for both the

trapezoidal and equivalent breakwaters as functions of the head losses

across them and equated (as per the definition of the equivalent



breakwater) to solve for the equivalent breakwaters longitudinal

width. The reflection and transmission coefficients for the equivalent

rectangular structure are then found using the theory of Madsen and

White (1974) and are combined with the prescribed external losses to

yield the reflection and transmission coefficients for the multi-

layered, rubble mound, trapezoidal breakwater.

Comparison between the theoretical transmission coefficient and

the experimental values obtained by Sollitt and Cross (1972) for con-

ventional rubble mound breakwaters shows good agreement over the

entire range of 3. 002. < K/L. < 0.03. The theoretical reflection

coefficient, however, increases with increasing wave steepness while

the experimental reflection coefficient exhibits opposite behavior.

Thus, correlation is a.cceptable over only a. limited range of wave

steepness.

1. 3. 2.6. Naai and Kakuno (1976), 'Slit-Tvpe Breakwater;
Box-Trpe

Absorbert

Nagai et al. (1976) conducted an experimental study of box-type

wave absorbers (see Nagai., 1976) and perforated vertical wall break-

waters in conjunction with a. reflecting wail. The box-type wave

absorber is shown to be generally more effective in reducing the par-

tia.l standing wave on the seaward side of the structure and thus more

effective in attenuating the incident wave energy. The ratio of the
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longitudinal, width of the structure to the incident wave Length is shown

to be a critical factor with regard to. the amount of wave reflection

from the absorber. Minimum reflection was generally found to Occur

for values of the ratio between 0. 15 and 0. 18.

The theory described by Nagai (1976) is presented in detail for

the axxalvsis of the box.-type absorber. The theory assumes shallow

water, small amplitude waves are normally incident upon the struc-

ture. The theory also includes a. phase shift at the seaward wall of

the structure. A solution is obtained by assuming a value for the

phase shift and the transmission coefficient of the seaward wall, so

that the composite wave form e,cternal to the structure may be written

as the sum of the incident wave, the wave reflected from the porous

seaward wall and the wave reflected from the back wall.

Using the averaged measured values of the porous seaward

wall's transmission coefficient from the model studies, the predicted

reflection coefficient correlates well with the experimental data.

1.3. 27. Berkhoff and van der Weide (1976), "Wave Forces on a
Row of Cylindrical Piles of Large iameter"

Berkof.f solves a three dimensional scattered wave problem for

a matrix of large inertially dominated piles. Linear wave theory is

considered applicable and Laplace's equation in three dimensions

becomes the governing differential equation. The solution for the



velocity potential is also required to satisfy Helmholz' equation, the

dynamic and kinematic free surface and the impermeable bottom

boundary conditions from linear wave theory. In addition, the normal

velocity onthe surface of the piles is requ.iredto bezero.

A solution is obtained by "assuming that the scattered wave field

may be considered as a result of a series of singular sources located

along the circumference of the pile" (Berkhoff et al., 1978). The

scattered wave functional is then evaluated as the surface integral of

the product of the source distribution function and the source potential

function.

It should be noted that this solution technique is valid for ia.rge,

inertially dominated piles and is not, therefore, appropriate for

applications in which viscous forces are large.

1.4. Scope

The preceding literature review is by no means exhaustive. It

is, however, indicative of contemporary investigations of wave

attenuation at porous matrix structures. Common deficiencies

exhibited by most of the investigations are the failure to quantify loss

coeLficients and a. general lack of accuracy for both wave reflection

and transmission over a wide range of incident wave characteristics.

The study described herein complements previous work by addressing

the two dimensional problem with anisotropic damping. Further
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extensions are achieved through the inclusion of the reflector-absorber

and variable water depths in the three regions of interest.

In addition, this research seeks a. solution for which the a.uiso-

tropic energy loss coefficients may be evalu.ated satisfactorily using

coefficients disclosed in the technical literature, or, which may be

determined by steady state laboratory tests. These coefficients and

the methods f determining them are described in detail in Chapters

V and VIII.

The theoretical solution incorporating these extensions is

evaluated by comparison with experiments in. Chapter VIII. Both pile

matrix models and a scrap automobile tire matrix model are exaznin

theoretically and experimentally.
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II. THE BOUNDARY VALUE POBLEM

a. 1. Equations of Motion

Assuzing an incompressible flu.id and that gravity is the only

significant body force, a modification of the two dimensional Navier-

Stokes equations of motion is applicable. That is

where

+ Damping (2.1.1)
Dt p x

Dw I 8(F+'z) +Damp.ug

seepage velocity in the x direction a a point

w = seepage velocity in the z direction at a. point

p density of the fluid

P instantaneous dynamic pressure at a. point

specific weight of the fluid

(2. 1.2)

v kinematic viscosity of the fluid
-a - - -a

gradient operator = i 8( )/ax + j ( )/y + k a( )/az

D/Dt total derivative with respect to time

it is convenient for the derivation of the damping forces to employ the

seepage velocities (u and w) as defined for porous media, i. e. , a

local, spatially and temporally averaged flow velocity in which the
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time span and length scale over which the velocity is averaged is

small compared to the wave period (T) and wavelength (L). Thus,

the use of the seepage velocity eliminates perturbations of the velocity

due to structural irregulaities (spatial) and transient eddy fluctu.a-

tions (temporal).

The respective velocity components, u and w, are

assumed to be the products of unknown spatial functions of both the

horizontal and vertical directions and the simple harmonic temporal

function ep[-iat], i.e..

and

wlie re

u U(, z)exp[-ict]

w W(x, z)exp[-irt]

= incident angular wave frequency = Zir Iwave period

t3(x, z), W(x, z) = unknown spatial functions

Now, expanding the total derivatives of Eqs. (2. 1. 1 and 2. 1. 2),

respectively, in terms of the thdependent variables x, z, and t

yields
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Du au dx + au dz +
Dt axdt azdt at

a.1. au au (2.1.3)az at

Dt &x dt dz dt at

aw &w aw= - + w - + (2. 1.4)
z &t

Small amplitude wave velocity components and their spatial

derivatives are both small. Consequently their products are so small

that

&u auU-, W<< -ax &z. at

a &w
U , W -3x at

Employing th above relationships, Eqs. (2. 1. 3 and 2. 1. 4) are

re-written such that

or

Dt at
and



or

0

Dw 8w ± w += u

Dw 8w
Dt
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Substituting the above small amplitude approximations for the respec-

tive total deriva.tives into Eqs. (2. 1. 1 and 2. 1. 2) yields

and

1 8(P+'yz). .= -
a

+ Damping (-.. A. 5)

8w 1 8(P+''z)- - + Damping (2. 1.6)

2. 2. Derivation of Damping Forces

Attenuation of the wave motion within the matri% structure

(Region II) is due to the viscous interaction of the fluid particles with

the structural members and the inertial effects produced by the local

accelerations of the fluid particles about the structura.l members.

The viscous interaction of the fluid with the structure is

described by a drag force resulting from skin friction and form drag.

Research has shown the skin friction effects to be negligible with

respect to form drag for relatively smooth objects with appreciable

dimension normal to the flow. This investigation will therefore

neglect skin friction effects. However, this does not constitute a
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limiting approximation since these effects may be easily introduced

into the theory by increasing the drag coefficient to account for

nia.rine fouling and the resultant additional losses (see the Shore Pro-

tection Manual, 1975, pg. 7-103). it should be noted at this time that

losses related to the transverse, or 'lift', force may also be

accounted for by increasing the drag coefficient by an appropriate

amount (see Section 5. 4). Therefore using the steady flow drag rela-

tionship, viscous damping in the horizontal and vertical directions,

respectively, are given by

where

dF -pC aH1dA
Dx DxZ c

dF a-pC IwdADz Dzl c

(2. 2. 1)

(2. 2. 2)

drag coefficient for the respective direction. The

drag coefficient is a function of the Reynolds number

and hence a function of the local instantaneous velocity.

dA = differentia.l element of area projected onto a plane

normal to the flow direction

The inertial damping effects account for the change in the

kinetic energy of the flow field due to the ± accelerations of the water

particles about the structural members .Cibson and Wang, 1977).

The resulting pres sure distribution may be integrated over the
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surface of the member to yield an inertial force which is proportional

to the undisturbed local acceleration (Robertson, 1965), i.e.

where

= -pC -dV (2.2.3)
Ix mx at

-pC dV (2.2.4)
Iz mz at

C virtual or 'a.dded' mass coefficient for the respectivem(x, z)

direction

dV = differential element of structural member volume

about which the fluid accelerates

2. 3. Adaptation of the Damping Force Equations to the
Equations of Motion

The viscous and inertial force equations presented in the pre-

vious section describe the forces exerted on the structure by the fluid

afld, by Newton's third law, by the structure on the fluid. Hence these

forces account for the Damping' portion of Eqs. (2. 1.5 and 2. 1.6).

However, some modification of the damping force equations is neces-

sary to adapt them for use in the equations of motion. Specifically,

the damping force equations must first be converted to a force per

unit mass. This is accomplished by dividing the damping force by the

product of the fluid mass density and a differential element of fluid

volume. The second modification entails the adaptation of the quan&ies



dA and dV in Eqs. (2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, 2.2.4), respectively,

for the general structure being considered. The final modification

required is the linearization of the viscous damping equation with

respect to the velocity in order to facilitate an analytical solution.

Before proceeding with these modifications, it will be helpful

to establish the following definitions corresponding to Fig. 1. 2.

total volume of structure, e.g., volume of rectangular

prism ABCDEFCH

V volume of structural members whose longitudinal axis is
Sx

in the x direction, e.g., members AD and BC

V = volume of structural members whose longitudinal axis is
Sy

in the y direction, e. g., members AB and DC

V volume of structural members whose longitudinal axis is

in the z direction, e. g., members AE, BF, CC, and DH

Should diagonal members be present within the structure, it is recom-

mended that they be resolved into equivalent orthogonal members such

that the longitudinal centerlines of the equivalent members intersect

at the mid-point of the original member. The cross sectional dimen-

sions of the equivalent members should be chosen to preserve the pro-

jections of the cross sectional areas of the original member onto the

planes normal to the flow direction. The equivalent members then

contribute to the appropriate volume, V , V , or V
Sx S Sz
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volume of fluid within the structure

V -(V +17 ,-V
T S,c Sy Sz

e Vf/VT porosity of the structure Z. 3. 1)

= V AT ratio of solid volumes in the ,c
x Sx T

direction to the total volume (2.3.2)

E V /V = ratio of solid volumes in the v
y Sy T

direction to the total, volume (2. 3. 3)

V JV = ratio of solid volumes in the z
z Si T

direction to the total volume (2. 3. 4)

It is again noteworthy that although Fig. 1. 2 and the following

presentation are for a matrix of circular cylindrical piles, only

minor adjustments are required for alternative matrix structures

provided that a means of quantifying the drag and inertial coefficients

is available.

2.3. 1. Adaptation of the Viscous Damping Equations for

the Equations of Motion

Figure 1. 2 depicts a simple circular pile matrix with horizontal.

and vertical members. Since skin friction i being neglected only the

vertical and y-directed members interact with the horizontal corn-

ponent of fluid velocity, u. Similarly, only the x-directed and

y-directed members interact with the vertical velocity component, w.



Thus, the viscous damping for either particular direction may be

represented as the sum of the damping contributions of those members

whose longitudinal axis is normal to the flow direction.

2. 3. la. Vertical Piles Contribution to Horizontal Viscous Damp-

Using Eq. (2.2. 1), the horizontal differential drag force exerted

upon a differential element of a vertical pile is given by

where

dF C piudADx Dx 2 c,

dA = dzD (see Fig. 1.2)

D = pile diameter

Converting the above diiferential force to a differential force per unit

mass by dividing by the quantity PdVf and reversing the sign yields

the equal and opposite viscous damping force per unit mass exerted on

the fluid by the pile element as

where

dFD CD,!u.Ddz
d(fluid mass) pdV.. dV1

dvç = differential volume of fluid upon which the reactive damp-

ing stress is applied.

The above equation yields the force per unit mass of fluid in the

vicinity of the differential pile element being considered. Noting that
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equivalent such that

where
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dFf dFD CDuuIDdz
d(mass of fluid) pdV1 ZdVf

(2.3.5)

= dimensionless daxnping coefficient where the ,c subscript

indicates flow direction and the z subscript indicates the

direction of the pile's longitudinal axis

Strict equality between the non-linear and linear equations above is

not possible, however, employing Lorentz' condition of equivalent

work (Lorentz, l926 to evaluate the damping coefficient, f , willxz

require that both the non-linear and linear equations dissipate the

same amount of energy during one wave period over the entire struc-

ture. Thus the linearized equation establishes a structurally and

temporally averaged resistance to flow due to the presence of the

vertically oriented piles. That is, instead of encountering localized

flow resistance in the immediate vicinity of the vertical structural

member, the 'linearized' fluid particles encounter a uniformly dis-

tribu.ted, temporally averaged, directionally sensitive unsteady flow

resistance at every point within the structure. The dimensionless

damping coefficient f is evaluated in Chapter V using Lorentz

condition of equivalent work.



2.3. lb. v-Directed Piles Contribution to Horizontal Viscous

Damping. The contribution of the y-directed piles horizontal viscous

damping is developed similar to the vertical piles. That is, the drag

relationship given by Eq. (2. 2. 1) is employed such that

where

dFD CDPudA

dA = dy Diameter = dy D

The force per unit mass of fluid exerted on the fluid by the pile is

therefore

dFf dFD CDt1I ul Ddy

d(mass of fluid) PdVf ZdVf

Linearizing the above equation in a as was done for the vertical

piles yields

whe r e

d71 dFD CDuPuDdy
d(mass of fluid) pdV ZdV.

u {2.3.6)
£

£ = dimensionless damping coefficient for a-directed flow
xy

against y-directed piles
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The dimensionless damping coefficient f is evaluated in Chapter

V using Lorentz' condition of equivalent work.

2. 3. ic. Total Viscous Damping Equation for the Horizontal

Equation of Motion. Viscous fluid damping within the structure due to

the interaction of the horizontal fluid velocity component with the

structural members is the sum of the vertical and y-directed piles

contributions. Therefore, the viscous fluid damping force per unit

mass of fluid in Region II is given by the sum of the linearized par-

tions of Eqs. (2.3.5 and 2.3.6), i.e.,

whe re

dFf total = (-f a-a) + (-f a-u)d(rnass of fluid) xz xy

= -'ru(fxz

= -f a-u (2. 3.7)

£ = f + £ = total dimensionless damping coefficient for the
, ,CZ y

,c-direction.

'.3. Id. y-Directed Piles Contribution to Viscous Damping in the

Vertical Direction. Using the drag force relationship given by Eq.

z. a. a) for a. differential element of a pile whose longitudinal axis

runs iii the y-direction yields the differential vertical viscous drag

force on the pile element as



where

dFD = wIdA

dA = dy Diameter = dy D

Dividing the above equation by pdV1 and reversing the sign yields

the viscou.s damping force per unit mass exerted by the piles on the

water particles, i. e.

dF1 dF CDwwd
d(mass of ilu.id) PdVf ZdV1

Linearizing the above equation in w as was done for u in Sec

tions 2.3. la. and 2.3. lb yields

where
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dF dFD CDDwwdy
d(znass of fluid) PdVf 2dV1

-faw (2. 3.8)

I dimensionless damping coefficient for vertical flow past

y-directed piles

The dimensionless damping coefficient, I, is evaluated in

Chapter V using Lorentz condition of equivalent work.

2. 3. le. x-Directed Piles Contribution to Viscous Damping in

the Vertical Direction. Again, using Eq. (2. 2. 2) applied to a differ-

ential element of a pile whose longitudinal axis runs in the x-dire ction

yields the vertical differential viscous drag force on the element as



dFf dFD CDDwwdx
d(rnass of fluid) PdVf ZdV1

Linearizing the above equation in w yields

dFf dFD CDDwwdx
f

d(rriass of fluid) PdVf zx

where
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£ = dimensionless damping coefficient for vertical flow past

x-directed piles

The dimensionless damping coefficient, f, is evaluated in Chapter

V using Lorentz condition of equivalent work.

2. 3. If. Total Viscous Dampi Equation for the Vertical Eaua-

tion of Motion. Vertical viscous fluid damping within the structure is

the sum ci the components of vertical viscous damping contributed by

the y and x-directed piles. Thus the vertical viscous fluid damping

force per unit mass of fluid in Region II is given by the sum of the

linear portions of Eqs. (Z. 3.8 and Z. 3.9), i. e

dF,.t total (-f aw) 4 (-1 ow)
d(mass of fluid) zy zx

= -rw(f 1-f
zy zx

= -f .w (.3. 10)
z
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where

f = £ + £ total dimensionless damping coefficient for the
z zy zx

vertical direction

2. 3. 2. Adaptation of the Inertial Damping Force Eguations for
the Equations of Motion

The differential inertial damping force for the horizontal direc-

tion is given by Eq. (2. 2. 3). Again, only the vertical and y-directed

members contribute to the horizontal damping force. Dividing Eq.

(2. 1. 3) by PdVf yields the horizontal inertial damping force per

mass of fluid as

dF
Ix

d(mass of fluid) mx 8t dVf

The ratio dV /dV1 represents the ratio of the small solid element of

structural volume about which the local fluid accelerates to the local

volume of fluid being a.ccelerated. On a macroscopic scale, this ratio

is approximated by the ratio

V +V
Sz Sy

V dV
f f

when only the vertical and y-directed piles are considered. Multi-

plying the above equation by the quantity [(1 /VT),/i /VT)] and
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referring to the definitions of Section 2.. 3 yields

E+E
dV

e dV

This a.pprocixna.tion is true only in a structurally averaged sense, i.e.,

it tends to spread the local inertial stresses u.niformly over the struc-

tu.re. However, spatial averaging is congruous with the Lorentz'

linearization technique employed for the viscous stresses in the pre-

ceding section, and, thus it is appropriate to approximate the horizon-

tal differential inertial damping force per unit mass of fluid as

dF E

X &u ' Z

d(xnass of fluid) mx 7 1 (2.3. 11)

By similar reasoning, the approximate vertica.l differential inertial

damping force per unit mass of fluid is

dF1
z awr y

d(massof fluid) Cmz ] (2.3. 12)

2.4. Lineari2ed Equations of Motion

The modified Na.vier-Stokes equations of motion for the x and

z-directions may now be re-written using the damping forces per

unit mass given by EQs. (2.3.7, 2.3.11) and Eqs. (2.3. 10, 2.3. 12)

in Eq. (2.1.5) and Eq. (2,1.6) respectively, i.e.,



and

E!(PZ) 8u y Z]-fou C {at ax mxat

El8(P+jz) V Xi-Iaw-Catp az z rnzat E

Rearranging yields

and

where

S
!&(P+Z) - La_u (2.4.1)x3t p 3x x

S =
la(P+z)

- £ aw (2.4.2)z8t

S = inertial coefficient for the x-direction = {i+c {
v Z]} (24 3)

X mx

S = inertial coefficient for the z-direction = {l+C El

X])
(2.4. 4)

z inz

2.5. A Velocity Potential

The linearized equations of motion have been derived as

S a. = !3(P+z) - £ a-u (2.4.1)
x8t 8x

in the x-direction, and

S_ -fa_w (2.4.2)
z z

in the z-direction. Employing the assumption of simple harmonic
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time dependency, the horizontal and vertical velocity components may

be expressed as

r-..

where

- ia-ttJ(x, z)e

w Wx, z)e

tJ(x, z), W(x, z) unknown spatial functions

Taking the partial derivative of the above velocity expressions with

respect to time, substituting the results into Eqs. (Z. 4. 1 and . 4. Z)

and collecting velocity terms yields

1 a(P+yz)S (-wui + t u - -

in the -direction. Or

where

where

1 a(P--A u = - - (2. . 1)

A fa-ia-S
x c x

A w 1&(P+yz) (Z.2)
z p 3z

A f-ioS
z z z



in the z-direction. Since the velocities u and w of Eqs. (2.5. 1

and 2.5.2) are the vector components oi the total instantaneous veloc-

ity and A and A are scalar constants it is appropriate to add

Eqs. (2.5.1 and 2.5.2) vectorially, i.e.,

where

- .-. - aIA ui-k A w 1 + k][P+'z]x. z p 3,i Bz

j = unit vector in the x-direction

k = unit vector in the z.direction

a
Noting that [ i k is the two dimensional gradient operator,

, that the quantity [P+''z] is a scalar cuantity, and that the curl

of the vectorial gradient of any scalar is identically eau.al to zero, the

curl of both sides of the above equation is taken such that

a - 1
- -

V X Ei A ui-k A w] - x v [Pi-'1'z]} 0
z p

Since the right hand side of the above equation is identically equal to

zero the left hand side must also equal zero- Using the identity that

the curl of the vectorial gradient of any scalar is zero again, the left

hand side is re-written in terms of the vectorial gradient of the two

dimensional scalar, , i.e.,

- a a aVx[jA u+kAw] x
z



where

Thus

= sca.lar velocity potential function

±Au+kAwi+k
&x

Equating vector components yields

A u =x

or
1u. -

A dx

and similarly

A w
z 3z

and

w = -
A &z

a

(2.5.3)

(2. 5.4)

(2.5.5)

(2. 5.6)

Equations (2. 5. 3 and 2. 5. 5) define a velocity potential function, ,

for homogeneous, anisotropic damping. q is, more precisely, a com-

bined acceleration and velocity potential because of the behavior of

A and A, e.g., Eqs. (2.4. 1), (2.5. 1) and (2.5. 3). In simple

harmonic motions, however, the velocities and accelerations are

directly proportional, hence, shall be referred to as a velocity

potential throughout this study.
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2.6. The Bernoulli Equation and the Linearized
Boundary Conditions

Substitution of Eq. (Z. 5.3) into Eq. (a. 5. 1) reduces the equa.tion

to horizontal gradients, i. e.,

&th 1 &(P+'zA u - = - -

Since the fluid density is assumed to be constant and /p = g. where

g is the g?avitational acceleration, simplification of the above equa

tion 'ie1ds

&(c+ P/p + gz)
0

ax

Similarly, substituting Eq. (Z.5.5) into Eq. (2..5.Z), and performing

some algebraic manipulations yields

(+ P/p + gz)
=

az

The previous two equations indicate that the quantity (+ P/p +gz) is

a constant in space. LI this quantity is not a constant, it can only be a

function of time. Thus the above two equations yield the Bernoulli

equation as

gz = F(t) (2.ô. 1)
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The vertical displacement of the free su.riace from the still

water surface is defined as (x, t) in Figure 1. 1. Consequently a

water particle at the free surface has the vertial coordinate z

Substituting this ralu.e of z and the fact that the pressure at the free

surface is atmospheric, or zero gage pressure, into Eq. (2.6.1)

yields

+ g11 = F(t)

at zrI. Or,

1(x,t) (2. 6.2)

at z 1. Taking the partial derivative of Eq. (2. 6. 2) with respect

to tiue yields

= ! afF(t)-øfI

3t g at
(2.6.3)

Assuming a fluid particle at the free surface remains at the free sur-

f ace during the wave cycle requires that the Water surface r:ses and

falls at a rate equal to the vertical velocity, w. Thus

D_ _i diw + - -
Dt t adt

at z = 1. For small amplitude waves the second order term

(hi/ax X dx/dt) is negligible, therefore
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= 18(F(t)-ô) (2.6.4)
Dt at W Aez g 3t

at z = 1. The velocity components, 1.1 and w, and hence the

velocity potential, , are assumed to be simple harmonic functions

of time. Consequently, the velocity potential may be expressed as

where

1.

= (x,ze

(x, z) an unknown spatial function

Substitution of the partial derivative of the above expression with

respect to time into Eq. (1.6.4) yields

r.- - LiOo+
az g

at z1. Or,

0 g A cio+
aY(t) (2.6.5)

at z = Ti. Equation (2.6.5) constitutes the combined kinematic and

dynamic free surface boundary condition.

Assuming the bottom to be non-deforrnable, impermeable, and

horizontal requires .the vertical velocity component to vanish at the

bottom, i.e.,



1 eow = 0 = - -
A az
z
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(2.6.6)

at z -h. quation (2.6. 6) is termed the bottom boundary condition.

Finally conservation of mass for an incompressible fluid must

be satisfied such that

au
r -o

ax az

Substituting Eqs. (2.5.4 and 2.5.6) into the above expression yields

the governing differential equation for the problem as a variation of

the Laplace equation, i. e.,

2 2
i & I- - + - - = 0

A 2 A 2x2x zaz
(2.6.7)

2. 7. Summary of the Boundary Value Problem

Equation (2.6.7) is a second-order line ar homogeneous partial

differential equation which is very similar in form to Laplace s equa.-

tion (V2 0). The boundary value problem for the structure being

considered is specified by Eqs. (2.6.7, 2.6.5 and 2.6.6) and is

repea±ed here in summary;

Differential equation:

2ia,, la--0 (26 7)
A 2 A 2

zaz
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Free su.rface boundary condition:

- A aF(t) +jQJ = 0 at z I (2.6.5)g at

Bottom boundary condition:

= U at z -h (2.6.6)

2.. 8. Solution of the Boundary Value Problem

The differential equation, Eq. (2.6.7), is linear, second order,

and homogeneous. The boundary conditions (Eqs. 2.. 6.5 and 2.6.6)

are linear, first order, and also homogeneous. Finally, the flow

boundaries of the system are coincident with the directions of the

chosen coordinate system. These facts indic-ate that a solution to the

boundary value orobleni is available through the use of Lhe separation

of variables technique (Robertson, 1965).

where

The separation of variables technique requires that

X(x) Z(z) T(t) (2.8. 1)

X(x) = an unknown function of c only

Z(z) = an unknown function of z only

T(t) = simple harmonic function oi time = e10t
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Substituting Eq. (Z.8. 1) into Eq. (2.6.7) and performing the

indic ated partial differentiations yields

wlie re

1 ,, -io-tX Ze + :XZfleiOt 0
z

XTI the second partial differentiation of X with respect to c

Z" = the second partial differentiation of Z with respect to z

Or, after simplifying.

A xt z "AXZ
x

Since the left hand side of the above equation is a function of x only

and the right hand side is a function of z only, both sides must be

equal to a constant, k2, in order for the equality to be preserved

over the entire domain of x and z, i.e.,

where

A
x" z" 2

A X Z krnn
z

k2 anon-zero constant

r_.O. -,

The subscript n is used in anti cipa-

tion of designating the infinite number of modal values of

k corresponding to the eigen-series solution. The lead-

ing subscript, m, is used to designate the region number
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since k will vary in accordance with the water depths,

h (see .Fig. 1. 1).in

For the special case in which k is equal to zero the above equa-inn

tion is siinpli.fied and re-written as

x z = 0 (2. 8. 3)

Rearranging and separating Eq. (2. 8. 2.) yields the two ordinary differ-

ential equations

a.nd

A
x=o

A UIti
z

Z" - = 0

The general solutions ci the above two ordinary differential equations

are, respectively,

where

i IA /A'k x -i /A /Ak x
1 c zrnn '1 ,c ZUInX(x) - De + Le (2.. 8.4)

k z -k zinn innZ(z)Fe (2.. 8.5)

D,E,F,C constants which may be complex. Note that the con-

stant F used here is not related to the Bernoulli

constant F(t) of Eq. (2.6. 1).
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Substitution of Eqs. (2.8.4 and 2.8.5) into Eq. (2.8.1) and employing

the assumption of simple harmonic time dependency yields the velocity

potential expression when Ic2 does not equal zero as

-i IA /A'k x Ic z -k z
X Z fllfl mn mn -iOt

= [De
X Z +Ee IFe +Ge ]e

(2.8.6)

Separating Eq. (2. 8. 3) and integrating twice yields

where

X(x)0 Mx. + Q

Z(z)0 Rz + S

M. Q,R,S = constants. Note that S is not related to the inertial

coefficients S and S
z

0 sub8cript indicating the specia.l case when Ic = 0mn

Substitution of the above two equations into Eq. (2. 8. 1) and again

employing the assumption of simple harmonic time dependency yields

the velocity potential ecpression when Ic equals zero as

= fMx+Q][Rz+S]e°t (2. 8. 7)

Since the differential equation, Eq. (2. 6. 7), is linear, super-

position of all, of the independent solutions yields the total, or corn-

plete, solution. Thus, the total velocity potential solution is obtained

by adding Eqs. (2.8.6 and 2.3. 7) such that



or

th
k +

I iJA/Ak ,c -i IA /Ak x k z -kz mu z inn inn mu.
+Ee Fe +Ce ]

- iat
tM,c+QI[Rz+S]

}
e

Now subst.tuting the above expression for the velocity potential into

the bottom boundary condition, Eq. (. 6. 6), performing the indicated

diiferentiation, and evaluating at z = -h yields

-iOt ( i IA /A'k c -i/A /Ak c -k h k h
e "4 X I inn \l c z inn mu in inn in

u \Lk (De rEe )(Fe -CeA mnxl.
.R(Mx+Q)]

where the subscript in of h denotes the region number as itin

does for k. Since e_10t is not always zero, and since it is not

possible for the polynomial (second) bracketed term in the above equa-

tion to be always of equal magnitude and opposite sign as that of the

(first) bracketed product of exponentials, it is apparent that both of

the bracketed terms inust be equal to zero, 1. e.,

IJA /A'k x -i IA /iKk x -k h k h
0

' z z tim inn in mu in
- k (De Ee )(Fe -Cemu

0 R(Mx+Q) (2.8. 8)
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For the former of the above two equations, Ic has been restrictedrun

to non-zero values, while D and E may not both be equal to zero

or the velocity potential cp. is always zero. It is essential that

be non-zero in order to obtain a. viable solution with respect to

observed wave phenomena. Hence

or

-k ii Ic hrun in run in

2k hrun inFCe

Substitution of the above expression LOT F into Eq. (2. 2. 5), and
k hrun iiifactoring out the term ZCe yields

or

where

Ic (h ±z) -k (h z)
Ic h inn in run inmnrri e

Z(zj 2Ge
a

Ic h
Z(z) 2Ge i ch.k (h z) (2.8.9)run in

ch-k (h 4-z) hyerbolic cosine of the complex argument
run in

1k (h +z)Jmu in

Combining Eqs. (2.8.1, 2.8.4 ad 2.8.9) and the assumption of

a simple harmonic time dependency allows the velocity potential for

non-zero values of Ic to be expressed asrun



i IA /A' k x -i IA IA' k
V X Zlflfl X Zl2iflr it.

IDe rEe JIch. k (h 1-z)Je
k mn xn

(2. 8. 10)

where the constants D and E have been used to absorb the con-
k hrnnmstant factor ZGe . Now, returning to Eq. (2. 8. 8) it is

apparent that either R equals zero or that both M and Q are

zero. If this latter possibility is true then is always zero.

Although it is not known whether or not is physically relevant to

the solution, it will be retained Ear the present by assuming that R

is zero. Hence the velocity potential exression when k is zero

becomes

=

The total velocity potential expression is re-written by adding the

above equation and Eq. 2. 8. 10) to yield

i[A7A'k x -ilA /A'k ,c
r "i X zmn '4 x zmnir

'p = LDe jich.k (h rz)mn xn

ES(MXQ)J ett (2.3. 11)

4. 9. Evaluation of the Bernoufli Function, F(t)

It is necessary to impose the combined kinematic and dynamic

free surface boundary condition, Eq. (2.6. 5), on Eq. (2. 8. 1 U in

order to further evaluate the velocity potential expression. However,
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examination of Eq. (2.6.5) reveals that it will be advantageou.s to first

establish the unknown Bernoulli function, F(t).

Equation (2. 6.2) specifies the displacement of the free surface,

11, as

r(x,t) (2.6. 2)

Both rj and o are, by assumption, required to be simple harmonic

functions of time. Noting that the integral of any linear simple har-

monic function of time over a Lull wave period, T, must be zero,

the integral with. respect to time of Eq. (2. 6. 2) is taken over a wave

period such that

Thus

0 0
t+T tT

ç
t+T,,J

! f F(t)dt- c
dt

t+T
0 F(t)dt

t

Two possibilities exist, either 7(t) is also a simple harmonic func-

tion or else it is zero. Assuming the former to be true, 7(t) may

be expressed as

7(t) = dett

where d = a constant.

(2.9.1)



2. 10. The Dispersion Equation

Substituting Eqs. (2.8. 11 and 2.9. 1) into the kinematic and

dynamic free surfa.ce boundary condition, Eq. (2.6. 5), performing

the indicated differentiations, and employing the small amplitude

approd.mation

z = => z 0

to evaluate the resulting expression yields

iJA /A'k ,c -i I/A' k x
0 g sh. k h [De

X Z mu Ee ' Z
1

mu run

i IA. /A k ,c -i IA IA' k ,c
'C zrnn x zrnn1

- ia-A e -d+(ch. k h ){De
1.

mum

where

S(Mx+Q)

sh. k h hyperbolic sthe of the complex argument k h
mu rn mu xn

-iator, rearranging an cancelling e

gk (sh. k h )[X(x)] = ia-A {(ch. k h )[X(x)] + S(Mx+Q)-d}mu run Z run in

where X(x) is defined by Eq. (2.8.4) as

i /A /Ak x -i IA /Ak ,c

X(x) = De ' 'C Z mu 'C z run
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Now dividing both sides of the above equation by X(x) and rearrang-

ing yields

S(Mx+Q)-dgk (sh. k h ) - iA (ch. k h ) (2. 10. 1)
inn inn in z inn in X(x)

The left hand side (L. H. S.) of the above equation is a constant. The

right hand side (R. H. S. ) is a first order polynomial function of ,c

divided by a complex exponential function of 'c. It is not possible for

this quotient to be a constant over the c domains of any of the three

regions '.mless the numerator of the R. H. S. is zero or the denomi-

nator isinñxte. The latter possibility is eliminated by choosing the

root of (A/A) (see Appendix A) so that waves decay exponentially

when acted upon by the damping terms described in Section (2. 2).

Consequently

S(Mx+Q) - d = 0

Two distinct possibilities exist for the above equation, 1. e. first

either

Sd=0

in which case

F(t) 0

or, secondly



and

M = 0

SQ - d = 0

The former possibility requires that and F(t) both be identi-

cally equal to zero since R, S, and d are all zero. The Latter

possibility reQuires that be strictly constant in space, since R

and M are both zero, and that and F(t) be equal, i. e.,

= SQe0t = F(t) = de10t

Now, considering Eqs. (2. 6. 1, 2.6.2 and 2.6. 5) it is apparent that the

velocity potential term, c, (containing p) is always of opposite

sign as that of F(t) and therefore and F(t) must canceL.

Furthermore, examination of Eqs. (2. 5.4, 2.5.6, 2.6.6 and 2.6. 7)

reveal that the term does not contribute to the velocity compo-

nents or to the boundary value problem since its spatial derivatives

are zero. Thus it may be concluded that the result is the sa.rie

regardless which of these possibilities is actually correct. That is,

and F(t) either cancel or do not contribute. Consequently,

both and F(t) will be excluded from the remainder of this

investigation as though both of these quantities were identically equal

to zero.
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or

where
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Employing this conclusion allows Eq. (2.. 10. 1) to be re-written

ia-A (ch.k h ) = gk (sh.k h
z urn in inn inn in

ia-A gk th.k h
z inn mn in

sh.k hmn mth. k h = hyperbolic tangent of k hmn in mn m ch. k hinn in

Remembering that

A f a- -iS a-
z z z

the above equation becomes

+jf ) gk th.k hz z inn inn in Z. 10. 2)

The left hand side of the above equation is a complex constant

when the vertical damping coefficient, f, does not equal zero. The

water depth, h, and the gravitational acceleration, g, on the

right hand side are both real values. Hence, it is apparent that k

miistbe complex.

Rewriting the hyperbolic tangent in terms of the hyperbolic sine

arid cosine, multiplying both sides of the above equation by the water

depth, h, and rearranging yields



h(S+if)
g

sh.k h
k hmnmch.k hinn in

Now, substi.tuting the series expansions for the hyperbolic sine and.

cosine of a complex argument (Abramowitz and Stegu.m, 1970) into the

above equation yields

where

I- 3
a

h (S if )in z z 3! 5.
g x2- + -

! 4!

complex value k hinn in

Multiplying bath sides of the above equation by the denominator of the

R.H.S. yi.elds

hc 2 4 4 6' (S +if )(1-+-+ \2
g z z 2! 4! 3! !

Subtracting the R. H. .S. from bcth sides of the above equation yields a

complex polvnomiai. function of \ as

2 4 6
0 = (r+j) + [2-(r)] f4-(F+i)] + f6-r+i)]... (2. 10. 3)
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2.

r=m
g z

2.ham
£

g z

The

'Fundamental Theorem of Algebra requires that every
polynomial equation of the form

n-Z n-3+ ... + X+c =0
3 n-I n

in which the coefficients c0.. c are any complex num-
bers, whose degree n is greater than or equal to one,
and whose leading coefficient c0 is not zero, possesses
precisely n roots in the complex number system, pro-
vided that each multiple root of multiplicity m is
counted as in roots (Thomas, 1968).

Since Eq. (2.. 10.3) is a complex polynomial of infinite degree, it must

have an infinite number of roots, ) . Furthermore solution of then

complex dispersion equa.tio-n, Eq. (2.. 10. Z), using a Newton-Raphson

technique (see Chapter VI) demonstrates that there are an infinite

number of unique roots, X, and thus an infinite number of corn-

plex values Ic h . Since It is a real constant, it is apparentinn in in

is possible to prove this mathematically, as well, by
expanding the ) terms of Eq. (2. 10.3) using DeMoivre's theorem
and then equating the real and imaginary parts of the resulting equa-
tion to zero. This yields two equations which are trigonometric
series with variable modulating amplitudes such that an infinite num-
ber of values may be shown to satisfy the equatiQns.



then that there must be an infinite number of unique complex valu.es

k which satisfy Eq. (2. 10.2).mu

Equ.ation (2. 10. 2) represents the complex dispersion equation

within the porous structure. It also represents the characteristic

equation for obtaining the infinite number of eigenvalues, for

the solutions of the separated ordinary differential equations given by

Ecs. (2.8.4 and 4.8. 5). Corresponding to each eigenvalu.e, krun

there is an eigenfunction, . Since the problem being considered is

linear, the total solution, ç, is the linear superposition of all the

individual n solutions, i.e.,

(2. 10. 4)

where, having concluded that does not contribute to the solu-

tion, is obtained froniEc. (2.8. 11) as

i IA IA' k -i IA /A k
I X I tflfl Z flfl 1 -10t

p = LDe 1-Ee Jich. k (h +z)Jemu
(2. 10. 5)

2.11. The Unknown Amplitude Coefficients

Considering F(t) be to zero, the free surface displacement

is obtained from Eq. (2. 6. 2) as



T= -/g (2.. 11. L

at z ii. Substituting Eq. (2.. 10. ) for into Eq. (a. 11.1 and

employing the small amplitude surface approximation

z = 1 > z 0

yields

ch. k h -i(o-t- 1A IA' k x) -i(ot+ [ /A' Ic c)

fl =
fllfl mEDe 'C +Ee

'C Z xrLn

g

(2.. 11.2.)

at z = 0. The two exponential terms within the brackets represent

two wave forms oriented in opposite directions such that

fl = 1l +

where is a. waveform oriented in the positive x-direction and

fl is a waveform oriented in the negative x-direction. Since the

time and x-dependence of waves oriented in the positive x-direction

must be of opposite signs

ch.k h -i(o-t- IA /A.'k x)mn rn
[De

'C zmn
S

and similarly, since the x and t-dependence of waves oriented in

the negative 'C-direction must be of the same sign



ch.k h i(t+JA /Ak x)mn m [Ee
X Z 1fl11

The amplitudes of the waveforms expressed by the exponentially

dampe& periodic waveforms above are defined as the maximum val-

ues of the free surface displacement realized when the complex

exponential functions attain their maximum values of unity. Conse-

quenti y

where

or

and

where

or

Dch.k hrnnma, -
T g

a+ amplitude of the waveform oriented in the positive

x -direction

ag
(1.1L.3)ch.k hinn in

Ech.k hinn in
a

- g

a amplitude of the waveform oriented in the negative

x-direction

ag
E = - . (Z. 11.4)

ch. hinn in
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Substitution of the expressions for D and E above into Eq.

(2.. 10. 5) yields the single mode velocity potential as

iJA /A'k ,c iJA /Ak x ch.k (h +z)
x zrnn x zrnn= -gia e +a e

mn in -wt
JE je

n -n ch.k hinn in
(2. 11.5)

In similar fashion, the free surface displacement of each individual

modal waveform is found from Eq. (2.10.1) using Eqs. (2. 10.2 and

2. 10. 3) as

i(otJA IA k x) i(at+JA /A k c)
X Zrnfl x zrrxn

a, e +a e (2.11.6)
fl -r -n

at z Z 0. Thus, the total water surface profile is given by

(2. 11.7)

nl

Assuming that the appropriate sign of the complex square root of

[A/A] is chosen (see Section 3.2. 1 and Appendix A), Eqs. (2. 11.6

and 2. 11.7) describe a series of sinusoidal waveforms within the

structure which decay exponentially in space. The decay rate is a

function of the quantity [A/A]. Since this cuantity is a function of

the angular frequency, and the inertial and damping coefficients for

both directions, it is readily perceived that energy diSsipation within

the structure is also a function of these parameters as might have

been intuitively suspected.



III. THE FLOW FIELD SOLUTION

3. 1. The Velocity Potentials Outside the Structure

The expression for the velocity potential modes specified by

Eq. (2. 11.5) is applicable only where damping is described by the

viscous and inertial terms developed in Chapter I. Since no damping

occurs in Regions I and III (see Fig. 1.1), some modifications of Eq.

(2. 11.5) are necessary in order to establish the form of the velocity

potential ecpressions in these regions.

Remembering that

A f a- - ia-S
x X X

A f a--ia-S
z z z

a.nd noting that in clean water without damping

and

I =1 =0
x z

S =S =1.0
x z

It follows that

A A -icy
x z

in Regions I and III. Now, substituting the above relations for



and A into Eq. (2. 11. 5), the modal velocity potentials outside the

structure have the general form

ik x -1k ,c ch.k (h +z) 3/
1X3.fl i-flU rTIn i- i0t -

= -g[a e +a e .je (3.1. 1)
ch.k hInn rn

The dispersion equation in the outer regions is found from Eq.

(2. 10. 2) by again employing the values f = 0, S = 1. 0, i. e.
z a

ogk th.k h
ri-in i-nfl i-n

(3. i. 2)

in Regions I and III. The eigenvalues, k which satisfy the
mn

above equation are found using the Newtori-Raphson technique

described in Chapter VI. There is one real value of k whichmn

satisfies Eq. (3. 1.Z. This value corresponds to the propagating. or

first (n = 1), wave mode. Also, there are an infinite number of

pure imaginary k which satisfy Eq. (3. 1.2) and correspond to
Inn

the evanescent wave modes (2 < ii < O) generated at the seaward

and leeward structural interfaces. The evanescent modes represent

local standing waves with spatially decaying amplitudes and are

should be noted that the use of the symbols a and
in Eqs. (2. 11.5 and 3.1.1) does not imply that the amplitudes of a.
particular wave mode will in general be equal in all three regions.
These symbols are used to indicate a modal amplitude coeuiicient in
the general sense and will be redefined in a more epiicit manner in
the net section.
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included to satisfy irregu.larities in the vicinity of the interfacial

boundaries (Sollitt and Cross, 1972).

The multiple eigenvalues, k, which satisfy Eq. (3. 1.2),

require eigen-series solutions for the Region I and Ill velocity poten-

tials indirect analogy with Eq. (2. 10.4), i.e.,

0 (3. 1.3)1,3 n
n1

where is given by Eq. (3. 1. 1) for Regions I and III.

3. 2. Aoplication of the Velocity Potential Equations

The general forms of the modal velocity potential equations for

Region II and Regions I and III have been derived as Eq. (2.11.5) and

Eq. (3.1. 1) respectively. It will now be helpful to adapt them to the

problem being considered. This is accomplished by referencing the

spatial phases to the appropriate interfacial planes and by redefining

the amplitude coefficients in Regions I and LII in terms of the incident,

reflected and transmitted wave amplitudes.

3.2. 1. Region II

Beginning with Eq. (2.11. 5), it is apparent that propagating

waves entering the structure from the seaward side as well as the

evanescent modes generated at the interface (x -b) have
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ma'drnurn amplitudes at the interface since damping within the struc-

ture causes wave amplitudes to decay a.s the waveform moves into the

stru.cture. Consequently, the spatial phase for waveforms associated

with the seaward interface, i.e., the 'a. term of Eq. (2.11.5), is

referenced to x = -b. In a similar fashion., propagating waves

reflected from the leeward face, and/or re-entering the leeward face

alter being reflected by the reflector-absorber, as well as the evanes-

cent modes generated at the inteface, have maximum amplitudes at

the leeward interface (c +b). Hence the spa.tial phase for the

term of Eq. (2.11.5) is referenced to x = b. Re-writing

Eq. (2. 11.5) using the spatial phases delineated above yields the

modal velocity potential for Region 11 as

I IA /A' k2 (x+b) -i rA IA k, (x-b)
7_ gE

"1 Z n
+

x zn-- a, e a e
-n

where

ch.k (h.,+z)2n 1-10t
ch.k h je (3.2.1)

Zn 2

k the nth mode eigenvalue satisfying Eq. (2. 10. 2)
Zn

h2 the water depth in Region II

4/'It should be noted again that the minus subscript of a.. does
not indicate negative summation modes. Rather, it denotes that
this term is the unknown amplitude coefficient for wave modes within
the structure that are oriented in the negative direction.
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From Eq. (2. 10. 4), the total velocity potential solution in Region II is

I -. I-i/A IA k (x+b) -i IA IA k (x-b)
r '4 X zZn , x zZn

q- ,' _gLae +a e
II -x1

n=l

ch.k (h +z)2?. -jat
ch.k, h

..n 2.

(3.?..?.)

The complex square root, JAIA, in the exponentials of

Eq. (3, 2.. 1) has two roots. In addition, this research has found that

11 the complex eigenvalue

where

k .a+ibin

a,b strictly real numbers

is a solution of Eq. (*.B. 2.) then

-k -a-ib
Zn

is also a so.iution, 1. e. , k, has a positive and negative solution.

Since wave amplification within the structure is physically irrelevant,

the roots of /A /A and k must be chosen so that the product
'Ix z Zn

ii IA /A k (x±b)x z Zn

insures wave decay for both exponential terms of Eq. (3. 2. 1). A



method of complying with this requirement is described in Appendix A.

Having obtained an expression for the total velocity potential in

Region LI, it is now possible to specify the instantaneous pressure

within the region. Solving Eq. (2. 6. 1) for the pressure term, P,

where F(t) has been shown to be zero, and substituting Eq. (3. 2. 2)

for the veocitv potential yields

where

pa = _p[,+gzJ (3. 2. 3)

the total pressure term in Region II

Zn
znodal velocity potential in Region II expressed by Eq.

(3. 2. 1)

3.2.2. Region I

In Region I, the total vetocity potential is the linear superposi-

tion of the incident wave velocity potential and the eigen-series repre-

senting the reflected wave potentials, i. e.

where

1 1 rn

O. the incident wave velocity potential

o nth mode of the reflected wave velocity potential



In accordance with the definition sketch, Fig. 1. 1, the incident

wave propagates in the positive s-direction and is therefore repre-

sented by the 'a' term of q. (3. 1. 1). However, only the

propagating mode is present (ii = 1) and the amplitude, a., is a

known quantity. Hence the a+ amplitude coefficient of Eq. (3.1.1)

is replaced by a,. The spatial phase of the incident wave is refer-

enced to the seaward interface at x = -b so that

where

ik11(x+b) ch.k11(h1+z) -it (325)]e= -ga.e ch.k1h1

the real eigenvalue satisfying q. (3. 1.2) in Region I

h1 the water depth in Region I

The reflected waveform in Region I is the linear superposition

of the propagating waveform reflected from the seaward interface

when the incident wave encounters it, the propagating waveforms

which are reflected in Regions II and III and transmitted back across

the seaward interface, and finally, the evanescent modes (n 2)

generated at the interface. Consequently, the reflected wave velocity

potential is an in.Einite eigen-series where the modal components are

represented by the a' term of a. (3.1.1). Referencing the

spatial phase to x = -b and renaming the amplitude coefficient a

as a , the reflected wave modal velocity potential is found fromrn



Eq. (3.1.1) as

-ik (x+b) ch.k1(h1+z) -io-t (3.2.6)= -ga e
in

ch.k1h1rn rn

vhe re

k1 th modal eigenvalue satisfying Eq. (3.1.2) in Region I

Combining Eqs. (3. 2.4, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6) yields the total veloc-

ity potential in Region I as

ik. (x+b) ch.k11(h1+z)
-io-t 11- -ge a.e

1 ch.k11h1

-ik (x+b) ch k (h +z)
+ ) a e

in in 1
(3 7 7)

rn ch.k hin I
n= 1

The total instantaneous pressure equation in Region I is found in

a mariner similar to that in Region II, so that

where

= _p(4+gz)

is givenbyEq. (3.2.7)

F1 the total pressure term in Region I

(3.2.8)
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3. Z. 3. Region III

The total velocity potential in Region III is the linear superposi-

tion of the eigeri-series solutions representing the transmitted waves

and the waves reflected from the reflector-absorber, i.e.,

TnRAn

where

Tn = the th mode of the transmitted wave velocity potential

RAn
= the nth mode of the velocity potential du.e to the reflec-

tion of the transmitted wave.Eorrns at the reflector-

absorber

The transmitted waveform in Region III is the linear superposi-

tion of the propagating waveforms transmitted from Region II through

the leeward interface, the waveforms reflected from the reflector-

absorber and re-reflected at the leeward interface, and finally, the

evanescent modes (n> 2.) generated at the interface. Hence the

transmitted wave velocity potential is an infinite eigen-series where

the modal components are represented by the 'a' term of Eq.

(3. 1. 1). Referencing the spatial phase to the interface at x b and

renaming the amplitude coefficient a as a , the modal veloc-+j Tn

ity potential of the transmitted wave is obtained from Eq. (3.1.1) as



where
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1k (x-b) ch.k3(h3+z) -it (3. 2. 10)-ga eTn Tn ch. k3h3

k3 the eigenvalue satisfying Eq. (3. 1. 2.) in Region III

h3 = water depth in Region III

The total transmitted wave potential is therefore

T L. Tn
fl::l

and the total transmitted waveform, is found by substituting the

above two equations into Eq. (2.. 6. 2.) and evaluating at z 0 such

that

- ik (-b)
3n

/ a. e e
T Th

n=l

(3.2. 11)

The velocity potential of the wave reflected from the reflector

absorber is established by propagating the tran.sm.itted waveform in

Region III over the distance between the structure and the reflector.

absorber, c, (see Fig. 1. 1), so that Eq. (3.2. 11) is evaluated at

xc+b as
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i[k (c+b-b)]3n
n = / a eTI, Tn

c i-b
- n=l

i(k c) -\ 3ii -io-t
= / a e e

_ Tn

This wave is reflected from the reflector-absorber by an amount

(the historically, empirically, or analytically established

reflection coefficient for the reflector-absorber) and propagates in

the negative x direction back toward the structure. Thus the signs

of the x-dependent exponential and the time dependent exponential

must be the same while the spatial phase is referenced to x bc,

i.e.,

-i[k (x-(b+c))]
ACRAT e

xc+b

3n1k c -i[k (x-(b±c))+ct]
a e eTn

n=1

-i(k (x-(b+2c))ot]
12)3n=

, Cae
n= 1

The total reflected velocity potential is found from Zq. (3.1.12)

by multiplying by -g and including the depth dependent te



ch.k. (h +z)
3n 3

ch.k h3n 3

such that
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-1k [,c-(b+Zc)J ch.k (h +z)
3n 3

RA = ch.k h Je (3.2. 13)
3n 3n1

The total 'ielocity potential expression in Region III is obtained

from Eqs. (3.2.9, 3.2. 10 and 3.2. 13) as

ik3(x-b) -ik3[x(b+2c)J ch. k3(h3+z) it
L - ga[e -CRAe ch.
n=l (3.2. 14)

The total instantaneous pressure equation for Region III is

derived in the same fashion as those of Regions I and II. i.e.,

where

P3 = -p(43gz) (3.2. 15)

is given by Eq. (3.2.14)

P3 = total pressure in Region III

3. 3. The Interfaci.al Boundary Conditions

The velocity potential and dynamic pressure equations have been

derived for Regions I, II and III as Eqs. (3.2. 2, 3. 2. 3, 3. 2. 7, 3. 2. 8,

3.2.14 and 3.2.15) using the unknown amplitude coefficients a+,
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a , a , a . Truncating the infinite eigen-series in each of the-n rn Tn

above equations as n goes to some finite value N necessitates

the quantification of N values for each of the four unknown ampli-

tude coefficients. Consequently 4 x N boundary conditions are

required. Since the solutions in adjacent regions must be continuous

at the iriterfacjal boundaries, it is apparent that the appropriate

boundary conditions are continuity of pressure and horizontal mass

flux at the interfacia.1 planes defined at x -b and x b. Further-

more, since the fluid is assumed to be incompressible, the require-

ment of horizontal ma5s flux continuity at the interfacia.1 planes

reduces to continuity of the local horizontal volumetric flow rates.

Application of the imposed continuities at N points along each inter-

facial plane yields sufficient boundary conditions to evaluate the

4 x N unknown amplitude coefficients.

3. 3. 1. Flow Continuity

Referring to the idealized planar interfaces shown in Fig. 3. 1,

the interfaciai. boundary conditions requiring continuity of the han-

zonta]. volumetric flow rates at the seaward and leeward interfaces,

respectively, maybe expressed as

u1Au.,A., for -h,<z<O
= 0 for -h1 < z <
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Figure 3. 1. Interfacial boundary conditions and idealized bottom discontinuities.
Q



at x-b, and

u3A3 = u2A2 for -h, z < 0

u3=O for -h3zz<

at c b. Or, rearranging

UI

U1 = 0

at , = -b, and similarly

U3 = u2(A,/A3)

U3 = 0

for -h,<z<0

for -h1<z<
a

for -h,<z<0

for -h3<z<-h2
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(3.3. 1)

(3. 3. 1)

at x = b, where A1, A2. A3 are the cross sectional flow areas

along stream tubes in the subscripted regions. Since the horizontal

velocity components are functions of the depth, it is important that

the vertical dimension of the cross sectional areas be small in order

to avoid large variations of the velocity over the area. Thus the cross

sectional areas in Region I and Ill are the products of some smail

vertical increment, z, and some lateral distance Y. The cross

sectional areas in Region II are the cross sectional areas in Region I

and UI less the convergence effects produced by the structural
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members, A , i.e.,
so lid

A1,A3=Y*z

A (Yz)-A
a solid

Dividing the latter equation by the former yields the area ratios of

Eqs. (3.3.1 and 3.3.1) as

(A IA ), (A IA ) 1 - (A /Y'z) (3.3.3)
1 1 2 3 solid

Considering the fact that horizontal, diagonal. and vertical structural

members may be present at the interface it is apparent that the

quantity

/y*
solid

may vary considerably in the verticaL and lateral directions aver the

interfaces. To be mathematically rigorous, a nunerica1 algorithm

would be required to evaluate this quantity at discrete locations along

the interfaces. This cumbersome problem is mitigated by approxi-

mating the above quantity as the ratio of the total cross sectional area

of the interfacial structural members to the total interfacial area

over some lateral distance Y. However, it is felt that a. better

approximation is achieved using the ratio of the volume of structural

members to the total volume since, to personify, the fluid particles
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tfeelt (in a pressure sense) their environment fr some distance about

themselves. It is recommended that this approximating ratio be that

of the total volume of all structural members to the total volume of

the entire structure for a dense homogeneous structure, or that of the

volume of the interfacial structural members to an interfacial volume

(the longitudinal dimension being the average pile diameter) for more

random structures. Thus

Vsolid solid
Y*z V total

or, referri.ng to the definitions described in Section 2. 3

where

Vsolid solid
Y*z V total

(3. 3. 4)

= either the total porosity definedin Eq. (2.3. 1) or the local

porosity at the interface described in the above narrative

for random structures

The above approximation constitutes an averaging of the localized flow

characteristics and is therefore consistent with the formulation of the

linear damping losses for the equations of motion.

Combining Eqs. (3.3.3 and 3.3.4) with the boundary conditions

given by Eqs. (3. 3. 1 and 3. 3. 2) yields



tlz S

= c

0

at ,-b, and

u.2.E

= c
-J

0

for -h2<z<0
for -h1<z< -h,

for _h<z<0
for -h3<z< -h,

at x b. Now remembering that

and that

1 &th

A fc-ioS
x ,c

f 0, S p1.0x
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in Regions I and III, the above boundary conditions may be re-written

respectively as

a

1
2A &x

1a ax

at ,c-b and

for -h,<z<O

for -h1<z< }i,
(3.3.5)



I a
' E

at ax
1 3

io- a

(0

for -'n,<z<O

for -h3<z<-h1
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(3.3. 6)

at x 'o. Substituting the velocity potential expressions given by

Eqs. (3.2.7 and 3.2.2) into Eq. (3. 3.5) and perfortning he indicated

differentiations yields

-iat C ik tx-rb) ch Icge
k e

111
ii ch.k11h1

-ik (x+b) ch.k (h +z)
Ice in in 1

3)rin ch.k hin 1

( -- It.JA/A )I A x z_ -n
n1

ijA/Ak,(x+b) iJA/A.k.,(xb) ch.k2(h,+z)
- j x La, e -a e 3

-/ -n ch.k h,

for -h2<z<O

for -h1<z< -Ii

at x = -b. Ncw, evaluating the above eqLlation at x -b, cancel-

ling common terms and rearranging yields the horizontal mass flux



Ill
boundary condition for the iriterfacial plane at x -b as

ch.k1,(h1-z)
5' a

ch.k (h +z)in__1ak [i 11 ch.k11h1 , rn lx ch.k h.ln In1

iZbka JA/A' ch. k,(h.,+z)

LknIanne ch.k h,
n1 an -

for -h,<zO

0 for -h1<z< h,

where
(3. 3.7)

-iae IA. /A
V c z

A
'C

Similarly. s.tbstitu±ing the velocity potential expressions given

by Eqs. (3.Z. 14 and 3.Z.Z) into Eq. (3.3.6),perfcrxning the indicated

differentiations, evaluating at , b, and simplifying, yield the hor±-

zontal mass flux boundary condition for the interface at x = b as

3n3a k .

ch.k (h +z) ilck
Tn 3n ch.k h lllCRAe

3n]
(3.3.8)

n=1
n 3

ch.k (h +z) i2.bk /A IA
i _______ 'C z
I. a, e -a.

.-n ch.t h i- -n
-

for -h,<z<0
0 for -h3<z< -h,



where

icTEJA /A'x z
A

'C

3. 3. 2. Pressure Continuity

Referring to Fig. 3. 1, the iriterfacia.1 bou.ndary conditions

requiring continuity of pressure at the seaward and leeward inter-

faces, respectively, are

Fi =

at x-b, and

p3 = p2

at ,c=b.

for

for -h,z5O
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Substitution of Eqs. 3. 2.8 and 3. 2... 3) into the former boundary

condition and Eqs. (3.2. 15 and 3.2.8) into the latter yield

-p(1gz) -p(,+gz) for -h2 < z < 0 (3. 3. 9)

at x = -b, and

'The constants r, and are equal unless the porosity term,
E, is the local interfacial. porosity. In that case, these constants will
vary in direct proportion to the ratio of the seaward interiacial
porosity to that of the leeward interface.



-p(Q3gz) = p(2+gz) for -h, z < 0

at xb.
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(3. 3. 10)

Substituting the velocity potential expressions given by Eqs.

(3. 2. 8 and 3.2. 2) into Eq. (3. 2. 9), evaluating the resulting equation

at x = -b, and simplifying, yields the continuity of pressure inter-

facial boundary condition for the interfacial plane at c = -b as

ch.k (h1z) ch.k (h +z)J)a I

ml
a.[ ch.k1 1h1 rn ch. k hin 1

n= 1
(3.3. 11)

i2bk JA IA ch. Ic, (h +z)
"> Ca a e

x Z][
I for -h < z < 0/ +n. -n ch.k.,h 2.n 2

n= I

Similarly, substitution of the velocity potential expressions given by

Eqs. 3. 2. 14 and 3.2.2) into Eq. (3.2. 10), evaluating at x b, and

simplifying, yields the continuity of pressure interfad.aJ. boundary con-

dition for the interfacial plane at x = b as

3n 3
a

jZk ch.k (h +z)

Tn I+CRAe
3n][

ch.k h3n 3
n= 1

(3. 3. 12)

i2bk IA /A ch.k (h z)
= [a, e 2 'C ia Zn

] for -h < z < 0
L n -n ch.k2 h, 2
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Equations (3.3.7, 3.3.8, 3.3. 11 and 3.3.12) describe a. system

of four simultaneous equations which specify continuity of mass flux

and pressure over the vertical domains of each interface. If each of

the infinite summations are truncated at some value N and each

equation is applied at N discrete z coordinates on the interf ace,

4N equations are generated to solve for 4N unknown amplitude

coefficients, i.e. , N values of each a , a , a , and a
rn Tn + -n

Although the solution for such a system is not particularly arduous in

a computational sense, a somewhat s.irnplified and more satisfactory

system of 4N equations is obtained by applying the principle of

orthogonality over the depth domain, as discussed in the next chapter.
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IV. ORTHOGONALIZATION

4. 1. The Principle of Orthogonality

The differential equation and the boundary conditions written for

the z-variable of the separable velocity potential satisfy the require-

ments for a second order Sturm-Liouville boundary value problem

with a unit weight function (see Wylie, 1975, p. 360). The solutions,

Z(z). must therefore form an orthogonal system with respect to a.

unit weight function over the depth interval. It follows, then, that the

z-dependent terms of the velocity potential expressions and of the

simultaneous system of equations given by Eqs. (3.3.7, 3.3.8, 3.3. 11

and 3. 3. 12) also form an orthogonal system with respect to the unit

weight function over the depth interval.

The general property of any orthogonal set of functions, F(T),

is that

\ r)F (-r)F (r)dr = 0m n
a

where

= weight function = unity for the present problem

F (r) = any function, n, of the orthogonal set of functions
n

F(T) = a particular function, m, of the orthogonal set of

functions

a < T < b = interval of orthogonality; the boundary conditions at
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a and b are homogeneous

when n m, is applied to the present problem such that

0

Z (z)Z (z)dz = 0 (4.1. 1)
fl Zn

Employing this property, the depth dependence of the system of

simultaneous equations given by Eqs. (3. 3.7, 3. 3.8, 3. 3. IL and

3. 3. 12) is eliminated and a series of algebraic equations is created.

4. 2. Orthoonaiization

The horizontal mass flux boundary condition Eqs. (3. 3. 7 and

3. 3. 8) are orthogonalized over the outer region depth intervals in

order to retain the behavior of the solid portions of the idealized

interfaces, i.e., over the intervals ..h1 < z < 0, and

..h3 < z < 0, respectively, as shown inFig. 3.1.

Beginning with Eq. (3.3.7), both sides of the equation are

multiplied by the z-dependent portion of ch. k1(h1+z), and the

integral over the Region I depth interval is taken to yieLd
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a.k
1 11

ch.k11h1 ch.k11(h1+z)ch.k1(h1+z)dz

ak çOruin-
cli. k h ch. k (h +z)ch. k (h +z)dz

lr 1 -h in 1 im 1

i2bk
00 an x za-ae

k h
ch. k, (h2+z)ch. kim(hi+z)dz

n:1 ml -ii,

and

-ha.k ' I
1 11 ch.k11(h1+z)ch.k1Ch1+z)dzch.k11h1

a k h1 -h
rninç a

ch.k ' ch.k (h1+z)ch.k (h -z)dz = Odzim 1
-h1n=i 1u1 -h1 in

Adding the above two equations yields

a.k 0
1 11 ch.k 1(h1+z)ch.k1(h1+z)dzch.k,1h1

h

00
a krn in-

ch. ch. k (h +z)ch. k (h1+z)dz =

ni in1 '-h1 in 1
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cc
iZbk, NJ/A

La4.-ae ] 0
n ch.k (h,#z)ch.k Cli +z)dz

n ch.k h., n mi 1

ari. -h

The orthogonality principle described by Eq. (4. 1. 1) can be applied

to both of the integrals on the left hand side (L. H. S.) of the above

equation. Consequently, only the n = rn terms survive. Equation

(4. 1. 1) may not, in general, be applied to the integral on the right

hand side (R. H. S. ) since the depth dependent functions from different

regions do not form an orthogonal set unless the eigenvalu.es kn

are equal. Thus the above equation is re-written as

a. k rn liii1 11
a

f
chk Cli z)dzch.k im l-h1 im 1

iZbk IA IA
cc x z -

[a -a e ]p,O
- k

+n cli. k, (h2+z)ch. k1(h1+z)dz-
' Zn cli. kahz

The indicated integrations are performed in Appendix B and reduce to
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8 a.k sh. 2k 1(h1z) (h1+z) jOmiii 1

ch.k11h1 4k11 2.

a. k sh.Zk (h +z) (h +z)rin irn 1 1

ch.k h 4k +
2.ml

ilbk JA IA
an z1-a e

n -fl

ch.k hZn 2

n

-h1

0

k ch. k (h +z)sh.k (h -z)-k ch.k (h -z)sh.k (h z)
im Zn Z urn 1 Z urn 1 Zn 2x

k2 -k2un Zn

where

when
8 Kronecker delta

1 when in =un

Evaluating the above equation at the indicated limits yields

8 a.k sh.Zk Ii h 1 a k sh 2k h h 1mi 11 111
ch.k11h1

[
4k11

rrn urn I urn i
Zrch.k hH 4k 2.

j urn 1 [ urn j
i2bk JA IA'

Zfl. )C Z
La -a e-n

ch.k hZn 2.

1rn
(k, h2)sh. (k1h1)

xl
a

I k. -k

L
urn Zn



Finally, each term in the above eq'iati.on is rendered dimensionless

and of the order of unity by division by the incident wave term

a.k sh.Zk h h
1 11 11 1

ch.k11h1 4ku 2
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(4.2. 1)

Alter rearranging, the orthogonalized horizontal mass flux boundary

condition at the seaward interface becomes

ch.k11h Ish.(Zk h+2k h

im rm ch.k h sh.Rk11h1)+2k11h1
]IL

Imi Imi
8 C

irni

where

IZbk /A /A
N r Zn ,c z

iC -C ei' k
+n -n

r Zn ch.k.,h,
-

n= 1

k1 ch.(k h,)sh.(k h-m Zn- lrnl
- k ch.(k h )sh.(k h )-k sh.k (h -h

Zn imi ZxiZ im im 1 2

k2 -k2
mi Zn

(4.2.2)

arm
= complex reflection coefficient corresonding torm a.

the mth mode of the reflected waveforms in Region

I The reflection coefficient defined in Chapter I

for the structure as a whole is the modulus of the

first, i.e., propagating, mode,
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= = dimensionless amplitude coefficient corresponding

to the n mode of the Region ii waveIos refer-

enced to the seaward interface

C = dimensionless amplitude coefficient corresponding

to the n mode of the Region II waveforms refer-

enced to the leeward interface

4ch.k11h1
sh.(2k11h1)+2k11h1

-jOE IA IA'
= ' x z

A
'C

N the value at which the infinite eigen-series is truncated.

Values of N between five and ten have shown sufficient

accuracy for the present study

It is noteworthy that Eq (4. 2. 2) may be sOlved N times since in

is some particular value in the range i < in < N. Thus, by using

N different values of in. N different equations are obtained.

The orthogonalization process for the horizontal mass flu'C

boundary condition at the leeward interface, Eq. (3. 3. 8) is accom-

pUshed in the same manner as that presented for the seaward inter-

face. That is, both sides of Eq. (3. 3. 8) are multiplied by

ch, k3(h3+z) and integrated over the Region Ill depth interval so that
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a k iZckTn3n
ch. k h [1 CRAe

3fl] f ch. k (h +z)ch. k (h +z)dz

n1 '-h3 3 3m 3
3n 3

-h
a

Odz

and

aTk3 i2ck 0
n 3n[1-c e ch.k (h (h +z)dzch.k h ra 3n 3 3I 33n3 -Ii,

11=.

i2bkJA/A
=

ch. k, h2 [ae )c

(0
x \ ch. k (h +z)ch. k (Ii +z)dz

ar,. 2 3m 3

Adding the above two equtious yields

jZckak3 3n ch.k (h z)ch.k (h +z)dzch.kh3 [1CRAe 3n 3 3m 3

jZbk 'A/A
Zn ZnJ , z

[a e ach.k2h2 +n -n
n 1

ch. k.. (h +z)ch. k (h z)dz
2 3m 3

- a.)
S
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The orthogonalitv prooerty set forth by Eq. (4.1. 1) is applicable for

the integral on the L. H. S. of the above equation. Since the integral

is zero unless ii = in, the su.znrnation is dropped. The integrand on

the R. H. S. is riot the product of two orthogonal functions and there-

Lore Eq. (4. 1. 1) is not applicable. Thus, the above equation is

re-written as

a k i2ckTm 3m
ch.k h [1CRAe chk (h +z)dz

3m3 -h3 3m 3

k i2bk JA/A
= ch. k, h2 [ae 2 x z

X ch.k (h,-rz)ch.k (h +z)dz
Zn - 3m 3

The indicated integrations axe performed in Appendix B. After

evaluating the integrals at the specified limits, dividing both sids of

the resulting equation by Eq. (4. 2. 1), truncating the infinite eigen-

series at some value, N, and rearranging, the orthogonalized

horizontal mass flux boundary condition at the leeward interface is

obtained as
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ch.k ii iZck Ish.(2.k h )+Zk h111 3m 3m3 3m3
0 CT ch.k h [lCRAe J

LsZkllhiZkllhl ]3m 3

N k IZbk IA /A'in
[C e

'C Z
-c/ ch.k Ii +.

Zn 2.

{ kch. k,h,)sh.
- k, ch.(k h )sb.(k, h ).-k sh.k (h -h,'-n 3m 3 -n 2. 3

k -k3m Zn
where

CT
aTm

complex transmission coefficient corresponding to

the rn mode of the transmitted waveforms in

Region LU. The transmission coefficient defined

in Chapter I for the structure as a whole is the

modulu.s of the first, i. e., propagating, mode

CT1J

4ch.k11h1
sh.2.k11h1)-2k11h1

-iE/A IA
.4 ,c z

A
'C

Aga±n, it is important to note that 3 and , and hence '

and Y, are not necessarily equaa since the porosity term, E, may
be an th.terfacial porosity for non-homogeneous structures. In such a
case, the relationship between and t,, and and is
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Note that Eq. (4. Z. 3) may also be written N different times by

allowing m to take on N different values.

The orthogonalization of the pressure continuity boundary con-

di.tion equations, Eqs. (3. 3.11 and 3.3. 1Z), is accomplished in a

manner similar to that described for the horizontal mass flux equ.a-

tions. However, examination of Fig. 3. 1 reveals that the pressure

matching condition is inappropriate below Region II over the range

< z < -h,. Consequently, the orthogonalization process must be

confined to the Region 11 depth interval and, therefore, is conducted

with respect to the Region U depth dependent functions.

Proceeding as before, both sides of Eq. (3.3. 11) are multiplied

by ch.k., (h,z) and the integral over the Region II depth interval
-

is taken to yield

a.

ch, k11h1 -h2
k1 1h1+z)ch. k, (h +z)dz

..m 2

arn ch.k (h1+z)ch.k (h +z)dz± L ch.k ii, -h, in Zm 2in
n 1

IZbk /A'
La. ±a e Zn ic z

determined by the relationship of the local interfacial porosities at the
seaward and leeward interfaces.
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The orthogonality property given by Eq. (4. 1. 1) is applicable only for

the integral on the R.H.S. of the above equation. Since this property

requires the integral of the cross products (n ni) to be zero, the

summation is dropped on the R. H. S. and the integrand becomes the

square of the term. As before, the eigenvalu.es, k , will
mm

not be equal for adjacent regions and hence the depth dependent terms

from adjacent regions do not form am orthogonal set. Consequently,

Eq. (4. 1. 1) may not be applied on the R. H. S. of the above equation.

Employing these facts, the above equation is re-written as

a.. 0
1

f ch.k 1(h1+z)ch.k, (h +z)dz
ach.k11h1 "-h,

rn ch.k (h,+z)ch.k (h +z)dzCh.k1h1 -h in I 2.

x1= a

iZbk IA IAam x z
1a -a em -m

= cii. c (h i-z)zch.k h , a a

The indicated integrations are performed in Appendix B. Evaluating

the integrals at the specified limits yields
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& ch.(k h )sh.(k ii
11 1 Ztn 1

a, - k ch.(k
Li1

ch.k11h1 k-k1
j

k ch.(k h )sh.(k h
Zxn ml ZnlZ

a. -k ch.(k h )sh.( h )+k sh.krn in 2 in 1 in in
Lch.k h 2 Zml k, kn1 .m in

i2bk /A /A1 r
a, +a e

x Z Ih(Zk h,)+Zk h
- rn ..rn ..rn -

ch.k h I 4k.,ZrnZ
L

Dividing both sides of the above equation by the incident wave tern.

ch.(k h )sh.(k h111 2m2
a -k ch.(k h )sh.(k h

11 am2 iii1 (4. 2.4)ch.k1h1

truncating the infinite eigen-series at some value N and rearrang-

ing yields the orthogonaiized pressure continuity boundary condition

at the seaward interface as
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i2bk, 1X IA'
z.rnV z

e
#rn

4k ch.k
2.fli

[ sz h,)+zk h )(k1 -k1 )(ch.k11h1)2m- ZmZ Znj 11

ch.(k ii )sh.(k ii )-k ch.(k h )sh.(k11h1)
r\. lru 111 ZnZ 11 a z

k11(h1h2

N
(k' -k1)(ch.k11h12rn 1

(k' -k )(ch.k h1)
2.in in

cb (k h )sh. (k, h2Jii 1

II -k ch. (k h )sh. (k h H-k sh. k (h -h
th Zm 2 in 1 in 1. I 2. 2.5)

I
z chk11h1)sh. (k, h )-k ch. (k h_)sh. 'k 1h1)

2. 11 1- m

j
Again, Eq. (4. 2. 5) may be written and solved N times since mn

may assume any value within the range 1 N.

Following a similar procedure, Eq. (3. 3. 12) is orthogonalized

'ov first multiplying both sides of the equation by ch. k2(h2+z) and

taking the integral over the Region II depth interval so that

L
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jZck
[1+CRAe

3fl]
o

L aT ch. k h ch. k3 (h3±z)ch. kz(ha+z)dz
n1 3n 3 -h2

iZ1k JA IA'

[a e
2.ii X Z+a

I

5
ch. k (h +z)ch. k (h z)dz

n1
ch.k2.h2.

-h2.
Zn 2. Zm 2.

As before, the orthogonalitv property described by Eq. (4.1.1) is

applicable for the integral on the B.. H. S. but not the integral on the

left. Hence the above equation is re-written as

jZck

a
{1+CRe

311]
0

3n 3._. Tn ch.k h

iZbk2 JA!A'
a

2. (h +z)dz
Ca.re -m ch.k2ch.kh2.

The indicated integrations are performed in Appendix 3. Alter evalu-

a.ting the integrals a.t the specified limits, dividing both sides of the

resulting equation by q. (4. 2.. 4), truncating the infinite series at

some value N, and rearranging, the orthogonalized pressure con-

tinuity boundary condition at the leeward interface is obtained as
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(l+Ce

.t Tn (ch.k h )(k -k2n-i 3n3 Zm 3n

Uk ch.(k h )sh.(k h3n3 ZmZ

-k oh. (k, h )sh. (k h )-k sh. k (h -h
3n .mZ 3n3 3n 3n 3 2

X ch.(k h )sh.(k h )-k ch.(k h )sh.(k h
2 11 Zm 2 11 1

i2bk IA IA'
x z

C, e i-C -rn
4k ch.k h

r (oh-k h )(k2 -k2111 2m 11

ch.(k h )sh.(k h )-k C111 ?_nZ 11

[+k115h.. k11(h1-h,
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h,)+Zkh)
(4 6)(k,h2)sh,(k11h1)

Equation (4. 2. 6) may be written N times similar to Eqs.

(4. 2. Z, 4. 2. 3 and 4. 2. 5). Thus, these four equations describe a sys-

tern of 4N simultaneous equations which may be easily solved by a

high speed digital computer to yield the 4N complex coefficients

C , C , C , C . The reflection and transmission coefficientsrn Tn i-n -xi.

defined for the structure in Chapter I are obtained as the modulus

values of the first, or propagating, modes of the complex values

C and C , i.e.,rn Tn
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C =ICr ri

CT CT1

In addition, the ratio of the amplitude of the superposition of all the

reflected wave components (propagating and evanescent) at the sea-

ward interface to the incident wave amplitude is given by

N

:_. rn

while that for the superposition of all of the transmitted wave cam-

ponents at the 1.eeward interface is given by

N

C/ n
n= 1
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V. LOSS COEFFICIENTS

5. 1. Lorentz1

Condition of Equivalent Work

Equations (2. 3. 5, 2. 3. 6, 2. 3. 8 and 2. 3. 9) define linearized

viscous damping relationships in terms of the dimensionless darriping

coefficients f I , I and .f respectively. Strict equality
CZ )Cy Z'f ZX

between the linear and non-linear forms of the viscous damping rela-

tionships is not possible, and yet, the linearized form is required in

order to facilitate an analytical solution. Hence, some error is intro-

duced into the analytical solution. It is hypothesized that this error

will be minimized if the dimensionless damping coefficients are

quantified using a Lorentz ecuivalent work scheme.

The equivalent work coriditin, commonly attributed to H. A.

Lorentz (1926), requires that fluid energy dissipation accounted for

by the linear damping relationship over the entire structure during

one wave period be exactly equal to that quantity dissipated by non-

linear viscous damping. Energy is a qiatity which pertains strictly

to the real world, thus energy dissipation is attributed to the real

portion of the complex velocities only. It is therefore appropriate to

use the real velocities, u,,, and w , to evaluate the dimension-

less damping coefficients by means of Lorentz condition of equ.iva-

lent work.
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5. 1.1. Quantification of £

The non-linear and linear viscous damping forces exerted by a

differential element of a vertical pile on a differential mass of fluid

are given by Eq. (2.3.5) as

where

dF CDuuDdz (2.3.5)-f'dvdm f

represents equality in the equivalent work sense

Anticipating the Lorentz equivalent work scheme, Eq. (2.3. 5) is

re-written using the real portion of the cornp1ec velocity such that

Ddz

ZdVf ZR (5. 1. 1)

The steady flow drag coefficient is known to be a function of the

Reynolds nurnber , for low values of the Reynolds number and

to approximate a constant for higher values. Sollitt and Cross (1972)

and Koudo (1972) have found the following drag coefficient relationship

to be appropriate

C =+B2J
ID

L'The constants A and B and the general behavior of the drag
coefficient are discussed in detail in the next section.
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A, B constants

= Reynolds nurriber = R/V; IwRID/V

UR WR = the real part of the local instantaneous water particle

velocity

D = pile diameter or representative cross sectional

dimension

V = kinematic viscosit>

Substituting this relationship for the drag coefficient, in Eq.

(. 1. 1) yields

or

Av uR1RDdz BuR!uRDdz
HID 2dVf ZdVf 'xzR

AVURdZ BuR UR I
Ddz

= -f a-u
ZdVf ZdVf ,cz R

Now multiplying both sides of the above equation by the water particle

velocity, uR to obtain the power dissipated per fluid mass and

then multiplying by the fluid density, p. yields the power dissi-

pated per uuit fluid volume as

pA4dz pBit4IDdz
2dV 1,czRf
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Integrating the above expression over a fu.l1 wave period and over the

volume of fluid within the structure yields the energy dissipated within

the structure during one wave period. Employing Lorentz' condition

of equivalent work requires that this energy dissipation be equivalent

for the non-linear L.H.S. and the linear R.H.S. of the above equa-

tion, i. e.

Il pAvut rT v r
dz p3141

t + V
Ddz o r' £ I

dt I-

[
ZdV = c dt \ -pf uRdVf

0

(5.1.2)

where

volume of fluid within the structure. For a structural con-

figuration that repeats itself over some regular interval,

Y, in the lateral, or y-direction, it is recommended that

only that fluid that lies within the ranges, 0 < y < Y,

-b < x < b, -h2 < z < 0 be considered. This recommen-

dation is justified by the two dimensionality of the problem

and by the reduction of computational requirements which

will become apparent shortly.

The L. H. S. of the above equation represents the fluid energy

dissipated by the local reciprocal drag force applied by a differential

element of a vertical member on the local fluid element. Thus, the

integral over the fluid volume is equivalent to the summation of the
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bracketed quantity at each vertical pile location over the depth interval

< z < 0, i.e. , the summation of the depth integrals at ea.ch

vertical pile location within the structu.re. The R. H. S. of the above

equation represents the fluid energy dissipated by the linearized,

spatially uniform drag force per unit fluid mass. The spatial u.ni-

formnity implies that

and that

VfEVT

dV dVT = dxdydz

V V
TdV dydx dz.

0 0 -b -h,

Employing all of the above conditions allows Eq. (5. 1. 2.) to be
*

re-written as

where

Nt+T z
0 v-.. Avu

dtc ) dz
1 2.

-h2.

tT
Y b 0

1% dt f dy f dxS -pf a-u2. dz
's-b -h2 xz R

N number of vertical piles within the structural volume

definedbythe ranges -b < ,c<b, 0< v<Y, -Ii, z <0
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Requiring that the damping coefficient I be constant in space and

time, it is evaluated from the above equation as

Nt+T z
0

dt S[Av4+BHD}.dz
3

(5. 1.3)t+T
b 0

2 aY dt dx f 4dz
t0 -b "i-h,

where the integration with respect to y on the R.H. S. is equivalent

to multiplication by Y for the two dimensional problem.

The temporal integrations in Cq. (5. 1.3) are performed using

the method and notation employed by Sollitt and Cross (1972) as

follows:

Let the complex horizontal water particle velocity u be

expressed as

or

u = (UR+iUI)et

where

UR U1 real spatial functions

u = RUI)OS rt-i sin a-t)

Therefore

= cos at U1 sin o-t 5. 1.4)



Ernpioyi.ng the definition

UI cos
= cot 8i sine1

R

Eq. (S. 1.4) is re-written as

or

[sin t + cos s t]

UR sin 81
sin(irt+81)

Now, constructing the phase triangle

I a
"I

Oi

reveals that

UI

tJR LR

sin 01 UR/\JRLI

1 38



Consequently

UR jtJRUI sth(ot+81)

Now, employing the transformations

e = iTt +

dG = rdt

or

d8/odt

and noting that when

=

Lt
= +

8 +

9 = at0 + liT + 81

Eq. (5. 1. S.). is re-written as

I Z,Z'
\I

TRUI sin &

and, by substitution, Eq. (5. 1.3) becomes
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(5. 1.5)
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N -t +z,+e

'> AvS(U+U).dz$ 1sinZe dO

j=l

'rt -i-ze
23/2 0 1

). dz+ DB '(T32+U1 Isin3e!

£ = (5.1.6)t z+e
2Ye dx (U2+tJ2) ç

0
sin2O

-b sdh2 R I 'ot0+O1
a.

Remembering that the temporal integration was necessitated by

the requirement that the energy dissipated during a full wave period

be equivalent for the non-linear and linearized damping equations

allows one to specify the lower limit, i. e. * the beginning of the waste

period time interval, at any convenient time, t0, as long as the

upper limit is t0 pi.s one wave period. In evaluating the integrals

with respect to B in Eq. (5. 1. 6) it is convenient to let

0

0 o-

Furthermore, to evaluate the integral of the absolute value of

sin3G it is necessary to separate the integral into two integrals with

the appropriate limits and signs to insure positive values of the func -

ti.on, i.e.
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fsinede -

Substitution of t0 = -e/ into the integration limits of Eq. (5. 1.6)

and rearranging the i.ntegral of the absolute value of sizi38 as above

yields

N

l'f CO
2. Jh(u;4.uI )dz\0 sinede

=

4 DB

(:mn3
Ssineae)

aYE Sb R+I sin8d8

Performing the integrations yields

f

N

5°+Udz + DB( ) c (U+LT dz

b 0 ,ZYE bSh2RI (5. 1.7)

The depth integrals in the numerator of Eq. (5. 1. 7) are

performed numerically at each vertical pile location. The spatial

integrations in the denominator, however, may be performed
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analytically by again employing the method developed by Sollitt arid

Cross (1972) and by utilizing the following complex algebraic identities

where

* * *
= 01 ±

* * *
= x

(Q1/Q2) =

1
= complex functions

denotes the complex conjugate of the complex function

Now, remembering that the horizontal velocity component may

be expressed as

define

so that

or

U = (tJR+itJl)et

U = u/et
=

+

IJU* (TJRUI)(URiUI)

2. 2.RI
Substituting the above equation into the denominator of Eq. (5. 1.7)

yields the denominator as
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2Y dx Udz (5. 1.8)
-b u-h,

whe r e

-icrt 1U=ule

or

ik /A JA (x+b) -ik, JA /A'(x-b)u-JA/A')k[a ..fl X Z

A ,c z/_ Zn n -fl

x
ii= 1

h.k (h z)1
Zn 2 I

[
ch.kh, (5. 1.9)

and (from the comp1ec algebraic identities) where

tJ JA'!A' 1k;ma:m amem JA:IA:(b

ch.k* (h,-z)
x

ch.k h
Zxn 2

(5. 1. 10)

Combining Eqs. (5. 1.8, 5.1.9 and 5.1.10) yields the denominator o

Eq. (5. 1.7) as
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2 I -.-i ,.'
2rYg JA A IA A

,c x, z z

AAxx

k ç ch. k2 (h,+z)ch. k(h,+z)

J.. 2nZmJ * dz

= 1
-h2 cli. k2 h2ch. k2h2

x {aae+b )(JA /Ak,- JA /A'k]

i[k2 JA /A'(x+b)-kJA/A(x-b)]
-a, a e

z '-xn c z
1-n -m

- a a*
jA/A(xb)±k JA'/A(c+b))

-ri m

i(xb)[jA /Ak JA*/Ak
a. e

x z2zi x zZrn
-n

dx

The depth integral is performed in Appendix B. It is important to note

that the property of orthogona].ity described by Eq. (4. 1. 1) is not

applicable for this integral since the conjugate of the eigenvalue k,

does not satisfy the Region U dispersion equation. Hence the double

summation must be retained in order to include the cross products.

The integrations with respect to x are straightforward so that after

eval.u.ating all of the integrals at the appropri3te limits and trulicating

the infinite eigen-series at some value N, the denominator of Eq.

(5. 1.71 takes the form



21 *1
-i27rYg /A A íA A

\J / Z

AAxx

N N

[

kZnkZm
]

1
ch.k2h2 larnh1z

k" ch.(k hh* h )-k ch(k* h )sh.(k h
Zn Zni 2 Zn Zin 2 Zn 2

"1 * 2k-k
am Zn

iZb(k2JA/kJf/A*)
-ill

(k, JA !A-k JAIA.)fl X Z C Z

*
-iZbk JA iZ.bk2 JA/A

a a [e
+ -in

(k JA /A+k* J * *)
2. x z Zm A/A

'C Z

-iZbk JA*/A iZbk1 JA/A
a a. [e -e 3

-' * *
(k IA /A+k IA/A)

z Zm"j x z

iab(k2JA/Ak;JA*/A)
a. a -13

+ ___
-' *

I
*

(k (A/A-k IA/A)
x z Zm ,c z
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(5. 1.11)
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5. 1. a. Quantification of £

Structural members whose longitudinal axes parallel the y-axis

interact with both the horizontal and vertical, velocity components.

Equation (2.3. 6) describes the horizontal non-linear and linear fluid

damping forces applied per differential mass of fluid. Anticipating

theuse of LorentzT

condition of equivalent work, Eq. (2.. 3.6) is

re-written using the real portion of the complex horizontal, velocity

component, 1. e.

UR Ddy

ZdVf 1XYR

Proceeding in. a manner identical to that detailed in Section

5. 1. 1, the dimensionless horizonta.L damping coefficient for y-directed

piles is expressed as

N

AvT BDT(U+U'2]

£ (5. 1. IZ)
,cy 1'b O

ZIrYE \ dx, (Tj+tj)dz
1..

.r, .

t.J LA2



where

N number of y-directed structural members within the
V

structural volume defined by the ranges -b x

0 < y < Y, -h2 < Z < 0.
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Equation (5. 1.2) is similar to Eq. (5. 1.7) with the exceptions that the

summation is carried out at each y-directed pile within the structural

volume and that the depth integral is replaced by an integral over the

lateral width Y. For the two dimensional problem being considered,

the lateral integration is equivalent to multiplication by Y. Noting

that deorni.nators of Eqs. (5. 1.7 and 5.1.12) are identical, it is

apparent that Eq. (5.1.11) also yields the denominator of Eq. (5.1.12).

The numerator of Eq. (5. 1.12) is evaluated numerically.

5. 1.3. Quantification of fzy

Equation (2. 3. 8) describes the vertical non-linear and linear

fluid damping forces applied per differential mass of fluid. As

before, this equation is re-written using the real portion of the

vertical velocity component such that

CDDwR WR dy

ZdVf
E



Again. following the procedure developed by Sollitt and Cross

(1972) as outlined in Section 5. 1. 1 of this paper, the dimensionless

vertical damping coefficient for y-directed piles is expressed as

where
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N
y

Y
AVT 2 W2) + DBT(W+W

/Z]
(W Ij 3ir

£
jz1 (5. 1. 13)

b 0

dx (W+W)dz
-b,

WR. WI rea.l spatial functions of x and z obtained when the

complex vertical velocity component, w, is expressed

as

- iat
w (WR+iW)e

The denominator of Eq. (5. 1. 13) is evaluated in a manner sirni

lar to that of Eq. (5. 1.7) when the definition

-iIr.Ww'e WR+iWI

is employed such that

where

2. 2.

WW (WR+WI)

* = denotes the complex conjugate



prom the definition above

or

w
) L1Znj

:;5-
sh.k,(h,+)

z ch.k. hZflZ

ik IA IA' (x+b) -ik JA /A(x-b)Zn4 ,c z Zn , z
e +a e

- n

and from the complex algebraic identities of Section 5. 1. 1

sh.k (h +z)
Zni 2.

W -- ) k* am *
z in=l Zm 2.

* JA/A*(x+b) * 1 *
, * ik2. JA IA (x-b)

rn x zX(ae .a e-m

.so that

= =

[z z mlnl
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.4.

sh. k (h +z)sh. k' (h -z)
Zn 2. 2.m 2.

2.2 *
ch.t Ii ch.k h

Zn2. ZmZ

i(x+b)[k JA/A -k JA*/A]
7n >' z in x z)<a a e

4n

+



-

* Zn x z mJ x z-jfk JA /A(xb)+k* A'/A(x±b)]
+a a e-n

+a a. e-n -rn
-i(x-b)[k2 jA/A'k JA/A]]

ISO

Substi.tu±ing the above equation into the denominator of Eq. (5. 1 13),

performing the indicated ii.tegrations," evaluating the results at the

specified limits, and truncating the infinite eigen_series at some

value N yields the denominator of Eq. (5. 1. 13) as

N Nr *

-jZITEg2
Y I [

k kZnZm
*AA lch.(k h)ch.(k h)

z z m=l nelL Zn 2 Zm 2

a. a. a.

k sh.(k h )ch.(k h )-k sh.(k h )ch.(k h
2n 2 Zm 2 Zn Zm 2 Zn 2

[ k1k2Zm Zn

* Ia. *
i2b(k JA7-k JA/A

' r x z Zrn c z

)
aae

Zu
JAfAk J/A

iZbk JA IA .iZbk JA 1A'
Zn x z Zrn x za, a [e -e

+ ____ +

k JA /A +k
Zn x z Zrn x z

'The depth dependent integration is performed in Appendix .

The x-dependeut integrations are straight forward.
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a
JA/A-i2bk JA/A

-U

k JA /A +k JA/A
Zn x z Zm x z

* I,
i2b(k IA IA .k IA /A* r z 2m ,c z

a a Le -1
fl _____ (5. 1. 14)

k, JA IA -k JA/A
_n x z Zn,. ,c z

The nu.xrierator of Eq. (5. 1. 13) is evaluated numerically at each

y-directed pile location.

5. 1.4. Quantification of £

quation (2. 3.9) de5cribes the non-linear and linear fluid damp-

ing forces per differential mass of fluid due to vertical flow past

x-directed structural members. Rewriting this equation using the

real portion of the vertical velocity component yields

CDDWR WR!dX
2dV1 zx'R

Employing the procedure developed by Sollitt and Cross (1972) as

described in Section 5. 1. 1 of this paper, the dimensionless vertical

damping coefficient for x-directed piles is found to be
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Nxr x ,c ±1 1
Oj

a 23/a I2 2 4AvT ç
03

(W +W dx + BDT (1 +W ). dxl
R Ij 3 R lj

x
_=iL Oj Oj

zx b
ay c dx (W+W)dZ

1. 15)

where

N number of 'c-directed structural members within the
x

structural volume defined by the ranges -b < x < b,

0 y y, -h, < z < C
- .th

x seaward most x-coordinate of the j 'c-directed structural
Oj

member

= length of the th x-directed structural member

The spatial integral with respect to x in the numerator of Eq.

(5. 1. 15) is performed rnmerical1y by summing discrete contributions

along the length, 1., of each x-directed pile. Since the x'.directed

piles may not be continuous froth ,c = -b to 'c = b (see Fig. L 1)

it is necessary to perform this integral over each pile length. i. e.,

over the range 'c < x < c .+j.. The sum of all of these contribu-
03 - - Oj

tions from the N different ,c-directed piles is then performed.

The denominator of Eq. (5. 1. 15) is identical to that of Eq.

(5. 1. 13) and is therefore evaluated by Eq. (5. 1. 14).
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5.2. The Drag Coefficient

The dimensionless viscous damping coefficients f , £ , fxz ,cy zy

and I may be calculated from Eqs. (5. 1,7, 5.1.12, 5.1.13 and
zx

5. 1. 15) respectively if the flow field within the structure, the mci-

dent wave characteristics, the structural configuration and the drag

coefficient are all known. The flow field within, and adjacent to, the

structure is one of the primary objectives of this investigation and,

hence, is unknowri. However by initially assuming the values o.f the

total horizontal arid vertical dimensionless damping coefficients, I

and and employing an iterative calculation of the flow field and

the damping coefficients, a solution is achieved if the remainder of

the above required knowris are available. Assuming that the incident

wave characteristics arid the structural configuration are both 'given'

design criteria, only the drag coefficient remains to be determined.

The drag coefficient for steady flow about cylinders has been

quantified as a function of the Reynolds number (see Schlicting, 1968,

and Figs. 5. 1 and 5. 2) by extensive experimental research. How-

ever, the drag coefficient for unsteady, oscillatory flows has only

recently, by comparison, been addressed. Consequeily, knowledge

regarding it is somewhat limited. Initial attempts to quantify CD

as a function of only the Reynolds number yielded widely scattered

data. However, as early as 1956 Keulegan and Carpenter (1956) had
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Figure 5. 1. Drag coefficient versus the Reynolds number for constant values of the dimensionless
water particle excursion, Z/D.
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Figure 5. 2. Single cylinder oscillatory flow form drag coefficient versus the Reynolds number
for constant values of the Keulegan-Carpenter parameter.
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identified an additional parameter of import, i.e., the Keulegan-

Carpenter, or period, parameter K

where

KV T1D
m ax

V maximum velocitymax

T = oscillation period

D = cylinder diameter

This parameter is essentially the same as the dimensionless water

particle excursion parameter,

where

Z/D

amplitude of the water particle displacement

since, using linear wave theory, the parameters are related by the

constant it, such that

LIVT/D

Recent investigationsby Sarpkava (1976), Yamamoto and Nath

(1976), and Garrison, Field and May (1977) have indicated that the

drag coefficients for simple harmonic flows tend to behave well as a

function of the Reynolds number when isolated for constant values f
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the dimensionless water particle excursion parameter. The results

of Keulegan and Carpenter (1956), as plotted by Garrison et al. (1977),

and Garrison's own work correlate well. Although Sarpkava's results

(1976) were reported in terms of the Keulegan-Carpenter parameter

(see Fig. 5. 2.) the data is quite easily plotted for constant values of

the dimensionless water particle excursion as shown in Fig. 5. 1 and

as described above. Sarpkayas results also tend to agree acceptably

with those of Garrison et al. and Keulegan and Carpenter. Only the

work of Yarnanioto and Nath (1976) for the single case of Z/D 10

does not agree favorably with the others. The reason for this dis-

crepancy is not known, but, granting that it is a valid d:screpancy

does not alter the fact that three different investigations achieved

reasonably similar results. Thus, for the purposes of this investiga-

tion it is concluded that the drag coefficient may a.dequately be

described as a function of the Reynolds number for constant values of

the dimensionless water particle excursion a/D.

Figure 5. 2. depicts Sarpkayas results versus the Reynolds num-

ber for constant values of the Keulegan-Carpenter parameter. Coin-

parison of Figs. 5. 1 and 5.2 indicate that drag coefficient is more

responsive to small changes in the dimensionless water particle

excursion than snia.Ll changes in the Keu.legan-Carpenter parameter

since the latter parameter is larger than the former by a constant

factor of ir. Hence the dimensionless water particle excursion has
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been chosen as the more appropriate parameter.

5.3. Proximity Effects--A Literature Rev-jew

The preceding discussion has addressed the general behavior of

the drag coefficient for a single, isolated, smooth cylinder subjected

to simple harmonic flow conditions. Coastal structures, however,

are often constructed of a multitude of such members which, depend-

ing upon wave loading, active and passive structural loads, foundation

requirements, and numerous other factors, may be in close proximity

with one another. Under certain conditions this proximity is known to

produce significant changes in the drag coefficient a.nd thus it is

important to try to identify those conditions. For this reason it will

be helpful to conduct a. review of previous technical literature regard-

in.g this subject. Ualike the literature review conducted in Chapter I,

the format for the following review is based on the number of cylin-

ders involved, i. e., those investigations involving only two cylinders

are examinedfirst, three cylinders next, etc. etc.

5.3.1. Zdra.vkov-ich (1977), "Review of Flow Interference
Between Two Circular Cylinders in Various Arrangements"

Zdravkovich (1977) has compiled the results of 40 steady flow

investigations of the effects of two cylinders in close proximity with

one another. The review is divided into three sections, the first of
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which deals with cylinders in a 'tandem arrangement', i.e., two

cylinders arranged so that a plane containing the centerlines of both

cylinders is parallel to the flow direction. The drag coefficient of

the downstream cylinder is shown to be less than that of a. single iso-

la.ted cylinder for center to center spacings between the cylinders as

large as 50 cylinder diameters. It is probable that this reduction in

drag at large spacings is due to the turbulent boundary layer about

the downstream cylinder inducednby the turbulent wake of the

upstream cylinder. At smaller spacings the drag coefficient is

further reduced by the shielding effect of the upstream cylinder. The

drag coefficient of the upstream cylinder is also lower than that of a

single isolated cylinder for spacings less than approcimately four

cylinder diameters. Thus the total drag force on a tandem arrange-

znent o.f two cylinders is, in general, less than that of two isolated

cylinders and, in some cases, may even be less than the total force

on a single isolated cylinder. The drag coefficient of both cylinders

is shown to be dependent on the Reynolds number.

The drag measurements as well as velocity profile and pres-

sure distribution measurements confirmed a bistable nature of the

flow pattern at some critical spacing of the cylinders. That is at

some particular spacing, usually between three and four cylinder

diameters, two different flow patterns about the cylinders may edst

where all of the deterministic parameters such as blockage ratio,
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Reynolds number, etc. remain unchanged. This bistable phenomena

may producetwo signi.ficantiv different drag forces on the cylinders.

Although the exact cau.se is not specifie& the bistáble flow pattern

appears to be directly related to the forrna.tiort (or lack of) a vortex in

the lee of the upstream cylinder.

The second two cylinder con.figi.iration reviewed by Zdravkovich

is the side by side, or transverse, arrangement in which the plane

conta.iriirig the cylinder centerlines is normaJ to the flow direction

The drag coefficients of cylinders in the transverse arrangement gen-

erally appear to be greater than those of a. single isolated cylinder.

However, for cylinder spacings from 1. 1 to 2 diameters the bistable

flow pattern was again observed such that the drag coefficient varied

both above and below that of the single isolated cylinder. Also, a.

significant increase in the lift forces acting on the cylinders was

found in the bistable range. Cylinder spacings in excess of four

diameters appeared to produce little or no proximity effects.

The final two cylinder configuration reviewed by Zdravkovich is

the staggered con.figuration. This configuration is any arrangement

which is not side by side or tandem. Plots are provided which detail

the lift and drag coefficients and the general proximity effects. These

plots are rather complex and a. simple narrative here would, at best,

be confusing. Therefore the reader is referred to Zdravkovich

(1977) for detailed information. However in a strictly qualitative
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sense it can be seen that the drag coefficient of the downstream

cylinder remains approximately constant for constant transverse

spacing and variable in line spacings in excess of five cylinder diam-

eters. On the other hand, increa.sixig the transverse spacing gener-

ally increases the drag coefficient.

The results contained in the review by Zdravkovich are not

particularly applicable to the present problem since they are

restricted to steady flow with only two cylinders involved and are

conducted at low blockage ratios. The present study deals with

oscillatory flow through an infinite porous matrix so that the flow is

not free to diverge around the structure as a whole. However,

Zdravkovichts review is pertinent in the fact that it illustrates the

complex nature of proximity effects and provides the fundamental

insights which may be useful for an extension to oscillatory flow.

5.3.2. Dalton and Szabo (1977), 'Dra or aGroup of Cylinders"

Dalton and Szabo (1977) have conducted steady flow wind tunnel

experiments for two and three cylinder arrangements a.11igned along a.

common axis at angles with the direction of flow of 00 (parallel to the

flow), 300, 60°, and 900 (normal to the flow). The experiments were

conducted at Reynolds numbers of 2.78, 5.2.0, 6. 75 and 7. 82. x

Mach numbers were sufficiently low so that compressibility effects

were negligible.
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The results of the two cylinder case alligned parallel to the

flow, i. e., the tandem arrangement, indicated that the drag coeffi-

cient of the upstream cylinder decreased as the center to center spac-

i.ng increased from touching cylinders to approximately three diam-

eters. Further increases in spacing caused the u.pstream cylinder

drag to increase and asymptotica.11v approach the single isolated

cylinder drag coefficient at a center to center spacing of approxi-

mately Live diameters. These results ae very similar to those

reviewed by Zdravkovich (1977). The initial decrease in the drag

coefficient is accounted for by the inhibition of the formation of

vortices in the lee of the upstream cylinder due to the close proximity

of the downstream cylinder. No Reynolds number effect , apparent.

The drag coefficient for the downstream cylinder in the tandem

arrangement was found to be negative for very small spacings and

gradually increased to a value of zero at a center to center spacing f

approximately three diameters for all Reynolds nu.nibers tested.

Further increase in the spacing produced similar increases in the

drag coefficient until a leveling off trend occurred at a. center to

center spacing of about five diameters. At this spacing the drag coef-

Licient is stiU considerably less than that aLa single isolated cylinder.

The bistable flow phenomena was not observed in either the upstream

or downstream measured drag forces.
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The drag coefficient for the upstream cylinder when the cylin-

ders are aligned at an angle of 3O to the flow direction is very simi-

lar to that observed for the tandem arrangement. The drag on the

downstream cyLinder is significantly affected by this tstaggered' con-

figuration. That is, all values of the drag coefficient are positive at

the smallest spaci.ngs and, although still less than those of a single

isolated cylinder, at larger spacings they are considerably larger

than those of the tandem cylinder case.

A trend similar to the 3Q0 aligmnent case is also found for the

two cylinders aligned at an angle of 6O to the flow direction, i. e.

the drag coefficient for the upstream cylinder is a function of the

center to center spacing but is almost unmodified by alignment angle

while the drag coefficient of the downstream cylinder is increased

somewhat over the 300 case. Although the downstream cylinder drag

coefficient is still less, it a.pproa.ches the single isolated cylinder

value rather closely for spacings larger than five diameters at the

highest Reynolds number tested. It is concluded that the increase in

the downstream drag coefficient with the increase in the angle of

alignment to the flow is due to the decrease in. the sheltering effect of

the upstream cylinder. This statement appears cc be substantiated

by the further increase in the drag cefficiencs for the side by side

arrangement. A slight reduction of the drag coefficient is observed

at the smaller spacings but increases with increasing spacing are
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realized at a center to center spacing of approximately three diam-

eters. Values of the single isolated cylinder drag coefficient are

found at lateral. spacings exceeding four dianieters. The drag coeffi-

dent did not appear to exceed the single isolated cylinder value for

any spacing tested as reported by Zdravkovich (19771 nor was the

bistable flow pattern observed.

For three cylinders aligned parallel to the flow the reported

drag coefficients for the upstrean cylinder are very similar to those

of the two cylinder case. The magnitudes of the negative drag coeffi-

cients of the downstream cylinder for very small center to center

spacings are much greater than those of the two cylinders for the two

higher Reynolds number cases.

increased spacing causes rapidly increasing drag coefficients

such that the downstream. cylinder drag coefficient is zero for all

Reynolds numbers tested at center to center spacings between the

middle and downstream cylinder of approximately three diameters.

Further increases in spacing causes the downstream cylinder drag

coefficient to approach that of the middle cylinder at spacings of four

to five diameters.

The middle cylinder drag coefficient is always positive and

gradually increases with increased spacings aJ.thou.gh it remains well

below the single isolated cylinder drag coefficient over the range of

center to center spacings tested.
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For three cylinders aligned at angles of 300 and 600 to the

direction of the flow, the drag coefficient of the upstream cylinder is

again similar to that of the upstream cylinder for the 00 case. The

drag coefficients of the downstream and middLe cyLinder both increase

significantly with increasing angles. The drag coefficients of the

downstream cylinder are always positive and again increase rapidly

with increased spacing such that they approach the middle cylinder

values at center to center spacings of approximately four diameters.

The middle cylinder drag coefficients increase gradually with

increased spacing, once a2ain approaching more closely the single

cylinder values with increasing angles and larger spacings.

The drag coefficients of the two outside cylinders when three

cylinders are aligned normal to the flow appear to approximate, or be

slightly lower than the single cylinder case over the ecperimental

range of spacings from one to five diameters. The middle cylinder

drag coefficient is smaller than the isolated cylinder case at small

spacings bt approaches those of the outside cylinders at spacings

larger than five diameters.

Again, the findings of Daltdn and Szab&s investigation appear

to have little bearing on the present study since the experiments were

conducted for steady flow at small blockage ratios. Iowever, these

resu.lts tend to support the fundamental hypothesis that sheltering and

turbulence are responsible for significantly lower drag forces on



downstream cylinders and that proximity eLfects extend for approxi-

mately four to five diameters in the lateral direction and considerably

more than this in the downstream direction.

5.3.3. Ball and Ccx (1978), 'Hydrodynamic Drag Forces on
Groups of Flat Plates U

Ball and Ccx (1973) have conducted a steady flow hydraulic drag

force investigation for various series of vertical flat plates. Results

of these experiments are then compared with the results obtained for

a. five plate by ten plate rectangular matrix. The purpose of this

comparison is to ascertain whether or not the results of testing the

component parts individually may be combined to predict the effects

on the total structure. All tests were tarried out at a constant

Reynolds number (based on the constant one inch plate width) of

3.9 1C and. a. constant Froude number of 0. 1.

Lateral, or transverse, proximity effects were examined in tw

separate tests with two and five plates aligned normal to the flow.

Both tests indicated some form of the bistable flow pattern so that

two different drag forces were measured at constant, small, spacings.

The higher drag force. of the two was always greater than that of a

single isolated plate. In all, cases the drag force began to decrease

toward the single isolated plate case as the center to center spacing

between plates exceeded four plate widths, and very nearly
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approxirn.a.ted the single plate case at seven plate widths. Ball

generalized that lateral interference will increase drag forces but

that this effect is dampened, even for small spacings, due to the fact

that for small blockages the flow is free to diverge around the struc-

tare.

ln line, or longitudinal, proximity effects were studied in three

separate tests. The first of which examined two plates aligned paral-

lel to the flow at variable spacings. The results are qualitatively

similar to those reviewed by Zdravkovich (1977) although the bistable

flow pattern is not reported by Ball for this conIiguration. However,

it is interesting to note that the drag on the downstream plate is still

consi.derably below that of a single isolated plate at spacings in excess

of 30 pl.ate widths.

The second test examining longitudinal proximity effects con-

sisted of a variable number of from two to ten plates spaced at a con-

stant interval of five plate widths paraLlel to the flow. Bal.lts results

indicate that the addit.on of plates downstream always decreases the

drag on the existing plates and that all values were always less than

the single plate drag force. It is also noteworthy that the minimum

drag always occurs at the intermediate plate positions. Further-

more, the plot of the drag force versus the plate position reveals that

there may be several relative maxima and minima, i.e. , the drag

force does not monotonically increase or decrease downstream.
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The final longitudinal proximity eKperirnent entailed five plates

aligned parallel to the flow for variable spacing intervals from two to

ten plate widths. Again all drag forces for the five plates were less

than that of a single isolated plate. For small spacings the drag

force on the second plate from the upstream end was negative. Also,

increasing the spacing generally increased the drag force on all, plates.

Combined longitudinal and lateral proximity effects were

investigated in experiments witha O plate matrix: Live plates aligned

normal to the flow direction by ten plates aligned parallel to the flow.

Constant longitudinal spacing intervaLs of five and ten plate widths

were held while the lateral spacings were varied from two to eight

plate widths. The drag forces on all plates were, again, less than

that of a. single isolated plate. Drag forces on all plates were also

generally reduced by decreasing the lateral spacing. .&lthough this is

contrary to what might be intuitively expected, it is congruous with

the hypothesis that for small lateral spacings and small blockages,

flow diverges around and out of the middle of the plate matrix thereby

decreasing the plate drag forces. Increasing the longitudinal spacing

tended to increase the average drag force of the group as would be

inlerred from the longitudinal tests. However, a. plate to plate corn-

pa.rison indicates this is only true for the group average since mdi-

vidual plates are significantly affected by vortices and flow diverging

and converging in and out of the matrix. Hence it is concluded that
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combined lateral and longitudinal proximity effects may not, in

general, be predicted from results of experiments on the component

parts.

Repeating, this investigation was conducted for steady flow at

low blockage ratios and thus is of limited use. However the above

stated conclusion is important to note.

5.3.4. Hansen, Jacobsen and Lu.ndgren (1979), 'Hydrodynamic
Forces on Comosite Risers and Individual Cylinders'

Hansen et al. (1979) have conducted model experiments to

determine the drag, lift, inertial, and total force coefficients for a.

composite riser system consisting of a. central pipe surrounded by a

circle of IZ evenly spaced smaller pipes. Hansen's results indicated

That even with a distance greater than 3. 5 diameters
between the pipes in the outer ring and a. relatively
small central cylinder, a. composite riser behaves
largely as a closed body when exposed to currents or
oscillating flow (Hansen et al. 1979).

Thus, it may be concluded that to a. large degree flow tends to diverge

around the composite riser and therefore the results are not wholly

suited to the present investigation. However it is interesting to note

that the reported oscillatory flow drag coefficients for the individual

pipes of the surrounding circle were considerably higher than those of

a single cylinder subjected to steady flow. This comparison may be

somewhat misleading since the Reynolds number computation for the
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individual pipes of the outer ring was based on the pitch diameter1 of

the composite system rather than the diameters of the outer pipes.

This caused the Rynolds number to increase by at least an. order of

magnitude into the su.percritical range of steady flow drag coefficients.

Had the outer ring pipe diameters been used to compute the Reynolds

number, the oscillatory flow drag coefficients and that of a. single

cylinder in steady flow would have correlated more closely. SheI.ter

ing effects appear to be riegligibl'e among the outer pipes but the drag

on the central pipe appears to be somewhat reduced.

Other important features of Hansen's results were the magni-

tude of the lift and inertial coefficients. The lift, or transverse,

force coefficients of the outer ring pipes were generally comparable

to the magnitude of the drag coefficients and often exceeded them. In

addition, inertial coefficient values in excess of four were also

reported. However, the results published were for only one

Keulegan-Carpenter number (K = 4&)' and three Reynolds numbers

S(3.5, 6.4, and i.9 x 10 based on the p1tch diameter so that no gen-

eralizations are implied.

9/- The pitch diameter is defined as the diameter of the encircling
ring of piPes around the central pipe.
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5.3.5. Sarpka.ya (1979), "Hydrodvnamic Forces on Various
Multiple-Tube Riser Con.fiurationsu

Sarpkaya (1979) has conducted a literature review of flow inter-

ference between two or more adjacent rnerribers and carried out a

model study of two circu2ar composite riser configurations to deter-

mine drag and inertial coefficients for oscillatory flow conditions.

UnIortunately, the results are presented for the composite riser as a

whole rather than its compor.ent parts. The results of Sarpkaya's lit-

erature review have led to a conclusion similar to that of Ball and Cox

(1978), i.e., that proximity effects may not be 1generalized nor pre-

dicted on the basis of relatively idealized situations u (Sarpkaya, 1979).

.3.6. Laird (1964), "Wave Forces on Pilingni and Laird (1966
'Flexibility in Cylinder Groups Oscillated in Watery'

Laird (1964, 1946) has conducted oscillatory flow experiments

to determine drag coefficients on variousvertica]. cylinder configu.ra-

tions- These configurations included a 24 cylinder rectangular matrix

(8 x 3 cylinders), a 23 cylinder staggered rectangular matrix, and

several five pile dolphin arrangements in which some or all of the

cylinders were flexibly supported.

The results of the 24 cylinder matrix and 2.3 cylinder staggered

matrix are reported as the average drag coefficients obtained by

assuming that each cylinder of the matrix contributes the same drag
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force to the total drag force. The results published by Laird (1964)

for these configurations are plotted in Fig. 5. 3 for two different angles

of incidence. It is apparent from this figure that the drag coefficient

of the rectangular model is somewhat less than that of the staggered

model for the norrna.].ly incident case. This is undoubtedly due to the

increase in the shielding effect for cylinders aligned parallel to the

flow. This fact is substantiated by the decrease in the drag coeffi-

cient of the staggered model for an angle of incidence of 45°, i. e.

the cylinders are more closely aligned with the flow directiorz in this

case and hence drag is reduced. Furthermore the drag on the

rectangular model is increased at the 45° angle of incidence since it

begns to resemble the staggered configuration at this angle.

Comparison of Fig. 5. 3 with Figs. 5. 1 and 5. 2 indicates that

the trend of the average drag coefficients for the staggered pattern is

slightly lower than those of a single isolated pile in oscillatory flow

and that of the rectangular pattern is lower still. Thus, it appears

that even for close lateral spacing the longitudinal shielding effect is

dominant. However, the cylinder matrices tested by Laird occupied

only a small portion of the tank width, allowing the flow to diverge

around the models as well as through them. This fact, in addition to

the sheltering effect, might be responsible for the decrease in the

drag coefficient.
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Figure 5. 3. Average oscillatory form drag coefficient versus the Reynolds number for two
multiple pile configurations (from Laird, 1964).
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For the five pile dolphin tests, L.aii-d arranged five cylinders in

the shape of a plus synbol dolphin such that one cylinder was centrally

positioned at the junction while the other four were symmetrically set

at the tips of the legs of the plus symbol. This configuration was

oscillated at two orientation angles; that of one leg parallel to the

flow so that three cylinders were aligned in the flow direction and two

were outriders, and that of flow passing at angle of 450 to both of the

legs of the plus symbol. Average drag coefficients for the five

cylinders of the configuration were determined as well as the lift and

drag coefficients of the central cylinder.

The average drag coefficient for the five cylinders of the dolphin

configuration were lower than those of a single cylinder subjected to

oscillatory flow shown in Figs. 5. 1 and 5. Z over the range of

Reynolds numbers tested. In fact, for both angles of orientation they

tended to approcimate vaLues within the scatter of the staggered model

at 900 incidence shown in Fig. 5.3.

The drag coefficient of the central cylinder for flow aligned with

one leg of the plus symbol configuration indicated significant shield-

thg effects. Although the drag coefficient was relatively constant over

the range of Reynolds numbers tested it was found to decrease with a.

decrease in spacing. The lift coefficient at this orientation was found

to be generally of comparable magnitude with the drag coefficient at

low Reynolds numbers and up to four times the drag coefficient at the
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higher Reynolds numbers of the tests.

The drag coefficient of the central cylinder for flow incident at

an angle of 45' to the legs of the plus symbol was found to approxi-

mate the steady flow drag coefficient for a single cylinder over most

of the test range of Reynolds numbers. However at the higher

Reynolds numbers and larger spacings the drag coefficient began to

decrease significantly below the single cylinder steady flow values.

The lift coefficient was found to be somewhat less than the drag coef-

ficient values at low Reynolds numbers but increased with increasing

Reynolds numbers such that its value was over four times that of the

drag coefficient at the highest Reynolds number tested. This lift

coefficient trend is similar to that reported above for flow aligned

parallel to one leg of the plu.s symbol and also corresponds with

Laird's tests for a. single isolated cylinder subjected to oscillatory

flow.

5. 4. The Lilt Coefficient and Transverse Losses

The steady state transverse, or 1ift', force on a. structural

member is given by

FL CLpv4dA (5.4.1)
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where

v instantaneous velocity. . . either u or w

CL lift coefficient

that is, the lift force equation is identical to that of the steady £iw

drag force given by Eqs. (2.2. 1 and 2.2.2) except for the dimension-

less lift coefficient, CL. It is not known whether or not the trans-

verse force exerted on the structural members results in a net loss

of fluid energy. Fluid energy is, for the most part, consunied due to

vortex shedding and induced turbulence in the wake flow downstream

from the structural member. The form drag force arises as a direct

consequence of flow separation and the resulting pressure diLferential

across the member. This force was related to irreversible fluid

losses in Chapter LI of this paper. The transverse force, on the other

hand, arises from the u.nsymmetrica.l pressure distribution about the

cylinder due to alternating vortex shedding. Consequently, this force

oscillates rapidly in the transverse direction causing the elastic

structural member to behave as the well known spring-mass system.

There are, of course, some losses which must be associated with any

such system. The question, however, is whether or not the fluid

losses may be directly related to the magnitude of the lift force as

calculated from E. (S. 4. 1) or whether a significant portion of the

stored elastic energy of the structural member is recovered in a
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reversible manner by the fluid each time the transverse force changes

direction. A decisive and general answer seems to be unknown at the

present time. Consequently for the purposes of this investigation it

will be concluded that the. fluid losses may be directly related to the

magnitude of the lift force as calculated from Eq. (5. 4. 1) and that

these losses are not reversible. This conclusion is based on the fact

that the lift force is a direct result of the fluid loss mechanism, i. e.

it arises due to vortex shedding and the induced turbulent pressure

fluctuations.

Since the tilt force and the drag force equations are of the same

form, the losses due to lift are incorporated into the theory by

increasing the drag coefficient CD by an appropriate amount as

noted in Section Z. 2. This amount corresponds to the value of the lift

coefficient. Figure 5. 4 depicts the lift coefficient values, as a. func-

tion of the Reynolds number for constant values of the dimensionless

water particle excursion, 2/D. These experimental values were

obtained by Sarpkaya. (1976) for single, isolated cylinders subjected to

one dimensional harmonic flow. Proximity effects other than those

related incidentally in Section 5. 3 are not known for lift coefficients.

5. 5. Summary of the Drag Coefficient, C0

The drag coefficiei, CD as employed in this theory,

includes the fluid effects of drag, lift, and as noted in Section 2. 2,
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skin friction if marine foaling is a. factor Thus the name viscous
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force coefficient might be more appropriate although the term 'drag

coefficient' is retained throughout this paper. The complications

involved in evaluating this coefficient due to proximity effects have

been addressed in Section 5.3. It has been shown that lateral spacings

of less than four diameters and/or longitudinal spacings less than 30

to SO diameters may produce significant changes in form drag (and

even possibly lilt) forces. The predictive quantification of these

changes, however, has not at the present time been achieved. Fur-

thermore, experimental investigations have generally considered low

blockage cases which are unsuited to the present considerations of

wave related orbital water particle flow through a relatively long, or

in.finite, porous matrix structure. It is hypothesized by this research

that the form drag forces are not reduced to such a considerable

extent if flow is forced to pass through the matric rather than diverge

around it. It is recognized, however, that sheltering and turbulence

effects are still a factor and that the average drag coefficient is

probably reduced from that of a single isolated cylinder albeit to a

lesser degree than for the low blockage cases.

For the design engineers use of the present theory, it is recorn-

mended that Figs. 5. 1 and 5. 4, or similar plots, be used in which

the drag and lift coefficients are depicted versus the Reynolds number

for the design value 2iD. The Reynolds number range and the



design value Z/D must be approximated using linear wave theory

and the incident design wave conditions. Having obtained such plots

for both the vertical and horizontal direction8, the total drag coeffi-

cient, CD. incorporating form drag and lift forces, is found by

superimposing the form drag and lift drag plots for the design value of

/D to obtain a plot for the total drag coefficient, CD. versus

the Reynolds number in each the vertical and horizontal, directions.

The drag coefficient function described n Section 1. 1

ACDE (S. 5. 1)

is fitted to this plot in such a manner as to obtain the best fit at the

higher Reynolds numbers. This is required since the greatest por-

tion of lift and drag related dissipation occurs at higher velocities and

hence higher Reynolds numbers. For this reason the choice of the

constant, B', is critical. This research is cognizant of the fact

that the drag coefficient function given by Eq. (5.5.1) does not repre-

sent the peak and valley behavior of the total drag coefficient over the

full range of Reynolds numbers. However, it is felt that a median

value of 'B' may be chosen easily enough which may be too low in

the subcritical range and slightly too high in the transitional and

supercritical ranges but which represents the average behavior of the

total drag coefficient over the higher Reynolds number range
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encountered during the wave cycle. This approximating effect is

entirely congruous with the linearization scheme employed in the

previous section.

More complicated polynomial expressions for C0 than the

one given by Eq. (5. 5. 1) may also be empLoyed. However, this

investigation has found that polynomials of three to four terms gen-

erally required non-integer powers of the Reynolds number when

attempting to fit a moderate range of Reynolds numbers, e. g.

0 < JR < 10g. These non-integer powers made the analytical integra-

tions of the denominators for f , f , £ , and £ described in
,cy xz zx zy

the previous section impossible and thus necessitated what was felt

to be an excessive expenditure for numerical integrations.

The constant, 'A', in Eq. (5.5. 1) is chosen to fit the total

drag coefficient curve in the low range of Reynolds nuxnber5. Since

relia.ble oscillatory flow lift and form drag coefficient data seems to

be unavailable for Reynolds numbers less than about 'A'

should be chosen so that the drag coefficient function approximates

the plot of the total drag coefficient at the lowest Reynolds numbers

for which oscillatory data is available. For Reynolds numbers below

the lowest Reynolds for which oscillatory lift and drag coefficients are

knowri at the design value of /D, it may be assumed that the

form drag coefficient approximates the steady flow values and that the

lift coefficient approximates the form drag coefficient. Thus for the
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low range of Reynolds number in which no data is available the total

drag coefficient, takes on values of approximately two times the steady

flow form drag coefficient. Hence the drag coefficient function given

by Eq. (5. 5. 1) should also approximate these values at the lowest

Reynolds numbers. In general, it will not be possible for Eq. (5. 5. 1)

to approximate the total drag coefficient plot over the entire range of

Reynolds numbers. Consequently the first priority is to obtain a rea-

sonable fit at the highest Reynolds number, the second priority is to

best lit the intermediate values without affecting the fit at

the higher Reynolds number, and lastly, to come as close as possible

to the doubled steady flow values at the lowest Reynolds numbers.

As stated previously, a quantitative description of proximity

effects is not available for inclusion in Eq. (5. 5. 1). For structures

in which proximity effects are likely to occur, several crude meas-

ures are possible for modifying Eq. 5. 5. 1). For example, Eq.

(5. 5. 1) might be multiplied by some fractional constant, the value of

which would be determined by the longitudinal and lateral spacing.

That is, for wide lateral spacings and close longitudinal spacings the

fractional constant should be low, say 0.5-0.6, to reflect the shelter-

ing effects, while close lateral spacings and wide longitudinal spac-

ings would require a high constant, say 0. 75-0. 9, to reflect more

lateral interference and less sheltering. This simple technique

requires an intimate familiarity with the technical literature, and a

penchant for subjective intuitive estimation.
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Another possible technique of evaluating the fractional constant

would be to employ a figure such as Fig. S. 3 or alternative literature

results of a model. having rough similarity to the proposed design.

The fractional constant is determined by dividing some average form

drag coefficient for the model at some representatively high Reynolds

number (from Fig. 5.3) by the single cylinder form drag coefficient

for the design 'ra.Lue 21D at the same Reynolds number (from Fig.

E. 1). This ratio would then constitute the fractional multiplier to

modify Eq. (5. 5. 1). This technique is not totally sa.tisfactory since

tests of models resembling the proposed prototype will not, in gen-

eral, be available in the literature and, even if such results were

available, it is likely that the experiments would have been conducted

for inappropriately small blockage ratios (as in Fig. 5. 3).

Finally, there is the possibility that no modification of Eq.

(5. 5. 1) is required at all, 1. e., although sheltering effects may

reduce the form drag coefficient it may be that the lift coefficient

increases by a corresponding amount.

Thus, the unknown nature of proximity effects on the total drag

coefficient remains a. topic for further research.

5. 6. Added Mass Coefficient, C m

The added mass coefficient, C , has been shown to be am

function of the dimensionless water particle excursion and the
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Reynolds number by Sarpkaya (1976), and by Garrison, Fields and

May (1977). Gibson and Wang (1977) have also shown that the added

mass coefficient increases significantly at and above some particular

"solidification ratio" for pile groupings. However, for the relatively

small diameter piles used for most coastal structures, the inertial

force is small. Hence, a constant value of the added mass coefficient

will not introduce apreciable error into the present analysis.

Garrison et al. (1977) and Sarpkaya (1976) have shown that the

added mass coefficient is negative for isolated cylinders at Reynolds

number values less than 2 x 1O4 and dimensionless water particle

excursions greater than four. For the purposes of this i.nvestiga±ion

it is felt that a. value of zero will yield sufficient accuracy for a.l1

applications in which the maxim.ur Reynolds nu.rnber does not exceed

3 x io. For ap1ica.tions in which the maximum Reynolds number

exceeds 3 x the added mass coefficient may be approximated

by a constant average value of 0. 5 over the entire range of Reynolds

numbers. That is

Dimensionless Water
Max R Particle Excursion 2/D rn

<3x104 2ID>4 0

>3xl04 2/D>4
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VI. NURICAL PROCEDURE

6. 1. Introduction

This chapter. in conjunction with the flow chart of Fig. 6. 1, the

computer variable definition list of Appendix C, and the program list-

i.ng in Appendix t, provides a description of the numerical procedure

employed for the solution of the problem being investigated. Soecifi-

caUy, this entails a short description of the iterative solution tech-

nique used in the main program in which initial values of the dimen-

sionless damping coefficients, £ , and £ , are used to solve the
x z

4N x 4N system of equations given by Eqs. (4. 1. 1, 4. a. 3, 4. 2. 5

and 4. a. 6) in order to obtain the solutions C , C , C. , Crn Tn n -n

These solutions are then employed to compute the water particle

velocities in Region II from which the dimensionless damping coef-

ficiets, f and £ , are calculated using the Loreutz' condition of
x z

equivalent work. These calculated values of £ and I are then
z

compared to the original estimates. The process is repeated until

the values converge.

Subsequent to the main program description, short discussions

of the subroutines RAPNEW, and CMPLKZ are provided in which

details of the calculation of the eigenvalues k k and kIn 3n Zn

respectively, usi.ng an iterative Newton-Raphson technique are

delineated.



( START

'I,

READ:
HI, HZ ,I43, DL, CR

'I,

READ:
AL, SET,V £5,CMX, C

READ:

f INLTIAUZ:
FX FZ

1.

CALCULATE
NMZ,NP4, NPZ, NP3,N

N3,N4

J.
READ:
YDtARRAY)

1

READ:
XDIARRA1

I
READ:
DXARRAY

CALCULATE
VT, V X ,V Z ,V Y, VF, E, £

RAQ:
T,AMP

CALCU
Sb

CALL RAPNEW:
CD,NUM,Ht,SIG,G,P!) -

CON VERT:

O(4RRAYI TO
KI(ARRAfl

I
rCALL. RAPNEW:

I

(D,NUM,'13,31G,G,PI)

CONVERT:
O(ARAY) TO
t(3(ARRAY)

CALL CMPU(Z:
CMPLK2 (KZ,NUM,H2,S1G,SZ,Z

CALCULATE: G,P!,I)

KZ(ARRAY)

CALCULATE:
AX,AZ,CHKI,CHIC2, BT,ZT

I
ILOAD'B'MATRIX: I

I LOAD COEFFICIENT MATRIX
CO(AR RAY)

I
CALL LEQTIC:

I

LEOT1C (CO,N4,N4,BM,I,N4,O,_____________
Isoiv couptzx

WA,LER)
I SYSTEM OF ALE
IBRAIC £*UATIONS:
I(COUx1CBM] ___________________
ITOOBTAIN CALCULATE DENOM1NATOR
I

SOLUTIONS SMX,SMZ

RETURN: c,ci\
LN BMIARR).

ORLGENAL OMARRAY)

rcULATE NUMERATORS
I

ST eY LEQTIC

Fxz

FXNEW

'I.

CALCUU1t IIU
___________________ O

RAPNEW FZY

ICA..CULATE:_ zx

IRN DIARRAY) ) IFZNE*

RAPNEW
I -

',DOES -..
LCULATE: FXNEWAN...(ARRAY) VALUES1
D(ARRAY) I Z

'I.
RN: D(ARRAI') YES

'CALCULATE WATER
SURFACE PROFILE !N

IREGION m IF DESIRED:

I
/RITE:
/ 4UP,T,I4/L,C,CT /

NO / SET:R( FXFXNEW
'\ FZFZNEW
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6. 1. 1, The Main Program

A flow chart for the main program is depicted in Fig. 6. 1 and

a complete listing of the entire program is provided in Appendix 0.

Sul.ficient conunent cards are provided in the listing such that, when

combined with the flow chart of Fig. 6. 1 and the program variable

dictionary of Appendix C, the details of the program logic should be

apparent. Hence only a. rudimentary description of the main program

is given here.

The input variables for the program are as follows (see also

Appendix C for complete definitions):

First READ statement,

(1) One-half the longitudinal width of the structure = B

(Z) The water depth in Region I Hi

(3) The water depth in Region II = HZ

(4) The water depth in Region III = H3

(5) Pile diameter = DI

(6) Reflection coefficient of the Reflector-Absorber CRA

(7) The distance from the leeward face of the structure

to the Reflector-Absorber = C

(8) The lateral repeating distance of the structural

configuration Y
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Second READ statement,

(1) Gravitational, acceleration = C

(Z) First constant of the drag coefficient equation,

Eq. (5.5.1) AL

(3) Second constant of the drag coefficient equation,

Eq. (5.5.1) BET

(4) Fluid kinematic viscosity VIS

(5) Added mass coefficient for the x-direction CD

(6) Added mass coefficient for the z-direction CMZ

(6) Fluid density = RO

Third READ statement,

(1) Maximum number of x-directed members between any

two. adjacent vertical members NX

(1) Maximum number of y-directed members between any

two adjacent vertical members = NY

(3) The number of vertical members in the structure

defined by -b < x < b, -h2 < z < 0, 0 < y < Y = NZ

(4) The number at which the infinite eigen-series is

truncated = NTJM

(5) The total number of ,c-.directed members in the

structure definedbv -b < x < b, < z < 0, 0 <y <Y = NXT



(6) The total number of y-directed members in the structure

defined by -b < x < b, -h2 < z < 0, 0 < y < Y NYT

Fourth READ statement,

Depth below the still water level of each y-directed struc-

tural member is read into the YD array as shown iii the

example Fig. 6. 2. 999. 9 values are read into the array to

inform the program that less than the maximum number of

y-dii-ected members between two particular adjacent

vertical members are present (see also 999. 9 in Appendix C

and Fig 6. 2)

Fifth READ statement,

= YD(NY,NZ

Depth beLow the still water level of each x-directed strtzc-

tural member is read into the XD array as shown in the

example Fig. 6. 2. 999. 9 values are read into the array to

inform thern program that less than the maximum nunther of

x-directed members between two particular adjacent

vertical members are present (see also 999. 9 in Appendix

C arid Fig. 6.2)

Sixth READ statement,

XD(NX,(NZ-i))

The x-coordinate of each vertical pile within the structural

volumedefinedbv-b<x<b,-h,<z<O, O<y<Y.



YD( II) -4
YD(2I): -9
Y D (3,1) I

N

TILL WATER
LEVEL

XD(II)-5

)%\ XD(2,I)-I3

XD(3,I)999.9

YD(I2)-IO
YD(2,2) 999.9
YD( 3, 2) 999.9

XD(I,2)= -2

XD(2.2)-9

XD(32):-lB

Y D (I 3) -7
YD(2,3) -Ia

/ YD(3,3)=999.9

DX(I)=-30 DX(2)-IO DX(3)IO

Figure 6. 2. Example depicting YD(3, 4), XD(3, 3) and DX(4) array values.

.Y D (1,4) -4
YD(24)=999.9
YD(3,4): 999,9

XD(I .3) -13

XD(2,3): 9999
XD(3,3)999.9

DX(4)3O
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Note that Y is the center-to-center lateral repeating

distance of the structure as shown in Fig. 6. 2. Thus only

one row of vertical members is considered. DX(NZ)

Seventh READ statement,

Input the incident wave period and incident wave amplitude T. AMP

The program employs an iterative solution technicue. That is

the values of the horizontal and vertical dimensionless damping coef-

ficients, f and f, are initially assumed and solutions for

C , C , C , C are then obtained. These solutions allow the
rn Tn 'n -Il

computation of the horizontal and vertical velocity components, from

which f and f are re-calculated using the Lorentz condition of
x z

equivalent work described in Chapter V. If the initial values and the

calculated values of £ and £ are not close aoprocimatiOns of
x z

one another, i. e.,

f :fxl xZ

and

zz

the calculated values are retained and the solution process is

!Values of unity have been found to be reasonable first
approximations for f and for dense structures while values of
0. 1 might be more appropriate for open structures, e.g. , Fig. 2.
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repeated unti.l the dimensionless damping coefficients converge to

some reasonable degree of accuracy.

Figure 6. 3. depicts an example coefficient and 'B' matrix for

a. case in which the infinite eigen-series of Eqs. (4. 2. 2, 4. 2.3, 4. 2. 5,

and 4. 2. 6) are truncated at N = 3 (NIJM = Program Variable -

N = 3). Thus a 4N x 4N, or 12 x 12. matrix is obtained since

each of the system of equations may be written N times

(1 < in < N) as described in Chapter IV. A check mark within the

matrix indicates that the coefficient of the variable listed at the top of

the figure is to be calculated using the appropriate portion of the

equation listed at the left hand side of the figure. The coefficient thus

calculated is loaded into the program coefficient matrix, CO(L, J,

where L. and .T are listed on the right hand side and bottom of

the figure respectively.

Subsequent to the loading secuence, the CO(L, 3) and BM(L.)

arrays are transferred to the matrix solution subroutine, I_EQT1C.

This subroutine is a packaged program obtained from the International

Math Sciences Library system of subroutines which has been found to

function quickly and efficiently. However, almost any of the corn-

rnercially available complex matrix solution algorithms will also

efficiently secure the required solutions. The solution variables

C , C , C. , and C are returned by LEQT1C in the BM(L)rn Tn rn

array and the original values of the BM(L.) array are lost.



Coefficient Of Cr C1 C C_

-;- t-i-'
Eq.

1m1

(4.2.2)t 2

13(1
(4.2.5) 2

"-3
(1

(4.2.3) 2

'L3

(4.2.64

rnrririrri.

a0a0ar1rArJ14r1

maarirrnariaaru

L 1

2

3 NUM
4r NP1

5

6 N2
7rNp2
B

9N3
1ONP3
11

12N4
J:1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

HUM IW1 N2 NP2 N3 NP3 N4

CO(LIJ) BM(L)

Figure 6. 3. Coefficient and 'B' matrices for the system of simultaneous equations given by Eqs.
(4. 2. 2, 4. 2. 3, 4. 2. 5 and 4. 2. 6). A check mark in the coefficient matrix indicates
that the coefficient of the variable at the top of the figure is calculated by the pro-
gram using the appropriate portion of the equation indicated at the left of the figure.
In this example the infinite elgen-series have been truncated at N NUM = 3; hence
a 12 x 12 matrix is the result.

'0
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As previously noted, the dimensionless damping coefficients,

f and £ are re-calculated using the C C , C and C
x z i-n Tn n -n

solutions and then compared to the initial values of the darnpin.g coef-

ficients. If they have not converged the process is repeated until they

do. Convergence has generally been found to be rapid, usually

requiring four or less iterations.

following convergence, the reflection and transmission coeffi-

cients for the structure as defined in Chapter I for the first, or

propagating, wave mode are obtained as the modu.li of the complex

values BM(l) and 3M(NFl)--' respectively. The reflection and

tranSmission coefficients, when considering the evanescent as well as

the propagating modes, may be obtalned as the moduli of the complex

computer variables CR and CT, respectively.

6. 1. 2. The Function Subprograms

The function subprograms CN, SE, TH, EQ, EQQ, QQ, EE,

CC, U, and W are a series of functions which are used repeatedly in

the program, e. g. , CH = hyperbolic cosine of a complex argument.

Consequently it was advantageous to refer to these functions in fu.nc-

tion subprograms. These function subprograms are described in

Appendix C.

NPl NUM + iN + 1.
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6. 1.3. Subroutine RAFNEW

The eigenvalue solutions, k of Eq. (3. 1. 2)
nm

= gk th.k h (3. 1.2)
inn inn in

constitute the wave numbers iii Regions I and LII. There is one real

solution (kfl and k31) corresponding to the propagating wave

mode (n = 1) in each of the two regions. Furthermore, there are

an infinite number of pure imaginary solutions. This may be demon-

strated by substituting the value

k ik'inn inn

where

k' is a. real numberinn

into Eq. (3. 1.2) and ernployi.ng the relationship

th. (1k' h ) i tan(k' hinn Zn inn in

Equation (3. 1. 2) becomes

g(ik )U tan k hinn mn in

-gk' tank' hmn inn in
(6. 1. 1)

From the repetitive nature of the tangent fuflction, it is apparent that an



infinite number of values of k' will satisfy the above equationinn

arid hence air infinite number of pure imaginary values of k
rIm

> 2.) exist whi.ch satisfy Eq. (3. 1.2.).

Since Eq. (3. 1. 2.) is transcendental in terms of the eigenvalues

it is necessary to employ an iterative Newton-Raphsozr

solution technique. Briefly, this technique is applied to obtain the

unknown roots, , of an arbitrary function

f() = 0

An initial estimate, of the root is made and is used to find a

better approximation x.,; where x2. is the xcoordinate at which

the tangent line to the curve y f(,c) at x x1 crosses the ,c-aicis.

The equation of the tangent line to the curve y £(x) at x1

given by

Id(f(x)y - f(x) = fx-x11 dx
x=,cl

.1

This line crosses the x axis at y 0 and x so that

° [x2xiJ
]x=xl

or

12. /Often referred to as "Newton's Method.
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1(x1)
,c2 x1

d(E(x)1
dx ,c=x.

I.

Now, let the new aPpro,cima.tion. assume the role of the initial

estimate and repeat the process iteratively until and con-

verge for some desired degree of accuracy, i e.

where

f(x.)
xj+l (6. 1.2)

1j increases until = 1

3

For the case being considered the arbitrary function becomes a.

function of k , i. e.,

2

0k th.k h
mu inn rn g

for the propagating mode (zi 1, or k31) and

aokr tank' h +-inn inn in g

for the evanescent modes (n > 2, Ic or k ). Substituting the above
in 3n

two equations into Eq. (6. 1. 2) yields the iterative propagating



eigenvalue equation as

where

2
(k ).th.[(k ).h ] - o

(k ) =(k 2
) h J + h (k )./c [(k ) hin lj in in in lj in I j in

in I. or 3

and the iterative evanescent equation as

where

E

(k' ).tan((k' hh 1 + o
2

tnnj innirn
(k ).. (kT ).

in1 jil tan[(k ) h ] + h (k' )./cost(k ) h J j
rim j in in inn j inn j rim

in 1 or 3

ii >2

These two equations are iteratively employed in the subroutine

RAPNEW where the variable k1 is replaced by the subroutine

array variable D(1) and kt is replaced by D(3) for f greater
inn

than or equal to two. The initial estimate for the propagating mode

is riot critical as it converges rapidly even for poor estimates. Con-

sequently a constant value of . 25 has been used in RAPNZW. How-

ever in order to avoid the possibility of duplicating some of the

evanescent roots and missing others it is imperative that the initial

estimates be somewhat close. The initial estimate relationship
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REDMSG = design values of haS/g transferred from the main

program

An example of the data stored on the TAPE 1 file is given in

Appendix E although this example is much coarser in terms of the

DIMSIG and FZSZ increment step sizes than those actually empLoyed

in TAPE1.

CMPLKZ calcujates the first 15 modal values of KH(L.). Only

the first five modal values require TAPE1 estimates. The remaining

modes initial estimates may be calculated from the previous modes

by the relationships

REALI:KH(L)].imti al
e St.

IMAGrKH(L)]iitiai
est.

where

6<L< 15

= REAL(K(L-1)]

= IMAC[KH(L-l)] + 3.2

since the real part of 1H(L) tends toward the constant value of zero

and the imaginary part increases with each mode by approximately the

value of iT for wave mode numbers greater than about Live.

CMPLK2 then calculates the values of the complex eigenvalues, KZ(L),

from KH(L) and returns these to the main program.
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VU. THEORETICAL BEHAVIOR

7. 1. Introduction

The theory has been shown to depend upon the structural

geometry and the viscous and inertial matrix damping properties. A

sensitivity study has been conducted with the analytical model to

examine changes in wave reflection and transmission due to va.ria-

tions in:

(1) The dimensionless horizontal and vertical direction damp-.

ing coefficients, f and £
x z

(2.) The horizontal and vertical direction added mass coeffi-

cients, C and C , and the structural porosity.
mx mz

(3) The dimensionless ratio of the water depth in Region 11

divided by one-half the Longitudinal width of the structure,

h2 /b, and the reflection coefficient of the reflector-

absorber, CRA.

(4) The dimensionless ratio of the water depth in Region II

divided by the distance from the rear of the structure to the

reflector-absorber, h2/c, and the reflection coefficient

of the reflector-absorber,

The results of the sensitivity study are discussed in this

chapter in the order listed above.
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The dimensionless parameters f , , C C , E , C
x z mx rriz RA

h, 'b, an.cI }i2 /c are varied systematically to investigate the changes

produced in the analytically computed reflection and transmission

coefficients over a wide range of dimensionless wave frequencies,

a- h/g. The results are displayed in semi-logarithmic plots in which

the linearly scaled ordinate, over the range 0 <C, CT < 1.0 cor

responds to the reflection and transmission coefficients as defined in

Chapter I of this study for the propagating mode. The abscissa, the
2

dimensionless wave frequency, a- h/g, ranges over the eight spe-

cific calculation points

oh/g = 0. OS; 0.07; 0. 1; 0. 15 0.25; 0. 5; 1.0; 2.0

in all cases.

The calculated data points are shown on each plot and are con-

nected by straight line segments in order to indicate trends. How-

ever, for those cases in which the reflection coefficient tends to

oscillate somewhat, e.g., when CRA and h,/c are varied,

these straight tine connections tend to obscure the actual values of

the absolute and relative madma and minima. It is felt that this i

not a. significant drawback since the actual values could be found by

using more a.2h/g values at closer spacings. However, since gen-

oral trends are the only objective o.I this sensitivity study, additional

2

values of a- h/g are not justified.
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In all plots, the reflection coefficient data are connected by

solid lines while the transmission coefficient data are connected by

broken lines.

The individual parameters varied are indicated on each figure

along with the other pertinent parameters which are held constant.

Unless they are the variable parameters, the values of the dimension-

less damping coefficients, f and £ , are chosen as 1.0 and 0. 5,
z

respectively. These values are general approximations for a wide

range of structural configurations and thus are reasonable represen-

tations for this sensitivity study. The values of h2/b = 2.0 and

h2/c 1.0 and CR = 0.0 are chosen by similar reasoning. The

potential flow value of unity has been chosen for the added mass coef-

ficients C and C despite the fact that values of 0. 5 or
mx rnz

zero are recommended in C'hapter V. The logic behind this choice is

that it conforms to a. well k'.nown stand ard and thus may facilitate

future investigators comparisons of this theory with other studies.

Three different values of the s&uctural porosity have been employed

in the various portions of this sensitivity study. The values of

= 0. 92., 0. 75, and 0. 66 correspond to open, intermediate, and

dense pile structures respectively.

All of the analytical computations are accomplished using the

NOS operating system of the Oregon State University Control Data

Corporation Cyber 70 Series computer. All oi the computations were



conducted using equal water depths in Regions I, II, and Ill

(h1 = h., Ii,), although provision has been made within the model to

ac comrnod ate regionally varying depths.

7.2. Variation of the Dimensionless Damping Coefficients,
£ and £
'C

FIgures 7. 1. through 7.5 show the computed reflection and

transmission coefficients for values of the dimensionless horizontal

da.mping coefficient, f, which vary between 0. 01 and 4. 0 on each

figure and va.lues of the dimensionless vertical damping coefficient,

which vary between 0. 01 and 1.0 from figure to figure. Figures

7.6 through 7.10 show the data of Figs. 7.1. through 7.5 replotted

where f varies on a particular plot while f varies from figure

to figure. In all of these figures the reflection coefficient data are

connected by solid line segments whereas the transmission coefficient

data are connected by broken lines. The incident wave amplitude and

the drag coefficient relationship are not indicated in the legends of

the figures since these quantities have no bearing upon the solution

values computed for these cases, i.e., these quantities are only

necessary for the recalculation of the dimensionless damping coeffi-

cients using the Lorentz equivalent work scheme described in Chapter

V. In these cases the arbitrarily established values of £ and £
z

are not recalculated using the Lorentz scheme since the sole object
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here is to verify how the analytical model reacts to the changing

values of £ and f. The value of the structural porosity is

= 0. 92 for this portion of the sensitivity study. This value con-

forms to that of a fairly open structure such as that of Zig. 6. 2.

As might be expected, Figs. 7. 1 through 7.10 all indicate that

the transmission coefficient decreases with increasing values of

a-h/g. In analogy. this indicates that the structure appears to be

quite transparent to the long, low frequency waves, e.g. , a tide, in

the extreme, while the short, high frequency waves are considerably

less transmissible. In addition, these same figures indicate that the

transmission coefficient decreases in all cases with increasing values

of the dimensionless damping coefficients, £ and £, as

expected. This decrease tends to be somewhat more pronounced at

the intermediate and higher values of a-2h/g.

Contrary to the transmission coefficient behavior, the reflection

coefficient data shown in Figs. 7. 1 through 7. 10 indicate a general

peaking trend, with the maximum occurring at intermediate to higher
7

values of a- h/g. Figures 7. 1 through 7. 5 indicate that the reflection

coefficient also generally tends to increase with increasing values of

the dimensionless horizontal damping coefficient, f, as expected.

The exceptions to the two preceding trends occur when the value of

the dimensionless horizontal damping coefficient approximates zero
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(f 01) and the vertical dimensionless damping coefficient is

greater than £ (see Figs. 7. 2 through 7. 6). These exceptions are

not particularly credible since in order for £ to approximate zero

there can be almost no vertical or y-directed members a.ud thus the

x-mem.bers to which corresponds must be either neutrally

buovat, or vertically supported by cables, or very infrequent verti-

cal members.

It is somewhat surprising to note that the reflection coefficient

decreases with increasing values of the dimensionless vertical damp-

ing coefficient, £, as shown in Figs. 7.7 through 7. 10. This

intuitive anomaly is also present in Figs. 7. l through 7.25 for

mncreas zig values oI the vertical added mass coefficient, C , and.
rn z

consequently, increasing values of the vertical inertial coefficient,

S. The complexity of the simultaneous system of equations given by

Eqs. (4. 2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5 and 4.2. 6) make it impossible to discern

the effects ci varying £ and S although it is known that these

constants have a direct bearing upon the values of A and k
z Zn

However, since the rna.gnitude of these coefficients is indicative of

the fluid resistance to wave excitation, it is unexpected that an

increase in their magnitude would result in decreased wave reflection.

A plausible explanation for this behavior in the increasing f case

is that the analytical model predicts that the wavelength within the

structure (determined from the real part of k,1) increases with
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increasing .f values although h/g remains constant. Gener-

I

ally speaking, long waves are reflected less and transmitted more.

However, the analytical model also predicts that the wave dissipation

rate within the structure also increases with increasing f, thereby

decreasing both the positive and negative direction propagating waves

in the structure. This property tends to reduce both the reflected

wave in Region I and the transrthtted wave in Region III. Thus reflec-

tion is reduced with increasing values of f and, according to

Figs. 7. 7 through 7. 10, the increased dissipation rate dominates the

mi.nor increase in wavelength and thus wave transmission is also

reduced.

This explanation is not totally applicable to the cases of increas-

ing S shown in Figs. 7. 21 through 7. 2.5 since the wavelength

decreases with increasing S. The dissipation rate, however,

increases with increasing S in these cases, thus, achieving the

reduction in wave reflection from the -interior regions of the structure.

Although the mechanism is not fully understood, the foregoing

discussion leads to the conclusion that the dimensionless horizontal

damping coefficient, f, and, as will be seen in the next section,

the horizontal inertial coefficient, S, apparently determine the

initial admissibility of a particular wave form into the structure

through the seaward interface to a much higher degree than or

S. Once inside, the structure, all four of these coefficients combine
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to determine the rate of dissipation.

There is a slightly discernible trend for the maximum, or the

peak, value of the reflection coefficient to shift from ah/g values

approximna.tiug unity towards values of one-half with increasing values

of the dimensionless damping coefficients. This trend is also appar-

emit for increasing values of the inertial coefficients as will be seen

in the next section.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the reflection coefficient

depicted in Fig. 7. 1 for £ and £ values approximating zero

(f = 0.01, £ = 0. 01 attains a maximum value of about 11 percent
x z

at oh/g = 1.0. Although this might appear to be somewhat high for

a structure in which viscous damping is virtu.a.Uy non-existent, the

reflectivity may be explained by the eight percent reduction in flow

volume due to the 92. percent structural porosity and, also, the

inertial effects due to the finite inertial coefficient Sx

7.3. Variation of the Added Mass Coefficients
C , C , amid the Structural Porosity, e

mx rriz

Figures 7.11 through 7.15 depict the computed reflection and

transmission coefficients for a structural porosity of 0. 92. where the

added mass coefficient for the x-direction assumes five different val-

ues within the range 0.0 < C < 4.0 on each plot. The added massmx
coefficient for the vertical direction takes on the same five values
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as C but is varied from figure to figure. The horizontal and
nix

vertical inertial coefficients are calculated from Eqs. (2.4. 3 and

2. 4. 4) respectively and are listed below in Table 7. 1 with the added

rna.sS coefficients.

Table 7.1. E 0.92.

C : 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0
mx

S 1.0 1.043 1.09 1.17 1.35
x

C 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0
rrLz

S : 1. 0 1.024 1.05 1. 1 1. 19
z

These parameters as well as the structural parameters are

aJ.so listed on each of the figures.

As shown in Figs. 7.11 through 7.15 variations in the computed

reflection and transmission coefficients with the changes in Cmx

and C are almost nil. Indeed, these variations were so small
m z

that it was not possible to plot all five reflection and transmission

coefficients computed at each of the eight values of ah/g due to

crowding. Consequently only the envelopes are shown on the figures.

Thus, it is concluded that the analytical analysis of fairly open struc...

tures, 1. e., structures o.f high porosity, is virtually unresponsive to

the value of the added mass coefficients.
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As in. Figs. 7. 1 through 7. 10, Figs. 7. 11 throu.gh 7. 15 all

indicate decreasing transmission coefficients with increasing o2hIg

values and a peaking tendency in the reflection coefficient between the

values of 0.5 an 1.0.

Figures 7.16 through 7.20 show the computed reflection and

transmission coefficients for a structural porosity of 0. 66. The

horizontal added mass coefficient is varied over the five values shown

in. Table 7. 2 on each plot while the vertical added mass coefficient is

varied from figure to figure over the same five values. The horizon-

tal and vertical inertial coefficients calculated from Eqs. (2. 4.3 and

2.4. 4) are also shown below in Table 7. 2.

Table 7.2. = 0.66.

C 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0
mx

S 1.0 1.23 1.45 1.91 2.81
x

C 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0
mZ

S 1.0 1.2 1.39 1.78 2.56
z

Other than the change in the porosities and the resulting change

in the inertial coefficients, all of the structural parameters of the

results portrayed in Figs. 7. 16 through 7. 20 are identical to those of

Figs. 7. 11 through?. 15. As ecpected, the decrease in porosity

leads to a decrease in the transmission coefficient and an. increase in
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the reflection coefficient. However, for small values of C , themx
variation in the reflection and transmission coefficients with the

change in porosity is small. For large values of C, the- varia-

tion in CT with the porosity is more pronounced at the smaller
and intermediate values of ah/g but tends toward the same CT
value at large oh/g. The change in C with porosity is signifi-

cent at large values of C for all o2h/g values. The reflection

and transmission coefficient envelopes described by the C = 0. 0mx
and C = 4. 0 curves are considerably wider for the smaflmx

porosity case. These changes with porosity are undoubtedly due to

the resu.lting changes in the inertial coefficients and thus it may be

concluded that the analytical model is somewhat sensitive to the value

of the horizontal added mass coefficient and hence the inertial coeffi.-

cient for structures of low porosity. However it should be noted in

Figs. 7.16 through 7.20 that this sensitivity is not excessive when

the values of the added mass coefficient recommended in Chapter V

are employed, i. e. , 0 < C < . 5, since the inertial coefficient- nix
variation is small.

The computed transmission coefficients of Figs. 7. 16 through

7.20 all exhibit the usual behavior, i.e., declining transmission
with increasing values of oh/g and, generally, with. increasing

values of C . The exception to the latter statement occurs whennix
a,hig is large and is large; at which time CT may
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increase slightly with increasing valu.es of C , as in Fi.g. 7. 20.mx

The computed reflection coefficients of Figs. 7. 16 through 7.20

all manifest the Deaking tendency with peaks generally shifting from

a a- h/g value of unity toward a value of 0. 5 with lucre a.sing values

of C and C . In addition, a pronounced inflection in the C

CUTVCS is apparent when C and C are large and a-2h/g

r

exceeds 0. 5 such that a relative minimum occurs in Fig. 7. 2.0 for

C 4.O.mx

Figures 7.2.1 through 7.2.5 show the data of Figs. 7. 16 through

7. 2.0 re-plotted where C varies on each figure and C varies
rnz rnX

from figure to figure- As was the case in Figs. 7.7 through 7.10 for

the vertical dimensionless damping coefficient, the reflection coetTfi-

cient curves of Figs. 7.21 through 7.25 exhibit the intuitively

anomalous behavior of decreasing with increasing values of C
rrxZ

and, hence, increasing values of the vertical inertial coefficient. As

previously reported the analytical model is predicting that fluid par-

tide viscous and inertial damping in the vertical direction does not

inhibit wave intrusion into the structure, but rather it increases

energy losses and thus lowers both the reflection and transmission

coefficients.

More explicitly, increasing the added mass coefficient, C,

and the dimensionless damping coefficient, 1, for the vertical

direction produces a reduction-in wave reflection for relatively short
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waves (2hIg > 0. 5). Vertical accelerations and velocities are

required to develop vertical resistance forces via the added mass

coefficient, C , (or more properly the inertial coefficient, S
rnz Z

and the dimensionless damping coefficient, f, respectively.

Vertical kinematics become an appreciabte fraction of horizontal

kinematics only if the wave number greatly exceeds the shallow water,
7

long wave condition ( hlg > 0. 1). Thus, C and f become

increasingly effective at reducing wave reflection through internal

wave-structure dissipation as the wave number increases. This

behavior is depicted in Figs. 7.7 through 7. 10 and Figs. 7. Zl through

7. Z5. It is also apparent that the increases of the vertical added

mass coefficient, C , and the dimension].ess damping factor,
rnz

do not reduce wave penetration into the structure, and hence do

not increase wave reflection. Rather, the wave is attenuated within

the structure and internal reflections are subsequently reduced.

7.4. Variation of the Dimensionless Ratio h2/b and the
Reflection Coefficient of the Reflector-Absorber

The computed reflection and transmission coefficients are

plotted in Figs. 7.z6 through 7.30 for the cases in which the dirnen-

sicinless ratio of the water depth in Region IL h.,, divided by the

longitudinal half width of the structure, b, is varied over six dif-

ferent values on each figure. The range of this ratio is
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5 < hto < 4.0. The reflection coefficient of the reflector-

absorber, is varied from figure to figure over the range

0 < 1. 0. The remaining structural parameters are held con-

stant as indicated on each of the figures.

As reported for the analyses of Sections 7. 2. 1 and 7. a. a, the

transmission coefficient decreases with increasing values of

and, additionally, decreases with decreasing values of h/b. Thus

the analytical model predicts the expected behavior of increased

structura1. transparency for long waves and also that of relatively nar-

row structures. It is interesting to note that the analytical model

predicts a transmission coefficient slightly in excess of unity for the

cases in which CRA 1.0 (see Fig. 7.30) and h2/b> 1.5 at

small values of h/g. This large value of the transmission coeffi-

cient is partially due to the numerical error introduced by the trunca-

tion of the theoretically infinite eigen-series of Eqs. (4. 2. 2, 4. 2. 3,

4. 2. and 4. 2. 6) at five modes. In addition, when a reflector is

combined with the matrix structure energy storage in Region III

becomes possible. That is, although attenuated somewhat by the

structure, the incident wave provides a continuous source of energy

flux into Region IlL Since the analytical model does not provide for

damping in Region III and since the reflection coefficient of the

reflector-absorber, 1.0, provides perfect energy reflec-

tion, it is apparent that the energy transmitted into Region UI is
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perfectly reflected back in the seaward direction. This seaward

energy flux is partially reflected at the leeward interface back towards

the reflector again. This process repeats ad infinitum so that, the-

oretically, a portion of the initial flux of energy into Region 111

remains for all time. Meanwhile, the incident wave energy flux is

continuous and, thus, energy is stored in Region UI in terms of a

large standing wave field. The large value of the transmission coef-

ficient corresponds to the virtually undamped long wave interaction

with a relatively narrow structure and the resulting energy storage

in Region UI.

It is also interesting to note that the transmission coefficients

for the relatively wide structures (h2 /b < 1. 0) approach zero

rather closely in all of these figures for the shortest waves. It

appears as though these structures behave in a similar fashion to

that of a low pass filter.

Figures 7. 26 through 7.30 indicate that the reflection is signifi-

cantly affected by both the variations in h2/b and CRA. Figure

7. 26 indicates that the reflection coefficient still exhibits the peaking

trend of Figs. 7. 1 through 7.26 when C = 0, but it also shows

that both magnitude of the peak and the value of ah/g at which it

occurs are very much a function of the value of h2/b. The inaxi-

mum peak reflection coefficient of 40 percent occurs for the structure

of greatest width at a value of o2h/g slightly greater than . 07.

Thenceforth the peaks become successively lower in magnitude and

shift toward larger values of oh/g with each decrease in the
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relative width (increase in h!b). In addition, the value of the

dimensionless ratio o.f the 1ongitudiia1 width of the structure, 2b,

divided by the incident wave wavelength, L, at these reflection

peaks has been found to vary between about 0.15 and 0.18. This

deviates slightly from the range .2 < Zb/L .25 fou.nd by Kondo

(1972) and that of ab/L .2. by Kondo and Toma (1974). The dis-

crepancy between Kondo's value of ab/L and the present theory's

may be attributable to the fact that the maximum reflection values

were obtained from Fig. 7. 2.6. However, the reflection coefficient

curves were plotted on this figure by connecting the data points by

straight line segments. Thus the maximum reflection may occur at

a. dimensionless wave frequency, r2h/g, other than that of the

eight data points and, therefore, be unidentifiable. However, it is

noteworthy that the theory does predict that the rria.'cimum reflection

is frequency (or wavelength) dependent and, furthermore, the pre-

dicted occurrence of these maximums approximates that of previous

inve stig atioxis.

In Fig. 7. 2.7 the reflection coefficient curves begin to take on a.

peak and valley appearance which becomes more pronounced in Figs.

7. 28 through 7. 30. The amplitude of these C curve oscillationsr
appears to increase with increasing values of CR for any given

constant value h2 to (see also Figs. 7.3 1 through 7.36). Due to

the limiting range of h/g values it is difficult to judge whether or
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not the amplitude of the Cr curve oscillations increases with

increasing values of h, /b for a.11 values of CRA although it

appears that this is the case for values of h, /b up tO 1. 5. Finally,

Figs. 7. Z 7 through 7. 30 indicate the relative maximums and mini -

rnums occur over a shorter range of ah/g values for the smaller

values of h,lb (relativeLy wide structures) and that the range of

a-h/g values between relative maximums and minimums increases

with increa.sing h,/b. From this it is concluded that relatively

wide structures which are coupled with a partially or totally reflect-

ing surface have a. tendency to be moderately reflective for several

different values of oh/g but that relatively narrow structures are

very reflective for one value of ah/g. Using the perfect reflection

case shown in Fig. 7.30 as an example, it is hypothesized that this

behavior is due to the fact that the rel.atively wide structure dissipates

more wave energy within the structure than the relatively narrow

structure. Consequently, long waves propagate through the narrow

structure, reflect off of the reflector-absorber and are transmitted

almost completely back through the structure and out to sea. Hence,

an extremely large reflection coefficient results for the narrow

structure while the exponential. damping of the relatively wide struc.

ture effectively dissipates a significant portion of the wave erie rgy, thus

producing lower reflection.
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Figures 7.31 through 7.36 show the data of Figs. 7.26 through

7.30 replotted where cRA is varied on each figure and

varies from figure to figure. A curious feature of these figures is the

fact that the transmission coefficient curves for the various values of

CRA on each plot appear to all intersect at a. point. This point

migrates towards higher values of o h/g with increasing values of

h, /b. To the left of this point wave transmission increases with

increasing values of CRA while just the opposite occurs to the

right of the point. That is, the stri.cture appears more transparent

to long waves and less transparent to short waves with increasing

values of CR. This is probably due to superposition of wave forms

traveling in the same direction with unequal amplitudes, equal fre-

çuencies, and having a variation in phase relative to one another. A

similar trend is also observed in the next section for variations in

a.nd

7.5. Variation of the Dimensionless Ratio h,/c and the
Reflection Coefficient of the Reflector-Absorber

The computed reflection and transmission coefficients are

plotted in Figs. 7.37 through 7.41 in arnaxiner similar to that of

Figs. 7.26 through 7.30. That is, the dimensionless ratio of the

water depth in Region II divided by the distance from the rar of the

structure to the reflector-absorber, h,/c, is varied over six
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different vaj.ues of range 0.125 < h2/c < 4.0 on each figu.re. The

reflection coefficient of the reflector-absorber is varied over five

different values of range 0. 0 < CR < 1. 0 from figure to figure.

As expected, Figure 7.37 indicates that variations in the ratio

ha/c have no effect on the predicted values of Cr and CT when

no reflector-absorber is present and thus the model is operating cor-

rectly for this case.

The transmission coefficient curves when h,/c > 1. 0 gener-

ally approximate rxionotonically decreasing functions with increasing
7

values of o h/g in Figs. 7.38 through 7.41. Furthermore, these

same curves are ordered so that the transmission coefficient

decreases with decreasing values of h2/c. However, the transniis-

sion coefficient curves, when h,/c is less than unity, deviate from

the inonotonically decreasing norm and begin to exhibit a relative

maxima and minima trend when CRA = 0. iS. This trend becomes

progressively more exaggerated with increasing reflections from the

reflector-absorber so that the structures of h2 Ic < 1. 0 appear to

be quite frequency selective for wave transmission (see, for example

Fig. 7.41). Thi5 selectivity is thought to be a. by-product of phase

shifted wave superposition in Regions II and III. Thus, it is no coin-

cidence that the maxima and minima always occur at identical values

of u-2h/g from figure to figure, for each of the three particular

values of h,/c < 1.0, with increasing CRA values from figure
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to figure. In addition, it has been found that these maxima tend to

occur when one-half the incident wave wavelength, I_/2, is

approximately an integer multiple of c. That is, the transmission

maxima for h2Ic 0.125 as shown in rigs. 7.38 through 7.42

always occur at values of L/Z equal to approximately one and two

times c. The transmission maxima for h, Ic 0. 25 and

h,/c = 0.5 occur at approximately LIZ c and L/Z = Sc,

respectively. This dependence on one-half the wavelength might be

expected for the partial standing wave fieLd of Region III when the

reflection coefficient of the reflector-absorber is greater than zero.

The reflection coefficient curves of Figs. 7.38 through 7.41

also exhibit the relative maxima and minima trend but it occurs for

all values of h,/c. Again, this trend becomes more exaggerated

with increasing reflections from the reflector-absorber and this

behavior is likely due to phase shifted superposition. The frequency

of occurrence of relative maxima and minima for the reflection

curves increases with decreasing valt.es of li, Ic. Thus a large

number of relative maxima and. minima corresponding to higher

order harmonics occur when the distance c is relatively large.

Figures 7.42 through 7. 47 depict the data of Figs. 7. 37

through 7.41 repiotted where CRA is varied on each figure and

h,/c varies from figure to figure. As in Figs. 7.31 through 7.36,
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the intersection of all of the transmission coefficient curves is

apparent ir Figs. 7.42 through 7.47. AgaIn, this is thought to be

directly related to a superposition phenomena.
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VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEORETICAL
COMPARISONS

8. 1. Introduction

In order to assess the value of the analytical. model, compari-

sons have been made between experimentally, obtained reflection and

transmission coefficients and those predicted by the analytical model.

This chapter provides the results of these comparisons for the experi-

mental model studies conductedby Costello (1952), Kondo (1972) and

an unpublished study by Sollitt. The model structures range from

Coste11os rectangular matrices of vertical piles to Kondo's ortho-

gonal matrix of vertical and y-directed piles and finally to Sollitts

composite system of vertical piles in conjunction with an automobile

tire matrix. Thus, the validity of the analytical modeL is assessed

over a. broad range of structures and under a variety of conditions.

8.2. CosteLlo's (1952) Results vs. the Analytical Model

Sollitt and Cross (1972) compared their theoretical predictions

of reflection and transmission coefficients for a two dimensional

matrix of vertical piles to the data obtained experimentally by

Costello (1952). Sollitt (1972) described Costellots model as follows:

Costello (19 52) conducted two- dimensional model
tests on pile-array structures composed of vertical circu-
lar cylinders.
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The structures are composed of 3 /8-inch-diameter
piles spaced 1 inch on center in an orthogonal pattern of
rows and columns. The resulting porosity is 89 percent.
The water depth is maintained at 1.5 feet and the piles
ectend well above the maximum wave height. The two
structures differ only in. longitudinal extent; one is 24
rows long, the other is 48 rows 1.ong.

Incident and transmitted wave amplitudes are
monitored with parallel-wire resistance-type wave gages.
No mention or record of reflection measurements is given.
The transmission coefLicients are measured 3.5 feet
shoreward of the test section. The incident wave charac-
teristics are varied between the following limits;
0.01 < < 0. LZ; i kh < 4.

Sollitt's Figure 44 (1972) comparing the 1972 theory with

Costello's data has been reproduced with full permission in Fig. 8. 1

of this study. The reflection and transmission coefficients predicted

by the present analytical model have also been superimposed upon

Fig. 8. 1. The only parametric variation in the two theoretical analy-

ses is that Sollitt (1972) employed an added mass coefficient of two

and a drag coefficient relationship derived from steady flow consider-

ations of

CD +1.2

The present theory used the added mass coefficients

C C =0.0mx rnz

as prescribed in Sec. 5. 6. It was somewhat difficult to establish the

drag coefficient relationship in the manner discussed in Sec. 5. 5 of
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this paper due to the facts that oscillatory drag and lift coefficient

data were unavailable for the low range of Reynolds numbers at which

the n-iodel tests were conducted and due to the fact that proximity

effects were unkzaowri. The steady flow drag coefficient at the rnaxi-

mum Reynolds number encountered in the experiments was approxi-

mately unity while the nearest oscillatory data ranged from about 1. 8

to 2.5 over the model study values of Z/D and the oscillatory lift

coefficient ranged from about oxi to three. It was felt, in a subjec-

tive manner, that the importance of the transverse force in dissipat-

ing wave energy in a rigid model at low Reynolds numbers was

probably rninima.l and certainly did not justify superposition of a

value of from one to three with the drag coefficient value. Further-

more the success enjoyed by Sollitt's (1972) theory seemed to mdi-

cate that the values of 1.8 to 2.5 from the oscillatory drag coefficient

data were probably also too high. Finally, in light of the literature

study related in Chapter V it was determined that a strictly steady

flow emphasis was not correct. Consecuently, a 'best estimate'

compromise was employed in which the average of the closest oscil-

latory flow data over the experimental range of a,ID was deter-

mined to be approdmately two and this was averaged with the steady

flow value of unity to achieve a '3' value in Eq. (5.5.1) of about

1. 5. The lift affects (If any) were not incorporated and it was hoped

that this might tend to balance the failure to account for proximity
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effects (if any). The 'A' value of 10.0 in Eq. (5.5. 1) used by

Sollitt (1972) yielded a good approd.mation of the steady flow drag

coefficient in the lower Reynolds number i-egirne. Thus a drag coef-

ficient relationship of

10
-i +1.

was employed in the present theory's analysis of Costello's models.

Lacking in sophisitication and mathematical elegance, the above

described method of obtaining a drag coefficient relationship serves

to illustrate the difficulty in establishing such a relationship when

little or no pertinent data is available. Since oscillatory flow drag

coefficient data is more readily available for circular cylinders at
4.Reynolds numbers above 10 , it is expected that this difficulty would

not be a serious problem for prototype applications. It is, however,

a recurring problem in these model applications and, as will be seen,

must be dealt with by means of simple steady flow experimental

evaluations for the case of the composite tire -pile structure.

The kh values corresponding to the experimental transrnis-

sion coefficients are not given in Fig. 8. 1 because they were not

available in the 48 pile case (Zb 4. 0 ft) and because the scatter

in the 24 pile case (Zb 2. 0 ft) did not indicate specific trends

with regard to kh. Consequently, the present analytical model and



Sollitts (1972) theory computed the trarismi.ssion coefficients for the

extreme values of kh, 1. e. , kh = 1. 0 and kh = 4. 0, to form an

envelope and for one intermediate value, kh = 2. 0. These are

shown in Fig. 8. 1 with the experimental data.

In both of the theories shown in Fig. 8. 1, and as indicated by

the plotted experimental data, wave transmission decreases with

increasing wave steepness as expected. That is, steep waves have

higher energy density levels and, thus, are more prone toward turbu-

lent instability and energy dissipation. Consequently less of the wave

is transmitted in the relative sense. Sollitt (1972) found that little or

no trends were apparent for variations in kh, however, the pre-

sent model predicts slightly increasing values of wave transmission

with increasing values of kh although the increase in CT is

extremely small for the shorter waves. It might seem curious that the

long waves (kh 1. 0) are predicted to transmit less than the

shorter waves in light of the results from the preceding chapter.

Those results, however, were obtained for fixed arbitrary values of

the dimensionless damping coefficients. In the Fig. 8.1 results, damp-

ing coefficients are allowed to converge to values determined by the

wave regime and the structural parameters via Lorentz condition of

equivalent work, In the kh 1.0 case, the water particle veloc-

ities are higher and hence the converged dimensionless damping

coefficient f is much larger than in either of the other two cases.



This results in increased dissipation and lower transmission for any

given wave steepness.

The 48 pile case also exhibits larger values of the dimensionless

damping coefficient, 1, than that of the 24 pile case. Thus, as

expected, transmission decreases with increasing numbers of piles.

The experimental transmission coefficient data, the CT

predictions of the present model, and those of Sollitt's (197?-) theory

are all in reasonable agreement. It is thought that the present model

would correlate even more closely with Sollitt's (197?-) theory had the

drag coefficient relationship and the added mass coefficients been

the same for both theoretical analyses.

No reflection coefficient data was available from Costello's

model study for comparisons. Sollitt (1972) plotted the reflection

coefficients for the single case of kh 1.0 as shown in Fig. 8. 1.

Sollitt's results differ from those of the present model in both slope

and magnitude for this case but, again, these differences are. by and

largely attributable to the lack of congruity in the added mass coeffi-

cients and the drag coefficient relationships.

It is interesting to note that the present theory's reflection

coefficient curves for the longest wave case (kh = 1) gene rally

exceed those of the shorter waves. This occurs because the dimen-
2

sionless wave frequency, o- hlg, value for this case is approxi-

rn.ately equal to 0.76. As shown in the last chapter (see Figs. 7. ii
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through 7. 15, for exampLe) the peak reflections generally occur

between h/g values of 0. 5 and 1. 0. Since the kh = 2 and

kh = 4 cases have dimensionless wave frequencies considerably in

excess of this peak range, it is to be expected that the longer wave

case wu1d produce more reflection.

Although there is little difference between the present theory's

48 and 24 pile reflection coefficient curves for the shorter wave

cases, the kh 1 case exhibits significant variation. Surprisingly,

the 48 pile configuration manifests lower reflection coefficients than

the 24 pile case despite its higher value of the dimensionless damping

coefficient, 1. This is accounted for by the high interfacial porosity

which admits a large portion of the incident wave. Thus a. significant

fraction of the reflected wave must be attributed to internal reflec-

tions within the structure. Since dissipation is greater within the 48

pile structure, it allows less of the internal reflections to escape

back into Region I and, hence, reflections are diminished. This

hypothetical explanation should not be construed as a generalization

since reflections are complex functions of the porosities, the stru.c-

tural configuration, and the incident wave height and frequency. This

complexity is verified by the reversal of the above description for

the kh 2.0 case as shown in Fig. 8. 1.

The over-all assessment of the present theorys behavior with

regard to Costellos (1952) experimental model must be tempered by
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the difficulty in establ.ishing a. drag coefficient relationship and the

lack of an experimental reflection coefficient comparison. Other-

wise, the present analytical model is judged to conform acceptably to

Costello's model.

8.3. Kondo's (1972) Results vs. the Analytical Model

Kondo (1972) has conducted wave tank experiments to determine

the reflection and transmission éoefuicients for a matrix structure

composed of vertical and y-directed circular cylinders. The struc-

tura.l configuration is that of an orthogonal lattice in which each row

of vertical cylinders is followed by a row of y-directed cylinders.

There are eight rows of each of the vertical and the y-directed cylin-

ders. The structure extends fully- across the width of the wave tank

so that wave diffraction around the structure is not a problem. The

center to center longitudinal width of the structure and the diameter

of the cylinders were held constant at values of 51 cm and 3. 4 cm,

respectively.

Reflection and transmission coefficients were measured by

Kondo (1972) for three values of the wave period, two different water

depths, and a host of wave heights. It is interesting to note that the

reported wave heights are exceptionally small and, consequently,

-7Kondo (1972) conducted experiments using both horizontal
and sloping bottoms. Only the horizontal bottom case is addressed



the maximum horizontal dimensionless water particle excursions, as

calculated from linear wave theory, are generally less than unity.

Thus inertial effects are expected to predominate and analysis by

potential or diffraction theoreies seem to be more appropriate than

the Morison type approach employed herein.

Kondo's experimental data are shown in Figs.. 8. 2 through 8.5

along with the predicted reflection and transmission coefficient

curves computed by the present analytical model. As indicated on

the figures, the porosity calculated by the analytical model is 0. 56

for Kondo's lattice structure. This porosity is slightly lower than the

general theoretical porosity of 0. 607 calculated by Kondo. However,

Rondo's porosity calculation is based strictly on the theoretical pore

volumes and is not subject to the slight variations with water depth

when the porosity is defined as the ratio of the volume of fluid in the

structure to the total volume of the structure. That is, the porosity

of a pore that is filled with fluid to the top of the pore will differ from

one that is filled to only one-half its height. Hence, the analytical

model porosity, calculated for the water depth and lattice structure

described by Rondo, differs slightly from Rondo's theoretical

porosity.

for this comparative analysis. Consequently, all references to
experimental measurements in this section refer exclusively to
Rondo's horizontal bottom experiments.
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Vertical and horizontal added mass coefficients of 0. 5, in

addition to the 0. 0 values prescribed in Chapter V, have been

employed in the theoretical analysis of the 2. 4 and 1. 8 second wave

cases as shown in Figs. 8.2. and 8.3. This has been done to investi-

gate the analytical model's sensitivity to the added mass coefficients

(and hence the inertial coefficients) over the inertiaUv dominated

range of Kondo's model study. It is apparent in Figs. 8.2 and 8.3

that the added mass coefficient has a significant effect on the calcu-

lated reflection coefficients over the entire range of wave steepnesses

although there is a. convergent trend with increasing wave steepness.

This effectis also observed in the transmission coefficient curves,

but to a lesser degree. Therefore, it is concluded that the analytical

model is rather sensitive to the added mass coefficients under iner-

tially dominated conditions, but this sensitivity is decreased with

increasing wave steepness, i. e.., increasing drag dominance.

again

The drag coefficient relationship employed for this analysis is

o
D

The maximum Reynolds number encountered is slightly less in

Kondo's experiments than in Costell&s experiments described in the

previous section. Thus more emphasis might be placed on the steady
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flow drag coefficient data. rather than the above empirical equation

which applies to the average of steady flow data and the terminus of

oscillatory data. However, it is felt that the above relationship pro-

vi.ded satisfactory results over the entire range of Reynolds numbers

for the Costello (1952.) analysis. Consequently this relationship has

been employed here.

The analytically predicted reflection and transmission coeffi-

cients are compared with the experimentally obtained data of Kondo's

(1972) study in Figs. 8.2 through 8.5 for the four cases of:

(1) T = 2.4; h,/b = 1.96
I

(2) T = 1.8; h2./b 1.96

(3) T = 1.4; h1Jb 1.96

(4) T = 2.4, h2/b .98

respectively. Figures 8. 2 through 8.4 indicate that the predicted

transmission coeLficints correlate well with the magnitude and

trend of the experimental data when C C = 0. 0 and the wave
mx mz

steepnesses are relatively high. Although these 'relatively high

waves all have dimensionless water particle excursion values less

than two and often less than unity, and thus are still inertia.11y domi-

nated, the analytical model appears to compare favorably with these

experiments regarding wave transmission. This is not true for the

relatively low waves of the experiments as evidenced in all of the

figures for small values of H1/L. That is, for extreme inertially
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dominated conditions the ana.lytical model disagrees with the experi-

mental model in magnitude and/or trend with regard to wave tra.ns-

mis sion.

The predicted reflection coefficients for the first three cases

generally agree in a somewhat acceptable fashion with the experixnen-

taj. data magnitudes over a reasonably large range of the experirnen-

tal wave steepnesses. However the trend of the reflection coefficient

curves does not correlate well with that of the experimental data for

relatively high values of the wave steepness. That is, the predicted

reflection coefficient curves are either increasing or horizontal for

relatively high wave steepnesses while the experimental data tend to

decrease slightly with increasing wave steepness in Figs. 8. through

8. 4. The computed reflection coefficients do not correlate at all.

with the experimental data of the extreme inertially dominated case

plotted in Fig. 8.5.

Thus, the overall assessment of the analytical model with

regard to Kondo's experiments may be summarized as generally

unfavorable transmission coefficient correlation for the lower wave

steepness (extreme inertially dominated) data, good transmission

coefficient agreement at the higher wave steepness data, and gener-

ally acceptable but suspect reflection coefficients over all but the

lowest wave steepness data. Considering the fact that these model

experiments were conducted entirely in the inertially dominated



range, it is curious that the analytical model functioned as well as it

did. It is hypothesized that the form of the drag coefficient relation-

ship is inpart responsible for this phenomenon since the first term

of this relationship provides increased dissipation forces at lowering

Reynolds numbers over that of a strictly constant drag coefficient.

This behavior is analogous to the increase in the inertial force as the

water particle velocities go to zero due to the 9O phase shift between

acceleration and velocity components. A reliable relationship

between the inertial coefficient and the Reynolds number and/or the

dimensionless water particle excursion parameter is lacking. It

must be concluded that the analytical model must be applied with

caution under conditions of low water particle excursion para.rneter

values.

8.4. Sollitt's (unpublished) Results vs. the Analytical Model

In accordance with Dames and Moore, Inc., job number

3Z7-03Z-03, Soilitt has conducted experimental model studies to

determine the tra.nsmission and reflection coefficients for:

(1) a single row of closely spaced piles;

(2) two rows of (laterally) closely spaced piles, h2 /b 8. 0;

(3) two rows of closely spaced piles, h1/b = 8. 0 (unless

otherwise noted), in conjunction with a reflecting wall,

= 1.0, h2/c variable;
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(4' two rows of closely spaced piles, h2 lb 8. 0, with a

Wave Maze® automobile tire network sandwiched between

the two pile rows, and, with and without the reflecting wall.

The experiments were conducted in the indoor wave channel at Oregon

State University at a. constant water depth of 2.0 inches. Abroad

range of incident wave heights and periods were sampled. The results

are plotted versus the wave steepness parameter H./L. The results

have been found to be frequency dependent as well as wave steepness

dependent, however, relatively few wave heights were sampled at any

given wave period. Thus the plotting format of the previous section,

which provided a different figure for each wave period depicts greater

detail than data can provide. Consequently, the wave frequency

variation is ecpressed on each figure by a series of tabulated integers

along the underside of the upper boundary of each figure. Each
2

integer corresponds to the dimensionless wave frequency, a- h/g, of

that particular data point. The smaller integer values correspond to

the smaller wave periods, or higher a-2h/g values, while larger
7

integers indicate larger periods and, hence, smaller a- h/g values.

The piles were modeled using 1/2. inch diameter wooden dowels.

The lateral gap spacing between the piles was held constant at 1/8

inch yielding a gap to diameter ratio of 1/4. The model pile rows

extended fully across the wave tank in all cases and were aligned

normal to the direction of wave advance.



The Reynolds number range of SOlittS experiments were corn-

parable to those of Kondo (1972) and Costello (1952). Unlike Kondots

experiments, however, the dimensionless water particle excursion

ranges were generally well above the inertially dominated range and

thus may be considered suitable for Morison-equation-type analysis.

8. 4. 1. Sollitt's Single Row Model

Sollitt r s e xperimentally obtained reflection and tr ansniis sion

coefficients for a single row of closely spaced piles are shown in
.7

Fig. 8. 6 with the tabulated dimensionless wave frequencies, a- hlg,

corresponding to each data point. Since the vertical scatter range is

generally less than or equal to ±0. 5 with respect to the plotted data

points, it is apparent that the scatter in Fig. 8.6 is primarily due to

variations in the dimensionless wave frequency as well as the varia-

tion in wave steepness. For this reason, neither the experimental

data nor the analytical model results approximate smooth curves and

thus the display format is, necessarily, reduced to that of plotted

points. Consequently, in order to compare the experimental data with

the analytical results in Figs. 8. 7 through 8. 11, the reader merely

proceeds vertically upward from a. data point number along a constant

line of H./L until the data point and the analytical result are

encountered.
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The analytical model results for the case in which the drag

coefficient relationship,

CD = + 1.5,

is employed are shown in Fig. 8. 7. Although this drag coefficient

relationship was found to be suitable for the analyses of Costello's

and Kondo's models in the two preceding sections, and due to Reynolds

number similarities would be thought to be appropriate in this case

as well, it is evident in Fig. 8. 7 that the analytical model does not

correlate well with the experiments. Since the reflection coefficient

predictions underestimate and the transmission coefficient predic-

tions generally overestimate the experimental data it is concluded

that the analytical model is not accounting for sufficient wave energy

dissipation within the structure when the aforementioned drag coef-

ficient relationship is employed.. Figure 8. 7 also shows the effects

of varying the added mass coefficient a.nd, hence, the inertial coeffi-

dent. As would be expected for the drag dominated conditions of

Sollitt's model tests, variation in these coefficients produces negligi-

ble effects in the analytical predictions.

Figure 8. 8 shows the same case as Fig. 8. 7 except that the

drag coefficient relationship 'B '-constant is increased from 1. 5 to

3. 0 to provide additional dissipation. The analytical model
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predictions generally compare favorably with the experimental data.

The experimental transmission coefficient denoted by data. point #2

(H./L . 0593) may be questionable if the hypothesis that relatively

short waves and relatively steep waves transmit relatively less is to

be believed. On the other hand, this hypothesis mast be questioned

when the transmission coefficient of the shorter, steeper wave

denoted by data point 1 is compared to longer, less steep points 6,

7, 4, and 10.

it is not kuo with certainty why the higher drag coefficient

constant is required to obtain a good fit between the theory and the

experiments but it is thought that the close lateral proximity of the

piles is primarily responsible for this phenomenon. However, until

the physical mechanism of proximity effects is fully understood and

analytically or empirically quantifiable, the drag coefficient relation-

ship employed in Fig. 8. 8 could not have been established prior to

the model tests.

The concept of employing the porosity rather than the ratio of

cross sectional flow areas in the horizontal mass continuity boundary

conditions was addressed in Section 3.3. 1. Thus the structural

porosity term came to be included in the beta and zeta constants of

Eqs. (3.3.7 and 3.3.8) respectively and in their orthogonalized

versions, Eqs. (4.2.2 and 4.2.3) respectively. The rationale of sub-

stituting the porosity for a ratio of cross sectional flow areas might



be questioned for a single row of piles and thus it was logical to inves-

tigate the porosity sensitivity. Figures 8.9 and 8. 10 show the results of

employing the area ratio- of 0.2 calculated for this structural con-

figuration. Figure 8.9 shows poor agreement between the theory and

experiment and it is concluded that the drag coefficient relationship of

C
D

is too dissipative in this case, 1. e., promotes too high reflection and

is too inhibitive of wave transmission. Figure 8. 10 indicates that the

analytical model may again be 'tuned' to correlate with the experi-

ments by decreasing the 'B '-constant of the drag coefficient relation-

ship to 1.0 from 1.5. The analytical models of Figs. 8.8 and 8. 10

correlate highly. Thus it may be concluded for the theory in this

instance that a reduction in the porosity of the structure may be

directly offset by a reduction in the viscous dissipation mechanism.

That is, reducing the porosity tends to increase reflection at the

interface while reducing the drag coefficient relationship decreases

"Figures 8. 9 and 8. 10 define this area ratio as "elocal".
This is the name of the computer program variable used in calculat-
ing the constants beta and zeta. This variable is available in the
program for use with non-homogeneous structures to account for
local interfacial porosity effects. It is important to realize in Figs.
8.9 and 8. 10 that the term elocal is an area ratio and not an inter-
facial porosity. The interfacial porosity will, however, be employed
in some of the analyses of Section 8. 4. 2.
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the structural resistance to wave penetration and transmission

thereby decreasing reflection.

It is not known whether the analysis of Fig. 8.8 or that of Fig.

8. 10 more appropriately models the actual behavior of the experi-

ments. That question, however, is of little consequence considering

that both analyses had to be 'tuned' to the experimental model in

order to provide satisfactory results. And although the analytical

results do compare favorably othe experimental data in these two

figures, it must be noted that some of the simpler, less complicated

theories described in Chapter 1 probably would successfully approxi-

mate the experimental data with the appropriate coefficient tuning.

8.4.2. Sollitt's Two Row Model

Sollitt's experimentally obtained reflection and transmission

coefficient data for a model consisting of two rows of closely spaced

piles is shown in Fig. 8. 11. The porosity of the structure defined by

the two rows of piles is approximately 0. 87. The ratio of the water

depth to one-half the longitudinal width, h2/b, is 8.0 and the gap

to diameter ratio is, again, 1 /4. The dimensionless wave .frequen-

cies corresponding to each of Solli.tt's 18 data points are ta.bulated

in Fig. 8.11. Again it should be noted that the sca±ter apparent in

Fig. 8. 11 is due primarily to variations in dimensionless wave fre-

quencv and wave steepness and that the experimental procedure
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scatter associated with any given data point is less than or equ.al to
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Figure 8. 12 depicts the theoretical predictions for the two row

configuration when the general structural porosity is used in calcuiat-.

ing the beta and zeta constants of the horizontal mass flux continuity

boundary equations, Eqs. (4.2.2 and 4.2.3). Wave transmission is

very high and reflection is equivalently too low for both of the mdi-

cated drag coefficient relationships employed in this analysis.

Figure 8. 13 shows the same theoretical analysis as that of

Fig. 8.12 except that the local interfacial porosity of 0.37 has been

used in Eqs. (4.2.2 and 4.2.3). Since each rcw of piles conforms to

the configuration used for the single row model described in the pre-

vious section, it is evident that this value of the interfacial porosity

represents a true porosity. Also, the usage of local = 0. 37 con-

forms to the recommendations of Sec. 3. 3. 1 as prescribed for non-

homogeneous structures. TJnfortunateiy, neither of the drag coeffi-

cient relationships employed yields a generally acceptable theoretical

and experimental agreement. It may be noteworthy that the predicted

reflection coefficients tend toward acceptable behavior for a signifi-

cant number of data points when

+3.0
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The predicted transmission coefficients, on the other hand, u.su.ally

overestimate the experimental data. This might be considered an

indication of lack of suIficient dissipation within the analytical model.

However, attempts to provide additional dissipation by increasing the

drag coefficients yielded increased reflection coefficients as well as

lowered transmission coefficients and hence a ttuned good fit was not

possible using this method of analysis.

Figure 8. 14 compares thetheoretical and experimental results

for the two row model when the ratio of cross sectional flow areas is

used instead of a local interfacial porosity. Again, a smattering of

poor, fair, and good correlations between the various experimental

and theoretical data points is evident, but, in the overall assessment,

the agreement between this analysis and the experiments must be

judged as unacceptable also.

Figures 8. 15 and 8. 16 portray the results of analyzing the two

row model with the seaward row of piles representing the structure

and the leeward row of piles representing a reflector-absorber oi

reflection coefficient
RA

= 0.33. Since only the seaward row of

piles represents the structure the analysis is exactly the same as

that employed in. the previous section for Figs. 8.7 and 8.8 with the

exception that CRA is changed from zero to 0. 33. This value of

was determined by averaging the nearly constant experimental

reflection coefficient data obtained for a single row of piles as shown
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in Fig. 8.. 6. The predicted reflection coefficients of Fig. 8. 15

(CD = - + 1. 5) conform very well to the experimental data. The

predicted transmission coefficients can not be expected to con.form to

the experimental data since the theory is actually computing the wave

transmission in the lee of the seaward pile row (Region II of the two

row model) and the experimental wave transmission is measured in

the lee of the second row of piles. In a few instances it was possible

to calculate the Region III transmission coefficient from the Region II

transmission coefficient and the empirical single row model traxis-

mission coefficients of Fig. 8.6. It was possible to perform this

calculation only when the theoretical transmitted wave (from the

Region II transmission coefficients of Fig. 8. 15) approximated one of

the experimental incident waves in both wave steepness and dimen-

sioriless wave frequency. When this occurred, the theoretical trans-

mission coefficient for Region II of the two pile model was multiplied

by the experimental transmission coefficient for a single row of piles

to yield the Region Ill transmission coefficients in the lee of the back

row of piles. It may seem somewhat incongruous to apply an averag -

i.ng technique to the reflection coefficient data of Fig. 8. 6 to obtain

and yet only use specific occurrences of the transmission coef-

ficient data when cr2h/g and H. IL approximately match to calcu-

late the Region UI transmission coefficients. This, however, was

deemed appropriate since the transmission coefficients of Fig. 8.6
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display considerably more scatter than the reflection coefficients.

The calculated Region III transmission coefficients are shown in

Figs. 8. 15 and 8. 16. These predicted values generally agree in an

acceptable fashion in Fig. 8. 15. This agreement promotes the obvi-

otis question as to why the analytical model should correlate with the

experiments using this method of analysis and the drag coefficient

relationship of

+1.5

when the analysis of the single row model in the previous section cor-

relates with the experimental data using

C=]p +3.0

One explanation is the fact that only later a]. proximity effects occur

in the single row model whereas some sheltering proximity effects

may occur in the two row model thereby reducing the drag coefficient

for the system. This, however, is thought to be only a partial

explanation. and, as will be seen in the next section, the above dis-

crepancy may also be due to the failure of the theory to appropriately

model the highly localized dissipation in non-homogeneous relatively

narrow structures, such as that represented by the two row experi-

mental models.
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8. 4. 3. Sollitt' s Two Row Models with a Perfet Reflector

Sollitt has obtained reflection coefficients for four different

experimental model configurations comprised of two rows of closely

spaced piles in conjunction with a perfect reflecting wall. The first

three model configurations employ pile rows which are identical in

configuration with that of the preceding section, and, as in the pre-

ceding section, each of the two individual pile rows is identical to the

single row of Section 8.4. 1. Thus, h,/b = 8.0, E = 0.87, and the

ratio of the gap width to the diameter is again 1/4. Only the distance

from the leeward row of piles to the reflecting wall is varied and, in

order of presentation, the dimensionless distances are

h,/c 4.0, 2.0, 1.333. Inthefourthmodel, the dimensionless dis-

tance h2/b 4.0 is examined by changing the longitudinal spacing

between the pile row and, hence, the porosity of the structure is

also increased to 0. 94. The dimensionless distance from the

leeward pile row to the reflector is h,/c = 2. 0 for this last case.

No attempts were made to establish the transmission coefficients or

measure the water surface profile between the last row of piles and

the reflector in any of these models.

8.4. 3a. h,/b = 8.0, h2/c 4.0, CRA = 1.0. Figure 8. 17 shows

the reflection coefficient data obtained by Sollitt for the indicated

model configuration. The dimensionless frequency of each data point
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is also tabulated in this figure. Due to the fact that four of the data

points occurred near a wave steepness of H./L = 0.04, it is neces-

sary to further delineate these points by superimposing the data point

number at each of the four data points as shown in Fig. 8. 17. This

has a.lso been done for the a.nalytically predicted reflection coefficient

data as shown in Figs. 8.18 and 8. 19.

Figure 8. 18 depicts the analytical model reflection coefficient

predictions for the two indicated drag coefficient relationships when

the general structural porosity is used in the continuity of mass flux

boundary condition equations, Eqs. (4. 2. Z and 4. 2.3). The general

appearance of the predicted data is similar to that of the experiments,

but it is shifted upward radically. The rea8on for this large dis-

crepancy is due in. part to lack of sufficient dissipation within the

analytical model. Indeed, the predicted transmission coefficients

(not shown) all exceed 0.94. The fact that the analytical model data

exhibits similar trends to those of the experiments is somewhat

encouraging. Iowever, the fact that the variation in the drag rela-

tionship at small wave steepenss values registers little effect, and

the fact that even the best theoretical data at high wave steepnesses

differs considerably from the experimental data, suggest that both

the A and 1B' constants would have to be raised radically in

order to approach a satisfactory correlation. Such an increase

certainly is not to be expected or justified a-priori and probably still
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would not yield a good fit since reflections from the seaward face of

the first pile row would dominate under these conditions.

Figure 8. 19 shows the theoretical results for the two indicated

drag coefficient relationships when the local interfacial porosity is

employed in the continuity of mass flux boundary condition equations,

Eqs. (4.2. 2 and 4.2. 3). The slope and range of the theoretical data

is considerably greater than that of Fig. 8. 18, but the agreement is

still generally poor with respect to the experimental data. As before,

most of the theoretical transmission coefficients (not shown) are

quite high, generally exceeding 0. 9. Although this is, again, due in

part to lack of dissipation, it can also be somewhat attritubed to

multiple reflected waves and an energy build up in Region III. This is

verified by the low reflection coefficients of data points 1 and 2 and

their high transmission coefficients of 0 92 and 0. 895 respectively.

However, it must be questioned as to whether or not rnu.ltiple reflected

waves in Region III could completely account for such very large

transmission coefficients and small ref1etion coefficients. That is,

why should there be so little reflection at the seaward pile row and

such considerable reflection and re-reflection at the rear face of the

leeward pile row? The answer to this question is undoubtedly phase

related, i. e., crest to crest type superposition may be occurring in

Region UI while crest to trough superposition takes place in Region I.

This idea of improper phase relationships must also be considered,
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in addition to the dissipation mechanism, for probable cause in the

discrepancy between the theory and the experiments.

Furthermore, Sollitt's experiments did not include a measure-

ment of the reflection coefficient, CRA. of the vertical wall reflec-

tor employed in the experimental model investigation. It has been

assumed for the purposes of the theoretical investigation that the

reflector is, indeed, a perfect reflector, CRA = 1. 0, in all cases.

This assumption is probably slightly in error since non-linear effects,

dissipation at the wall, irregularities in the surface and in the a1ign-

ment of the wall, etc., all tend to decrease CRA below the theoreth

cal value of unity. It is noteworthy that such a decrease would benefit

the correlation between the theory and the experiments. However,

since no experimental measurements were obtained, the magnitude

of this decrease is unknown.. Hence variation from the theoretical

value of CRA = 1. 0 cannot be rigorously justified and, thus, no

other value has been employed in the theoretical analysis.

Finally, the effects of increasing the added mass coefficients

were examined at a few of the experimental data points (unplotted.

Increasing the added mass coefficients from 0. 0 to 2. 0 produced

some reduction in the reflection coefficient at high wave steepnesses

but had an almost negligible effect at low steepness values. No sig-

nificant improvement in experimental and theoretical correlation was

realized by this increase in C1. and
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8.4.3b. h,/b = 8.0, h,/c = 2.0, = 1.0. Figure 8.20

shows the experimental reflection coefficient data obtained by Sollitt

for the indicated model configuration. The dimensionless frequency

of each data point is also tabulated on this figure.

Figure 8. 21 depicts the analytical model reflection coefficients

for three different drag coefficient relationships when the local inter-

facial porosity is used in the horizontal mass flux continuity boundary

condition equations, Eqs. (4.2. 2 and 4.2. 3). None of the three drag

coefficient relationships provide satisfactory correlation with the

experimental data although each relationship has its good points. It is

interesting to note that the two larger 'B'-constants in these relation-

ships produce theoretical data trends which are concave upward over

the test range of wave steepnesses.

In order to confirm whether or not the discrepancy between the

theory and the experiments was purely a. dissipation problem or phase

related as well, a. variety of drag coefficient relationships and the

general porosity ( 0. 87), the local interfacial porosity

(local = 0.37) and the ratios of cross sectional flow areas

(local 0.2) were employed in a multitude of analyses of this

model configuration. Due to sheer numbers of graphs the results of

this portion of the investigation have not been displayed here. How-

ever, it is sufficient to reportthat no combination provided good,

general, agreement between the theory and experiments over a wide
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range of wave steepnesses. That is, as in Figure 8.21, there were

some good points associated with many of the analyses but no uni-

formly consistent corre1ajous. Furthermore, under none of the

imposed analytic conditions could a satisfactory fit be obtained with

the experitnenta.l data at the four lowest dimensionless wave frequen-

cies. This frequency related discrepancy, coupled with the wide

range of dissipation conditions employed, is considered to be indica-

tive of phase related problems

8.4.3c. h1/b 8.0, h2Ic 1.33, CR 1.00. Sollitt's experi-

mental results for the indicated model configuration are presented in

Fig. 8. ZZ with the dimensionless wave frequencies corresponding to

each data point. Referring to Figs. 8. 17, 8. 20, and 8.22., it is clear

that the experimental reflection coefficients generally manifest a

decreasing trend with increasing 'ialues of the distance 'c! from

the leeward pile row to the reflector (decreasing values of h,/c).

This is particularly true for the waves of low steepness and low

dimensionless wave frequency at the left side of each of the figures.

This decrease in C with the increase in ?I is thought to be

directly related to the water storage capacity of Region III. That is,

during the reflecting wall experiments, ahead differential between

Regions II and UI was observed such that he static water level of

Region UI appeared to be raised somewhat. This head differential

was decidedly more pronounced for the small Region III storage
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reservoir associated with the small 1c value of Fig. 8. 17. From

the trend in Figs. 8.17, 8.20 and 8. 22, it is likely that the high

energy density levels of the smaller reservoirs behaved as energy

reflectors so that more wave energy was reflected at the second pile

row interface. As increased the storage capacity of Region III

increased while the head differential, the energy density level, and,

hence, wave reflections all decreased. As suggested by the relative

conformity of Figs. 8.20 and 8. 22, there is probably some point at

which further increases in have negligible effects on wave

reflection. Since the distance 'c always appeared larger to the

shorter waves at the right of the figures, it is to be expected that

they would be less affected by the increases in rI.

Since the head differential described above promotes quasi-

steady jet expansion dissipation between the piles and since the

analytical model does not account for these losses per se, it may be

wondered if this may account for the discrepancy between the theory

and these models. However, steady flow jet type losses are known

to be proportional to the square of the velocity as are drag related

losses. Thus, the theory could account for these losses by an

increase in the drag coefficient, although, the present form of the

drag coefficient relationship may not provide a good description of

combined viscous drag and jet related losses over the entire Reynolds

number range Even, so, if this was the only flaw in. the theory with
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regard to Sollitt's models, the analyses described in the previous

section, in which the drag coefficient constants and the porosities

were varied widely, should have been able to provide a reasonable

correlation with all of the experimental data. However, as was

pointed, out, there were at least four data points which could not be

modeled by the theory under any of the imposed analytical conditions.

Figure 8.23 shows the predicted reflection coefficients when

the genera.). porosity is employed in the beta and zeta constants of

Eqs. (4.Z..2 and 4.2.3). Again, the theoretical data does not corre-

late with the experimental values.

Figure 8. 24 depicts the predicted reflection coefficients when

the local interfacia.l porosity, E local 0. 37, is used. Su.rpris.-

ingly, this figure reveals that a combination of the analyses when the

drag coefficient relationship 'B'-constants are equal to three and five

yields reasonably acceptable results over most of the data. That is,

for data points 1-4 and 16-2.1, B = 3 generally gives acceptable

results, while for the remaining data points, B = 5 yields reason-

able agreement with the experimental data. This suggests that some

tuning' of the drag coefficient relationship for this model would

probably yield an overall satisfactory correlation between theory and

experiment. However, the fact that tuning is required is indicative

of the fact that the model has again failed to correlate with the experi-

znents when anticipated drag coefficient relationships are applied.
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8.4.3d. h/b = 4.0, h2/c = a.o, CRA = 1..00. Sollitts experi-

mental reflection coefficients for the indicated model are shown in

Fig. 8.25 with the dimensionless wave frequency information for

each point. It is interesting that the results displayed.iri Fig. 8.25

for a two row model in conjunction with a perfect reflector are

remarkably similar in both trend and magnitudes to those of the

single row model with rio reflector as shown in Fig. 8.6. Even the

averages of both data sets are approximately equal. Assuming that

the same initial wave reflection occurs at the seaward row of piles

of this two row model as does at the single row model leads to the

startling conclusion that the two row model dissipates all, or very

nearly all, of the wave energy which penetrated into the structure.

It is even more remarkable that this phenomenon occurs over a

brc,ad range of wave steepnesses and dimensionless wave frequencies.

Figure 8. 26 depicts the predicted reflection coefficients for four

different drag coefficient relationships and d.ocal 0.37. It is pos-

sible to achieve high correlation with all but the very highest and

lowest data point numbers by using one or another of the indicated

CD relationships. Again, a general CD relationship could not be

predicted a-priori to obtain a. good fit to all of the experimental data.
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8.4.4. So1litts Two Row Models with An Automobile Tire Matrix

Sollitt has conducted experimental model studies to determine

the reflection and transmission coefficients for a model comprised of

two rows of closely spaced vertical piles with a Wave Maze® auto-

mobile tire mactrix situated between the two pile rows. This two

pile row configuration was identical to that described in Section

8.4.2, i.e., h,/'o 8. 0, and the gap width to pile diameter

ratio 1/4. The automobile tires were modeled using a soft, pliable

rubber one-half inch thick by 1. 75 inch outside diameter and 1 inch

inside diameter. The tire rnatri.x butted tightly against the two pile

rows so that the only voids within the composite structure were those

due to the gaps between the piles and those of the tire rn.atrix itself.

The general porosity for the composite structure was approximately

0.61.

Since no drag coefficient literature was available for a corn-

posite structure such as this, it was necessary to etab1ish a drag

coefficient relationship for the theoretical analysis. It was thought

that a. simple steady flow experiment with the composite model would

prove adequate. Specifically, a steady flow flume experiment was

carried out so that the head loss across the composite structure was

determined from the steady flow Bernoulli equation applied at the

water surface as



where

1

HL (sfsb) +
FL 5f

= head loss

= water surface elevation in front of the structure

= water surface elevation behind the structure

Q = the volumetric discharge rate

width of the flume

g gravitational acceleration
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Assuming that the energy dissipation was solely due to drag and drag-

like phenomena (lift, expansion, contraction, jets) allowed the energy

dissipation rate, or power loss, to be equated to that of the Bernoulli

equation head loss, i.e.

where

Power = FDRAC X velocity = X X Q

steady flow drag force

= fluid specific weight

or, using the steady flow drag force equation and substituting for the

head loss term above,

Power = PCDAZ = ZgY



where
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A the average cross sectional area of the solid portion of the

composite structure, i.e., A = YFLs(l)

s the average water surface elevation within the structure

v the average steady flow fluid velocity within the structure

Now employing the steady flow continuity equation to substitute for

V in the above equation and solving for the drag coefficient CD

yields

z 2.
Q 1 1

CD
a

N5c5b ZgY
-

FL Sf 5b

Thus, by measuring the volumetric flow rate and the flow depths

before, at the midpoint of, and after the composite structure the

steady flow drag coefficient was obtained. Experiments were con-

ducted at several different flow rates (and, hence, several different

Reynolds numbers) and due to non-homogeneity in the vertical and

horizontal directions, for arrangements of the composite model

simulating vertical and horizontal flow. The applicability of the

steady vertical flow case to the vertical component of oscillatory

flow may be subject to question since the steady flow test in this

instance physically constrained the flow within the composite model.

Thus, closed conduit flow was being modeled. In the oscillatory
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application, however, the water particles are free to diverge in and

out of the structure.

The drag coefficients obtained for the composite model from the

horizontal and vertical steady flow tests are plotted in Fig. 8. 2.7

versus the Reynolds number. The length scale for the Reynolds nuxn-

ber has been chosen as 1. 33 in. since this con.forrns to about 1/4 the

longitudinal width of the composite structure and this length will be

useful for the theoretical analysis. The drag coefficient relationship

for the horizontal flow test,

CD 1° 19. (8.4.1)

2500 (8.4.2)

for the vertical flow simulation aopear to approximate the experi-

mental drag coefficients satisfactorily.

The theoretical analysis was accomplished by analyzing the

composite model in sections. For the horizontal oscillatory flow

analysis, the composite structure was considered to have been

divided into four equally dimensioned porous slabs by passing three

vertical planes (normal to the -axis) through the structure. Thus the

longitudinal dimension of each slab was 1/4 the total longitudinal

width of the composite structure, orabout 1. 33 in. This longitudinal
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Figure 8. 1. Horizontal and vertical direction drag coefficients obtained (or composite structure

by steady flow model teats.
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quarter-width was input into the computer program as though it was

the pile diameter (DI). Since the composite structure extended fully

across the wave tank, the lateral, width of the wave tank was input as

the lateral repeating width Y of the structure.

Cornputa.tion of fluid energy dissipation due to the interaction of

the composite structure and the horizontal water particle velocity

components can be accounted for by considering each slab as one

large, vertical, porous rectangular pile or, subdividing each slab

with horizontal planes, as several y-directed porous rectangular

piles. Both methods of analysis could not be employed simultaneously

since this would account for twice the actual dissipation. The vertical

pile analysis was chosen. Since the steady flow drag coefficient tests

were conducted on the entire model and since the model is being sub-

divided into four equal sections, it is necessary to divide the drag

coefficient relationship of Eq. (8.4.1) by the number of sections in

the direction of flow, i.e., by four. Consequently the drag coefficient

relationship for the theoretical analysis of structural interaction with

the horizontal component of the water particle motion is

or

c
+ 19.6

Dx 4

500
C 4.9Dx
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The application of the present form of the analytical model to

the composite model analysis is compatible with the present deriva-

tion with the ecception. of the development of the horizontal viscous

damping equations of Section 2.. 3. l.a for vertical circular piles.

Referring to this section, it is apparent that the cross sectional area

of a vertical increment of a vertical pile has been calculated as

where

dA dzXD
x

dz vertical incremental distance

D pile diameter

whereas the structural cross sectional area of a composite tire-pile

slab increment is

dA dzXYX(l-)
'C

Since the only specific application of this portion of the horizontal

viscous damping equation is in the Lorentz equivalent work scheme of

Section 5. 1. 1, the horizontal dissipation mechanism of the analytical

model is modified to accommodate the analysis of the composite

structure by multiplying Eq. (5. 1.7) by the quantity

Y(l-)/D
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For the vertical component of the oscillatory flow analysis, the

porous slabs are further subdivided by passing 14, evenly spaced,

horizontal planes through each slab to yield 15 y-directed, porous,

rectangular piles. Thus, the four slabs of the horizontal flow analy-

si.s are replaced by a total of 60 identical porous y-directed merti-

bers whose vertical and longitudinal dimensions are both equal to

1.33 in. and whose lateral repeating widths, Y, are equal to the

width of the wave tank. A subdi.ris ion of the composite structure into

x-directed porous members could also have been employed for the

analysis of the structural interaction with the vertical water particle

velocity components.

Once again, since the steady flow drag coefficient results were

obtained for the composite model as a whole, and since the model is

being subdivided into 60 (4 longitudinal divisions by 15 vertical divi.-

sions) y-directed sections, it is necessary to divide the drag coeffi-

cient relationship of Eq. (S. 4. 2) by the number of sections in the flow

direction. Therefore, dividing Eq. (8. 4. 2) by 15 yields the drag

coefficient relationship for the theoretical analysis o.f the structural

interaction with the vertical component of the water particle motion as

2500/R + 6.5
15

or
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= !.Z. +CD

Also, noting that the development of the horizontal viscous

damping equation in Section Z. 3. id was for circular y-directed piles

it is apparent that the structural cross sectional area

where

dA = dy X D

dy > Y for the two dimensional problem

must be replaced by

dA Y )< DX (1-i)

Again, the vertical dissipation mechanism of the analytical model

is easily modified to accommodate the analysis of the composite

structure by multiplying q. (5. 1. 13) by (1-i).

Although Sollittts composite tire-pile model tests were con-

ducted for incident wave conditions which would ordinarily indicate

viscous drag forces predominating for a. conventional pile matrix

structure, the e,tension of such an assumption to the composite

model may be questionable. Hence, accurate added mass coefficients

were thought to be of some importance for the theoretical analysis.

Consequently, a simple drop test was conducted in which an accelero-

meter was used to measure the acceleration of the composite model
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during a free fall through a column of water. Unfortunately, the

model reached its terminal fall velocity so quickly that the initial (and

only) accelerations were overshadowed by noise induced by the release

mechanism when the model was dropped. Further contamination of

the results arose from the model colliding with the sides of the test

tank since close tolerances were required to eliminate end by-pass

flow. The net result was judged unacceptable as the scatter range of

the calculated added mass coefficients was over 100 percent. Thus it

was necessary to run the analytical model for a number of arbitrary

added mass coefficients in order to ascertain their effect. This has

been done for equal values of C and C of 0. 5, 0. 0, -0. 5mx

and -1. 5. The negative coefficients were tried merely as a curiosity

since both Garrison et al. (1977) and Sa.rpkaya (1976) have indicated

their occurrence for cylinders at low Reynolds numbers.

The reflection and transmission coefficients obtained by Sollitt

in the model experiments with the composite tire -pile matrix struc-

ture are shown in Fig. 8. Z8. The dimensionless wave frequency cor-

responding to each data point is also indicated on this figure.

The predicted reflection and transmission coefficients for the

positive values of the added mass coefficients are compared to

Sollitt's experimental data in Fig. 8. Z9. It is apparent in this figure

that the variation in the added mass coefficients has a rather small

effect on the results, i. e. , generally decreasing both the reflection
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and transmission coefficients slightly with decreasing added mass

coefficients. This trend is also visible in Fig. 8. 30 for the negative

added mass coefficients.

The theoretical reflection and transmission coefficients corre-

late acceptably with a significant number of the experimental data

points. However, the predicted reflection coefficients corresponding

to data points 7, 8, 10, 11, and 12 are unacceptably high. The fact

that all of these theoretical values over-predict the measured values

for incident waves which are all of intermediate steepness and of

lower dimensionless wave frequency suggests that the theory is failing

to completely model the system in these instances. A definitive

explanation for this discrepancy is not known. However it has been

hypothesized in this investigation that a water particle is capable of

'feeling' the local environment for some distance about itself.

Extending this hypothesis, water particles of low frequency steep

waves, having longer excursions, would have a 'greater knowledge' of

the local environment. Thus, the longer waves of data points 7, 8,

10, 11 and 12 may not actually 'see' the more reflective local inter-

facial porosity of 0. 37 corresponding to the first pile row. Rather,

they may be seeing a local porosity, based on their displacement

amplitudes, which encompasses a portion of the more porous tire

matrix. This would tend to decrease the initial reflection and

increase the initial transmission. The increased initial transmission
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allows higher internal velocities within the structure thereby resulting

in. increased dissipation so that the final transmission could con-

ceivably remain. unchanged. Further research incorporating the

amplitude of the water displacements into the calculation of the inter-

facial porosity for non-hornogeneou.s structures is suggested.

Figure 8. 30 depicts the analytical results for negative values

of the added mass coefficient. The correlation in terms of the pre-

dicted reflection coefficients is aided only slightly.

A general summary of Figs. 8.29 and 8. 30 must conclude that

the analytical model generally achieves a reasonable approximation of

the experiments and often yielded predictions which were within the

limits of experimental error. This correlation was achieved using

drag coefficients obtained from steady flow model tests and added

mass coefficients obtained from the literature for cylindrical piles

The fact that the application of these coefficients to the analysis of

the composite tire-pile matrix structure yielded reasonable correla-

tion is encouraging.

Figure 8. 31 shows SollittrS experimentally obtained reflection

coefficients when a perfect reflector is positioned at a dimensionless

distance h,/c = 4.0 behind the composite tire-pile matrix. That

is, with the exception of the tire matrix, the model configuration is

identical to that described in Section 8. 4. 3a. Comparison of Fig.

8. 31 with Fig. 8. 17 indicates that the tire matrix tends to increase
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the reflection of the steeper waves and decrease that of the less steep

waves.

Figure 8. 32 depicts the predicted reflection coefficients for the

configuration described above. As was the case in Fig. 8. 29, the

theory over-predicts the actu.al reflection for waves of low frequency

and intermediate steepness (H/L = . 026 is considered intermedi-

ate with respect to Fig. 8. 29). This over-prediction was also

observed for the analysis without the tire matrix as shown in Fig.

8. 19. The theory generally correlates with the experimental data in

an acceptable fashion for the first six data points of Fig. 8. 32 while

the discrepancy for the last six points might be improved by an inter-

facial porosity based on the displacement amplitude of the longer

waves.

Figure 8. 33 shows Sollitt's experimentally obtained coefficients

when a. perfect reflector, is positioned at a dimensionless distance

h,/c = 1.33 behind the tire-pile structure. Thus, the model con-

figuration is analogous to that described in Section 8. 4 3c. Compari-

son of Fig. 8. 33 with Fig. 8. 22 indicates that the general trend

remains similar but that the inclusion of the tire matrix increases the

wave reflection. This increase in reflection is attributed to the

decrease in porosity rather than a change in the internal dissipation.

Figure 8. 34 compares the theoretical reflection coefficients for

the perfect reflection case when h,/c 1.33 to the experimental
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data. The correlation over the entire range of wave steepnesses is

quite good. It is not known why the waves o.f intermediate steepness

and low frequency are well modeled in this instance as opposed to

those of Figs. 8.29 and 8.32. However, the correlation in this case

and that of Fig. 8. 29 are quite satisfactory.

8. 5. Summary of Theoretical and Experimental Correlation

In general, the a.nalytical thodel has chieved reasonable cor-

relation with experimental models that are relatively wide and

homogeneous. Also, acceptable correlation is obtained for the

analysis of structures which are inhomogeneous but longitudinally

continuous. Experimental con.figura.tions employing a perfect reflec-

tor are well modeled only when the distance, c, from the rear of

the structure to the reflecting wall approaches the magnitude of the

water depth. The analytical model generally does not correlate well

with relatively narrow experimental models with reflection barriers

and with inhomogeneous, longitudinally discontinuous structures.
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IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

9. 1. Theoretical Approach

The problem of a small amplitude, harmonic, monochromatic,

two dimensional wave nornia.11v incident upon a laterally continuous,

regularly repeating matrix structure has been analytically modeled.

The analysis employs modifications of the longitudinal and vertical

Navier-Stokes equations of motion in which damping has been pro-

vided by Morison-type resistance forces. The equations of motion

are linearized with respect to the velocity components by means of

longitudinal and vertical dixnens.ionless damping coefficients. These

coefficients are defined to obtain equivalent energy dissipation by

both the linear and non-linear viscous damping forces during one

wave cycle. A velocity potential is defined for use in the Linearizd

equations of motion so that, employing the small amplitude wave

assumptions, a modified Laplace-type partial differential equation is

obtained. Making use of the kinematic and dynamic free surface

coundary condition and the horizontal, irnperme able, bottom boundary

condition from linear wave theory, infinite eigen-series solutions for

the velocity potential and pressure fields within the structure and the

seaward and leeward regions adjoining the structure are achieved..

The boundary conditions of horizontal mass flux continuity and pres-

sure continuity are applied at the seaward and leeward structural
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interfaces to obtain a coupled system of complex algebraic equations.

This system of equations is orthogonalized with respect to the vertical

coordinate thereby eliminating the depth dependency. The unknown,

complex, amplitude coefficients of the system are rendered dimen-

sionless by division by the incident wave amplitude and the solutions

for the resulting reflection, transmission and interior coefficients

are obtained through the use of an iterative numerical algorithm.

9.1. Summary of Theoretical 3ehavior

The general theoretical behavior of the transmission coefficient,

CT. may be summarized as:

a) CT generally decreases with increasing dimensionless wave

frequencies, a2'h/g. The exception occurs when the dis-

tance to the reflector-absorber is less than the water depth,

in which case CT exhibits relative maxima and minima.

These maxima and minima occur as functions of o big

arid the distance between the structure and the reflecting wall,

c, such that c is approximately some integer multiple of

one-half the incident wavelength.

b) CT decreases with increasing values of both the horizontal

and vertical dimensionless damping coefficients, f and

£
z
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c) CT generally decreases as the horizontal added mass coef-

ficient, C , increases and, hence, as S increases.
mx

The exception occurs when the vertical added mass coeLfi-

cient, C, and oh/g are both large at which time the

trend reverses.

d) C is virtually insensitive to variations in C for all
T mz

structural porosities tested and is insensitive to C , asnix

well, at high structural porosities.

e) CT decreases as the structural porosity decreases.

1) CT decreases as the structural width, 2b, increases

relative to the water depth, h2.

g) CT decreases with decreasing values of CR for small to

intermediate values of ii2h/g (long to intermediate waves)

and h,/c > 1.0. This trend reverses for intermediate to

large values of a-2h/g (intermediate to short waves) with

the reversal point migrating towards higher o2h/g values

as Ii, Ic increases from unity. Multiple reversals are

possible when h,/c < 1.0.

The general theoretical behavior of the reflection coefficient,

C , may be summarized as:r
a) C exhibits a peaking tendency at intermediate to high values

of oh/g in the absence of a. reflector-absorber. C on

either side of the peak decreases monotonically. The
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maximum C shifts toward lower oh/g with increasing

values of £ , £ , C , and C and has generally been

found to occur a: a h/g value such that

0. 16 ZblL < 0. 18.

b) C increases as £ and C (S ) increase.r mx x

c) C generally decreases as £ and C (S ) increase.r z rriz Z

d) C is virtually insensitive to changes in C and Cr mx mz

when the structural porsity is large.

e) C increases as the structural porosity decreases.

g) C exhibits relative maxima and minima as functions of

b, and c when the reflection coefficient of the

reflector-absorber, CRA. is non-zero. The relative

amplitudes of these rna.xini.a and minima become more

exaggerated with increases in CRA and, in general. with

increases in h2/b and decreases in ha/c. Relatively

narrow structures exhibit high C for lone wave conditionsr
while relatively wide structures are more frequency selec-

tive and tend to be only moderately reflective of some par.

ticular long and intermediate waves.

9. 3. Summav of Apoljcatjon Instructions

Detailed instructions for the use of the analytical model via the

computer program are provided in Chapter VI and Appendices C, D,
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and E. A summary of the required data for the application of the

analytical model is provided here. The variable names indicated in

this section correspond to the computer program variables while the

variable name in parentheses corresponds to the variable used within

the text of this report.

9. 3. 1. The Geometric Variables

The application of the theory requires that the structural

geometry and the local bathymetry be known. Hence, an edsting or

proposed design configuration and location must be known. Specifi-

cally, the required geometric variables are the:

(1) distance from the center of structure to the seaward and

leeward edges, B (b).

() water depths in the seaward and leeward regions adjoining

the structure and that within the structure, Hi (h1), H3

H2 (h.,) respectively. Note that the water depths are

not required to be equal in each of the three regions.

(3) pile diameter DI (.D). The program is presently written

for a constant pile diameter for all members, however,

only minor modifications are required to accommodate a

pile diameter which varies from member to member.

(4) distance from the leeward edge of the structure to the

reflector-absorber, C (c).
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(5) lateral distance over which the structural configuration

repeats itself, Y (Y).

(6) maximum numbers of laterally and longitudinally directed

structural members between any two vertical members,

NY and NX, respectively.

(7) total numbers of laterally, longitudinally, and vertically

directed structural members within the structural volume

definedby -b<x<b, -h<z<O. and O<y<Y,

NYT, NXT, and NZ, respectively.

(8) z-coordixia.tes of the centerlines of each of the laterally

and longitudinally directed members, YD[ARRAY] and

XD[ARRAY], respectively. The x-coordinate is not

required since it is assumed that these members are

located between vertical members and the x-coordinate is

known for each vertical member. The coordinates of each

member are required for the local velocity calculation in

the vicinity of each member.

(9) x-coordinate of the centerline of each vertical member,

DX[ARRAYJ.

9. 3. Z. The Empirical and br Experimental Variables

The input variables required for the application of the analytical

model which are, or have been, either empirically, experimentally or
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historically obtained are the:

(1) gravitational acceleration, G (g).

(Z) fluid density and kinematic viscosity, RO (p) and VIS ('1),

respectively.

(3) reflection coefficient of the reflector-absorber, CRA

(CRA).

(4) drag coefficient constants, AL (A) and BZT (B), as

specified in Chapter V.

(5) the added mass coe-ffi.cients for the x and z-directions,

ClvDc (C ) and CMZ (C ), respectively, as specified
mx rriz

in Chapter V.

() the number of terms at which each of the infinite eigen-

series of the system of complex algebraic simultaneous

equations is truncated, NtJM (N). Values of Num

have been found to yield acceptable accuracy in this study.

9. 3. 3. Design Wave Variables

The wave variables required are the incident wave period,

T (T), and the incident wave amplitude, AMP (a.). However,

since the maximum wave reflection, transmission, and attenuation

may be of interest for a particular design configuration it is recoin-

mended that a wide range of incident wave steepnesses and wave
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frequencies be examined as opposed to exclusive consideration of a

single design wave condition.

9. 3. 4. Computational Requirements

The programmed analytical model has been shown to achieve

rapid convergence for all of the structures examined in this study.

The maximum computational and processing time required for the

calculation of any data point set for the most complex structure

analyzed in this study was less than ZO octal seconds per data point

(both the reflection and transmission coefficients constituting a. data

point). Since the program has been structured for 'debugging'

efficiency rather than computational efficiency, further savings are

obtainable by re-structuring the program, although, this is not

recommended.

9. 4. Assessment of Theoretical and Experimental Comparisons
with Suggestions for Future Investigations

The analytical model has been shown to correlate acceptably

with the longitudinally wide, homogeneous, vertical pile models of

Costello's (1952) experimental investigation. }{owever, Costello's

results did not include reflection measurements and the correlation

is, therefore, solely for the measured and predicted wave transmis-

sions.
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The theoretical results have shown reasonable agreement with

Kondo's (197a) measured reflection and transmission coefficients

for a longitudinally wide, homogeneous, orthogonal lattice composed

of vertical and laterally directed circula.r cylinders. The predicted

transmission coefficients generally correspond to the measured

values at all but the lowest wave steepness and most i.nertially dorni-

nated data. The computed reflection coefficients generally compare

favorably with Kondo's data in amagthtude sense but must be viewed

critically with regard to trend at the higher experimental wave steep-

ness values. Since the experiments were conducted at very small

ratios of the water particle excursion to the pile diameter, inertial

dominance is to be expected. This is well modeled by the theory's

sensitivity to the added mass and, hence, inertial coefficients.

Further research to establish the added mass coefficient as a function

of the Reynolds number and the dimensionless water particle excur-

sion, in mnalogv with the drag coefficient, is required.

Both the analysis of Costello's models and that of'Kondo's model

entailed some difficulty in establishing a drag coefficient relationship

using the method prescribed inChapter V. This was due to the lack

of applicable oscillatory drag coefficient data at the low Reynolds

numbers of the experiments. This problem was also apparent in the

analysis of Sollitts models. }owever, suiuicient data is available in

the literature for most prototype applications and, thus, further
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research at low Reynolds numbers is not warranted.

The analytical model has been shown to be in good agreement

with SollittTs model composed of a single row of laterally closely

spaced vertical piles. T.his correlation, however, was achieved only

by 'tuning the model to the data by increasing the drag coefficient

above its expected valt.te. This increase might be attributed to

proximity effects although further research is required to establish

a. definitive relationship for the prediction of proximity effects in an

'a. priori' niamier. The theory has been found to be appropriately

insensitive to the inertial terms for the drag dominated conditions of

Sollitt experiments.

The analysis of Soflitt's model composed of two rows of later aUy

closely spaced vertical piles indicates fair agreement between the

theory and the experiment only when the structure is analyzed as

though the first row of piles represents the structure and the second

row represents a partial reflector. It is concluded that the spatial

averaging of the theoretical dissipation mechanism is not well suited

to the highly localized dissipation of such an inhomogeneous two row

experimental model. However, the step-wise analysis using the pre-
I

dicted data for a single row of piles in conjunction with a partial

reflector could be extended to handle multiple rows of laterally

closely soaced and longitudinally widely spaced vertical piles.
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Additional model studies would be required to verify the validity of

such an approach.

Comparison of the analytical results with those obtained

experimentally by Sollitt for two closely spaced vertica.l pile row

models in conjunction with a perfect reflector indicate only fair to

poor correlation. That is, no correlation was obtained for the struc-

tures in which the longitudinal distance between the pile rows was

small and the distance from the leward pile row to the reflector was

small to moderately large. Fair correlation was obtained for the

structures in which the distance between the pile rows or the distance

to the reflector was increased. However this correlation was

achieved only after rigorous 'tuthng' of the drag coefficient relation-

ship. The failures of the analytical model in these cases has been

attributed to an increase in the still water level in the region between

the leeward pile row and the reflector. This increased head results

in variations of internal reflections from within the structure which

are not accounted for by the analytical model.

Generally reasonable correlation between the analytical model

and SoUitt's experiments involving a. composite automobile tire-

circular vertical pile matrix have been obtained when no reflector is

present. However, a. discrepancy has been noted between the pre-

dicted and experimental reflection coefficients for the longer waves.

it is felt that an alternative approach in which the interfacial. porosity
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of these longitudinally coutinuous but inhomogeneou.s structures would

be defined as a function of the water particle displacements could

reduce these discrepancies. This constitutes an area in which further

research is required.

When a perfect reflector is tested in conjunction with Soflitt1s

composite tire-pile matrix models, the analytical model again gen-

erally over predicts the reflection coefficients for the longer waves

when the distance from back of the composite structure to the reflec -

tor is small. Correlation with the shorter steeper wave data is

reasonable. Upon increasing the distance from the composite struc-

ture to the reflector, the predicted reflection coefficients are found

to concur with Sollitt's experimental data over the range of experi-

mental wave steepnesses. The fact that reasonable agreement is

obtained for at least two of the composite model configurations leads

to the conclusion that drag relationships obtained from steady flow

model tests are acceptable when oscillatory data is not available in

the literature.

A general assessment of the analytical models performance

must conclude that acceptable results may be expected for structures

which are homogeneous and relatively wide, or, for structures which

are inhomogeneous but longitudinally continuous. When a reflector

is present, the application of the theory is reconmended only for

structures in which the distance from the rear of the structure to the
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reflector approaches or exceeds the water depth. Use of the theory

is not recommended for relatively narrow structures with reflection

barriers, or, inhomogeneous, longitudinally discontinuous structures.

The above assessment is tempered by the availability of reliable

drag and added mass coefficients for the structure. Steady flow

model tests have been shown to provide rapid and reasonably reliable

data for the.determination of drag coefficients for use in the theory.

This study has shown that the fairly open pile configurations of

most harbor related facilities yield little wave attenuation. Signifi-

cant attenuation is only attained for structures which exhibit a. struc-

tural density beyond that required in terms of wave, foundation, and

application loadings. Enhancement of common structural configura-

tions using scrap materials to promote increased wave attenuation

appears to be feasible and the analysis of these composite structures

has been shown to be within the capabilities of the analytical model.

Further research in this area should prove beneficial.

Additi ona.l recommended studies include, experimental model

comparisons for models which include laterally directed, longi.-

tudinally directed, and/or diagonally directed members. Also,

further research is required to provide an analytical description of

the static head increase between the rear of the structure and the

reflector when the distance between the two surfaces is small
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Fiziafly, additional research is required to obtain deterministic

relationships for proximity effects, and the effect of transverse

forces on fluid energy dissipation.
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APPENDIX A

The velocity potential in Region II is given by Eq. (3. 2. 1.) as

if IA IA k, (x+b)J i[JA IA k (x-b)j
g[ a e +a e

z2n' X Z..fl

1-U -Il

ch.k, (h l-z)
..n 2

ch. k,h,
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(3.2.1)

The bracketed arguments of the spatial ecponentia.L functions are, in

general, complex since the eigenvalue k, is generally complex

and, since

and

A = f o - ioS
x ,c x

A =fa-iaS
z z z

are both complex, the square root of the ratio A/A must also be

complex. ence the spatial ecponentials will take on the general

form

where

e Lcos + i sin \J

real part of the complex argument of the spatial exponen-

ti al s
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= imaginary part of the complex argument of the spatial

exponential s

From the above form, it is apparent that the argument of the exponent,

, must be a negative number if wave amplification within the

structure is to be avoided.

Since the range of the x- variable in Region II is -b < x < b,

the value of (x+b) is aJways positive or zero; on the other hand,

the value f (x-b) is always negative or zero thereby cancelling the

negative sign in front of the a term spatial exponential argument.

Due to the similarity o.1 the two x-dependent terms in q. (3.Z. 1),

only the complex argument

i/A lAk., (x+b) (A.1)
'1 x z .n

need be examined to determine the sign of

The real and imaginary portions of the eigenvalues, k2,

returned by the CMPLK2 subroutine are always positive. While it

may be shown that the negatives, of the real and imaginary portions

also satisfy the complex dispersion equation, Eq. (2. 10. 2), there is

no justification for choosing negative complex wave numbers, k,

and hence the positive values are retained. Therefore let

k c1-id (A.Z)
Zn



wiie re

c,d = real and positive
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With the sign of the eigenvalues, k,, fixed as positive, only

the sign of the squ.are root of the complex ratio A/A remains to

be detei-rnined. This is accomplished by letting

where

JA/A p + iq (A. 3)

p, q = real numbers whose signs have yet to be determined

and by making the substitutions indicated by Eqs. (A. 2 and A. 3) in

q. (A.l), i.e.,

i 1A /Ak,(x+b) i(p+iq)(c+id)(x+b)
"I x z-

Simplifying the complex algebra yields

where

iJA/Ak,(x+b) (x+b)(pd+qc) + i(xi-b)(pcdq)

-(x±b)(pd+qc) =

Now, since the quantities (x+b), c, and d are all real and posi-

tive, it is apparent that the negative value of o will be preserved

and waves will decay within the structure under an of the following

three conditions;
/



(a) p and q are both positive

(b) p is negative, q is positive aM qc > pd

(c) q is negative, p is positive a.nd pd > qc

To examine the quantities p and q. it will be heLpful to expand

the complex square root of the ratio A/A such that

Now let

where

r' 1a(f -iS 1(1 f 4-5 S )+i(.f S -f S
= 1 = I

IA /of -IS) 1 z, z
.I Z \J z z f'-S

Z Z

A
= m + in

£ I -i-S Sxz x z
111= ,

£ '-S
z z

.1 S -í Sxz zx
2f +5

z z

Using DeMoivres theorem

where

x 1/2 I 2 21/2'i (in 4-n ) (cos 0 + i sin 0)
'I-

-1 ri
8 tan in

373
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or, substituting for m, n, and e in the above expression yields

[çx1zxSz)
2

(

£ S -.1 S '
xr+s

/4

z z

f $ -1 Sc S( x z ,c\1 _________
tcos Ltan +s S

;( + i
+s )jxz xz'J XZ XZ j

The real fourth root o.E the first bracketed u.antity may be chosen

either positive or negative. Since one-half the principle range of the

arctangezit function yields a range of the cosine argument between

-i/4 and r/4, the cosine term will always be positive. Refer-

ring to the phase diagram below

it is apparent that the sine term will be either positive or negative

depending on whether the quantity

£S -LSxz zx
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is positive or negative. 11 this quantity is positive, and hence the sine

term is positive, then the positive real fourth root of the bracketed

term is chosen so that the terms p arid q are both positive and

thus o will be negative in accordance with the previously specified

condition (a).

LI the quantity

IS -f Sxz zx

is negative, and hence the sine term is nega.tive, then the sign of the

real fourth root is chosen to satisfy conditions (b) or (c), i. e..,

Imag(k2)

d

>

f1x1z5,c5z\
2

f1+S ' £1+S2
z z Z

21/4 r IS -ISi( -if z. z xcostan
1 f +5 S,cz xz,

p

(cond. (b>; choose neg. real fourth root)

(cond. (c); choose pos. real fourth root)

11fSS ES-IS 21/4
-i

£ S -f S
I x z z XlI/xz zReal(k

L 12+S2 + fZZ I ]
sin Lan f £ +5 S I IZn

CZ czJ
I Z Z I

C

Choosing the sign of the fourth root as prescribed above assures

wave decay in Region II and thus allows the theory to conform to

observed physical phenomena.



B. 1. cch.(a+bsch.(cfs)ds

then

APPENDIX B

Zrnployi.ng the method of integration by parts et

ch. (a--bs) dv ch. (c+fs)ds

du = bsh. (a+bs)ds v sli. (c+fs)

çCh. (a+bs)ch. (c+fs)ds

ch. (a+bs)sh. (c+fs) - ç3h. (c+fs)sh. (a+bs)ds

376

To evaluate the integral on the extreme R. H. S. of the above equation

the method of integration by pa.rts is employed again. Letting

sh. (a+bs)

du bch. (a+bs)ds

then

ch. (a+bs)ch. (c+fs)ds

dv sh. (c+is)ds

(c+fs)ds

ch.(a+bs)sh.(c+fs) - sh.(a+bs)ch.(c+fs) + ch.(a+bs)ch.(cfsIds
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Subtracting the integral on the extreme R. H. S. of the above equation

from both sides ad simplifiug yields

(1 çh. (a+bs)cb. (c+fs)ds

ch.(a+bs)sh.(c+fs) -1- sh.(a+bs)ch.(c+fs)

7 ,

Dividing both sides o the above qi.iation by (1-b If ) yields

ch. (a+bs)ch. (c+fs)ds

[ch. (abs)sh. (cfs)- sh. (a+bs)ch. (c+fs).]

(1 -b/f2)

Now, multiplying the R. H. S. of the above eauation by (f2 If2) yields

the required integral as

çch. (a+bs)ch. (c+fs)ds

fch. (a+bs)sh. (cfs)-bsh. (a+bs)ch. (c+fs)



3. cha(b+s)ds

Letting

r bs

dr ds

then, by substitution,

ch(ar)dr

But, by hyperbolic identity

1ch. (ar) ch- (Zar) +

so that, by substitution,

kch. (Zar)dr + Sdr
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Performing the integrals on the R. H. S. of the above equation yields

cha(b+s)ds sh. (2ar) r
4a

or, substituting for r, the required integral is obtained as



cha(b+s)ds sh. Za(b#s)
4a 2

B. 3. sh, (a+bs)sh. (c+fs)ds

then

Employing the method of integration by parts, let

u sh. (a+bs) dv sh. (c+fs)ds

du bch. (a+bè)ds v = ch. (c+fs)

fsh. (a+bs)sh. (c+fs)ds

= sh. (a+bs)ch. (c+fs) - (c+fs)ch. (a+bs)ds

To evaluate the integral on the extreme R. H. S. of the above equation

the results of integration B. 1 may be employed or the method of

integration by parts may be used again. The latter is chosen

although the result is the same

u ch. (a+bs)

bsh. (a+bs)ds

the above equation becomes

Therefore, letting

dv ch. (c+fs)ds

v = sh. (c+s)
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ç5h. (a+bs)sh (c+fs)ds

2

3sh.(a+bs)ch.(c+fs) *ch.(a+bs)sh.(c+fs) + sh.(a+bs)sh.(c+fs)ds
I

S'.ibtractixg the integral on the extreme R. H S. from both sides of

the above equation and simplifying yields

(1-)sh.(c+fs)ds

sh. (a+bs)ch. (c+fs) - ch. (a+bs)sh. (c+fs)

Dividing both sides of the above equ.ationby (1-b If ) and then

multiplying the resulting R.H. S. by (fz/fa) yields the required

integral as

(c+fs)ds

fsh. (a+bs)ch. (c+fs-bsh. (c+fach. (a+bs)
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APPENDLX C

The following listing correlates variable names used within the

narrative and those of the computer program listing (see Appendix D).

Whenever possible, pertinent equation numbers within the narrative

are given for the tNarrative Variables1. Otherwise the pertinent sec-

tion numbers in which the variable is defined are noted. Definitions

are suppl.ied as necessary



MAIN lROGRAM

Program Var. Narrative Var. (Eq. No. Sec. No

Al. A (Eq. 5.5. I; Soc. 5. I. I)

AMP a. (Eq. 3.2.5; Sec .3.2.2)

AX A (Eqs. 2.5. I. Z.5.4 Soc., 2.5)
'C

AZ A (Eqs. 2,5.2, 2.5. 6; Sec. 2.5)

Al Not used

AZ Not used

Al Not used

A4 Not Us01

AS Not used

A6 l'lot used

A? FbI used

13 h (Fig. I. I, Soc. I. I)

HE'!' H (Eq. 5.5. I: Sec. 5. I

I3M Not used explicitly

(3 (Eq. .3. 3.7; Sec. 3. 1. I)

Del in iii, ua

El Eel co,istanl 01 the drag coetliclo lit (1 xpres Sian.

Incident wave amplitude

A I a icS
,( ,C

A 1 a - laS
a a a

Defi,ied in Program for co,ri1njjaijo,-ial expediency in calculating d.',,oi,itnalors

xy

1/2 the longttudiva.( width of the stri,c hire.

Second oiistant of tI,e .Irag coollicieni OxpreSSioli

The IL LI-S .,or 'H' matrix side, i tin, general iu;btrix equation IAJIXI 1131.

'13 M' Is therefore the coluwn vector lilatrix composed of ones ajud zei'oes

Correspondiu,g to the systeni ol equatious descrihoI by Eqs. (4,2.2, 1.2. 3,

4.2.5 and 4.2.6).

-lot jA IA
(1

A
x

F'.)



Program Var. Narrative Var. (Eq. No.; Sec 14o. Dr'linition

B I Not us ad Defined in p rog rain (or couip&rtational c >ediency in cal cril ati rig the

82 denoii,iiiators of I , t , f -

Na ax 74
Not used

84 Not need

135 Not used

136 Not used

C c (Fig. 1 , Sec. I) I)Istaircr from the rear of the structure to the reflector absorber.

CIjKI Not used CIIKI ,j/A.
CItE It cii. (k1 1h1

C11FC2 Not Used C11K2 = /A..JIA
Clvi -' C (Eq. 4.2.2; See. 4.2) Complex dii ensionless ainpiltrirle coefficient corresponding to tire super

po aition of all waveforms within the at i-,ictri re rele renced to x ii o ne riled in

the negatree diree trim. CM 2' a Ia..
I -n r

C (Eq. 2. 2. 3; Sees, 2.2 and 5.6) Added mass coefficient toj. time a-direction.
rim a

CM?'. C (Eq. 2. 2. 4; Sees. 2. 4 and 5. 6) Added mass coefficient in tire z-di reetirri,.ma

CO Not useri explicitly The coelIIcIeijt nmatnis'. CI 'A' matrix, of Flie general matrix equa ion

AJIX I liii 'GO' is therefore I Ire i'rie(ilc lent niatri K corro ponding to the

epstein 01 siimiriitaneoirs equations given by Eqs. (4.2.2, 4.2.3. 4.2.5, 4.2. 6).

EN C1 (Eq. 4.2.2; Sec. 4. 2) Complex ,ii,,roneionlesa anmpliturlr: coefficient corresponding icr liii' super-

position of all wavefojimis withi,, lb., structure referenced to x -b oriented

in the positive direct ion, CP E' a Ia..
In I

CR C (Eq. 4.2.2; Sec. '1. 2) Conupies .Ii,iiensionleae anrplitiirle coellicteut corresponding to Lire super-

posItion or all waveforms in Region I re Ic renced to s -b onjenri ed in I he

neg ative di roettori . CII = a /a, . Since Cfl is obtainenl from then-I en



Piograni Var. rraiivo Var. (Eq. No.; Sec No.

CRA 1RA SEq. 4.2. i; Sees. 4.2. I. I)

CT C (Eq. 4. 2. ; Soc. 4. Zn-I Tn

Not used

Not used

Ci Not used

C4 Nut tild
C5 Not used

I) Not used

ill El (ii'i1. I. J

J)elinjt ion

SI..e rpos it ion of aft tl,t aft, reniez.4 rotted wawefo*-is it Includes the eva:Ieacent

iniule a 38 wet I as the propeg sting motto, The retIectin ce1ltrtnt otineti

for the structure in Sec. I. I is r,btaiiied its the rnodt.tus value ot [lie complex

qu .11)11 ty c
r

Tite solution values C are rot ii rn ed (ruin [lie couip lox ft at ri S

oIution algorithm L.EQTIC as the first N values of the RM1 iriCtrix. The

0 rig I cal v aloe B of tile BM l are to st by [Ito ot elvis salver. 'I' bus tile re lie c lion

codfficiOnt for the stvuctu ye with rega i'd to the pi-opagating nmile only is

lounil by taking the nio&tulus of UM( I), I.e.
,

> RM( 1

Real, known. relic. lion cool ftc jent of the rofluctoi--abaorber

Comples d enaleniess aniplituite coett lent cor responding to tl, SuiC I'-

position of all waveforms in Region III i-elereuced 10 5 h ort.-nIeI i the

positive direction. CT = a,, is.. Since CT is obtained troll) I:lie super-nI In I

position of all of the a(orenintioned wavelorlIla. it includes the Ovanescelit

modes as well as the propagating iiindes. The solutIon values C,1 ale

returned froni the coluple s rust mix solutIon algorithm L EUT IC as the secrInch

N value a of the fl M1 malt is. tile I I'aeanlIs sloe cue Uicie et an defIned in

See. I. I t& 11)0)11.1 as the inoduhis of the complex quantity BM(NI th i.e.

1''T l '> I
IIM4N I I) 15cc also c:ii).

I)e(ino.l iii prograul for con)ptit;ltiunai expediency lii catctiiatiiig tile

itenoitit nato r S Of C I 4 I
SZ Sy 55 Zy

Array v a toe. a Cor EQS Ot1(I Lug to It
In

anti it ret or fled as ge fly at iie Stdiii tons

of Eq I, I . 2) by Ilte Hl'WtOIl I( allItson technique Sill) iOUtiilt) Il AJ'NEW

Pile iliiuiie toy.

(1)



Prograiii Vai. Narrative Var. (Eq. No.; Ser. No. 1)etinition

1)1 V Not uSed Ettlie r I 120 or I /41). (I aed to dete rioiiu.i (lie nIuhiher ol point a htwee0 I lie

leeward edge ol the structure atiti the reflector -absorber at which the water
surface protite is evaluated.

I)LX da (Eq. 5. I. IS; Sec. 5. (.4) Delta a increment used in the riunicriial evaluation of the numerator of
Eq. (5. I. 15).

Dt.Z ui (Eq. ,. I. 'I; Sec. 5. 1. I) Delta a Increrilent used in the numerical evaluation ci the nunierator of
Eq. (5. 1.7).

DX (H) Not used One linmenlnuaL array cehltili ei,ig the x .. coordi nate i each veil IC at nic iruber

within the structural volume defined by -h a < h. -li < z < 0, 0 < y < Y.

E (Eq. 2. 3. ); Sec. 2. 3) Porosity of the structure.

E1.OcAL tlocal (see See. 3. 3. I, Chap. VIII) Local intertaciat porosity tom- non-)moumiogenrioua structures.

EX (Eq. 2.3. 2; Sec. 2.3) Ratio of the v1imnic of all structural ujemnbers whose longitudinal axis runs
in the * -direct. ion to the total volume of (lie structure

EY (Eq. 2. 3. 3; Sec. 2. 3) (1 atio ci the voltune of alt eli ucturral umiemmibe rs wboe longitudinal axis runs

in the y-rlircctiuio to I lie total voiuuum-me of (lie structure.

E V V Not u a cr1 Conuaut at tonal constant -

E7. (Ec1. 2.3. 4 Sec. 2.3) RatIo of time volunie of alt vertical siruuiuural Inetutmers to the total stviici.umral
z

V')1 Ufl IC

FX (Eq. 2.3.7; Sec. 2.3. Ic) Total dIIIIenSiOiI),SS ulainliluig crmu,Uicieii( IOI the a-direction.

FXNEW Not user) tiecatculaterl value of FX In iterative ol,,tton.

V Nurne ratur of I (Eqs 2 - 3 . (u, The noiRe rato r of the diumiens bRIe as 4 atiipirmg ccc ffic ieiit to r a -directed fIw

5. 1. 12; Seca. 2. 1. Ib, 5. I. 2) Imast y..directed structural nieuiitiers.

FXV V Not used t)iimisuiiy Stmmuimnalion variable (or calculation ci FXY U)



Lograin Var. Narrative Var. (Eq No.; Sec No.

FXZ Nuiricrator oft (Ft1a.xz
5. l.; Seca. 2.3. Ia. 5.1.1)

FZXX Not used

F?. (
z

F7.iIEW Not used

FZX Numerator of C (Eqs 2.3.9,
It'

5.1.15; Seca. 2.3. le, 5.14)

FZXX Not used

1.ZY Nurneratoroti (Eqs. 2.3..,
5. I. 13; Sees. 2.1. Id. 5. 1.3)

FZYY Not used

g (Sec. 2.14

ill. Hot used

Ill lt (Fig. I. I)

112 112 (Fig. I. 1)

III h3 (Fig. I. I)

I I (Sec. 2. I)

lED Not used

J Not useI

K Not used

KIJIV Not used

I )e i ii I I i on

rho no,ne rater of the djii,cuisioole a S ti aunping coe(Ilcjc lit for x-d I rected flow

past vertical si-ruct,nrat niesitbe rs.

Dummy summatIon variable (or caletitatint, of FXZ.

Total illinensionle as damping coo fcient (or the z- di rectiorl

Recalculated vainc of FZ in Iterative solutIon.

The numb rater of the ditnenstontes a ml amprig coO Ificient (or ye rile I flow

past g-directed structural inejitbe Es.

Diuritiny sum,natien var i able (or cal ciii at ion tif F Z X

The flume rator of the iliniens toni nsa d ainping coo [(icieni- for vertical (low

past y-directed structural mnonihers.

Dummy suniniation variable (or calcumi alien of F'/.Y

(iavItattorsaI accele ration.

Wave steepness ll/L.

Water depth in Regiomi I.

Water dc1,tI, in Region II.

Water depth in Region Ill.

the imaginary cojistant; t

Error control par smote r for him. c nituple a matrix o1utlon algorit lout L EQ1 IC.

I)o loop Integer variable.

Do loop inte.ge r variable. Count., r variable.

I'l.im-mibe r of se gmenta an x -di reeled pile is divided into (or the nomno rica1

integration of the miounerater of q- (5 t IS).



Prograw Var. rralive Vat. (Eq. No, Sec No.

k (Eqs. 2.8.2, 3. 1.2)In

KIONI: k1 (Eq. 3.2. Sec. 3.2.2)

k.. (Eqs. 2.8.2, 2. 10.2;
2r

see. 2. 10)

1(3(N) k3 (Eqs. 2.13. 2, 3. I. 2)

LEOT IC

lii

N

NC

14 1) IV

NM?

N N

NPI

Not Used

Not used

Not used

Not used

Not used

Not used

Nn1L se'l

Not .iael

Nit

I) eli nil. i oh

Complex column vector array corresponding to one real (propagating umale)

and N - I pure ilnagi nary ( evainea cent modes ) ni g envaluc oluI inns of Eq

(3. 1.2) in Region 1. Corunnonly termed as the wave number in Region. I.

Prr'pagating wave number in Region I.

Coiiu1aex column vector array corresponding to the N colnI)lex eigenvaiuie

solutions of Eq. (2, 10.2) in Region II. Tin. wave number in Region 11.

Complex column vector array cor respaindiung to One real (propagating niode)

and N - I pore iniagina ry (evanescent tiio.les) eigenvaltme solutions Of PA1.

(3. 1. 2) in Region III. The wave n.mtiuber in h4egioia Ill.

Dr. ioop integer variable.

Complex matrix solution Slit) routine I mmmi thO I nte riiational Math Sciences

I.ibrary nunueric at programs package.

J)n Ioo1n integer variable. Counter variable.

Do mop liii 0g.; t var i aI,Ie

Nioher of point a at which the waler p ,'oiile in the domna in b < a < b ic is

e. yaIate4 1 the tee of the I) re w ate r

Nuisilior of segirments mb which a vet tic al structural member is divided (or

time nunme tic ci integ ration ol tin. nummie rater of Eq. ( . I . 7).

The numi,l)e r at vertical at ruurter al 1110 IflIIC ES within the structural vol imnue

defined by -1 < a < b, _112 < a < 0. 0 K y '1, minus I. Corresponds to

tiuc mmunthe,- of hongil.urlinal gaps iietwt.omi the vertical niembers

I)o loop int.egc r vat i al,Ie

One plus time value at which tine intl nile eigeII'Seriea is truncated at. 1



Program Var, Narrative Var. lq. No. Sec. No. I Ih,liiiilioii

NP2 2N+ I One plus two t hues the value at whic Ii the infinite eig 00-80 rica i a I rune aterl at

NP3 3Hl( One pius three tunes the value at which the infinite eigen-serics is

truncated at,

HUM N (Eqs. 4 2.2, 4. 2. 3, 4. 2.5, 'Ike value at which the infinite eigen series is truncateil. Siiflicknt
4. 2.6) accuracy Is generally obtained when N is greater than or equal to five.

Not used The Illaxilnunk niisiher of x -directed structural ,ncznbe ra between any two

adjacent vertical tneinbers. l'1X always corresponds to the first al-ray

hound a niimbe r oI X D( H I array in the d inens ion a tateine ni

NX 'F Not used 1' lie total nhisnl,er of x -directed at i'uc I oral inenibe rs wit kin the a triictu rat

volume defined by -b < a b, h2 < r. < 0, 0 < y < Y.

NY Not used The nIaxiunilin number of y -'directed structural rneintiers between any two

adjacent vertical inemhiors. NY always cor responds to the Iirst ar-ray

bounds number of the Y I) array in tile di inc na ion at aternent.

l'1'J T Hot uSed The total nuuibe r of y -lii rected at a-oct oral IlsenIbe re within the at rue tur at

voliiusie rlelinod by -b < a < h, < a < 0. 0 < y < Y

HZ Not uiserl The total nua.tbet of vertical at ruichirat inenuliers lii the structural voiva,ae

defined by -b < c < b. 112 a < 0, 1) < y < Y. HZ always correspoiicla to

(lie array bounds nm-obey of lIZ Sr ray and the second as-ray hounds jiurohe r

of Y Ii in the iliincns ion St ateilie nt

Twice the truncation aloe. N.

N 3 3H Three tliise8 the trnncatlo value. N.

Nd 4 N Four t inie a the t rune atjon val lie, N.

Ill 8 .1. 1416



Program Vs. Naa.tive Var. (Eq. No.; Sec. 14o.

ItO g (Eq. 2. I. I; Sec. 2. Il

RB Not used

Sl( a (Sac. 2. I)

SM Not used

5MM Not used

SMX Nut used

SM?. Not iiaed

SS Not used

SSMAX Not used

SSR Not used

SSRR(i Nut used

SX S (Eq. 2.4. 3; Sec. 2.4)

SZ S (Eq. 2.4. -I; Sec. 2.4)

1' 1

'I.], Not used

Deli jilt ion

Fluid density.

Coni1,t ational constant used in ca.lcuI ating the do nominators of I I
xz

f i
ax zy

Incident wave irec1uercy Zui If.

I)ux..iziy summation variable naomi (or the calculation el SMX

i>ununy susnnm ation var laWn miSc 4 for lime calculation of SM?.

Time value of the 4onoaiinater of Eqs. (5. I.? and 5. I. I as calculated by

Eq. (5. I. lib.

Time value of time denominators of Eqs. (5. I. 13 and 5. 1. 15) as calm IMed by

Eq. (5. I. 14).

Time eptcx value of free so rface mu apt acemnent in Region IU

The maxilimum absolute v abie ci time free so rIace dis placement in II egion Ill.

Indicates what the inax(mmmm crest or trough dl aplac urnent B in 14eg ion Ill.

Thu absolute value of time real part of SS.

A rray containing the real pan a of time Cm)mflpleK free surface dispi acemne ul.a at

several points within the doirmaiji of Region Ill b < x < btc. The tree surface

profile can be obtained at any si cilmed time in Region lU by plotting the

array values versus El.. x -coordinate.

InertIal c efficient for time z -di rem lion -

lime rtiai coefficient for the . direction.

Wave pci-iod

l)onmmmmy sunnualson variable used in calculating SS.



Program V ar. Narrative V at-. (q No; Sec. No. I Delinilioti

(ISM 0 l)iinuiy sut,tniation vat i able used in t-a Ic ii ating tJSIJ M. A Lao, a part Ic l a r

motto hot i iriS at velocity con ipo no ni

USIJ M ii 'I he complex horizontal water patti cie volocty in Region II due to a)) wave

Cninpoul eats.

Hull IJ I tl (:q 5. I 7. 5 I. 12) ilie product ot the patiat 1uction U and Its complex conjugate II s USed

in Eqs. (5. i anti .. i. l;a).

VF V (Sec. 4. 3) 'the vol une ol Quid within tile at rue ill Eat voltinie deilned by l) K a < h

< z < 0, 0< y V

VIS p Fluid kinematic viscosity.

VT V1 iSec. 43) Total volume ci the structure defined by -b K a < b, -h4 < a K 0, I) < y < Y.

V (See. 4. 3) The total volume ol afl a-directed structural members within the Structural
Sa

volume delinedhy -h < a < b, 114 < < 0, 0< y < V.

V XX Not U sad Dununy etiitiiriatio a var I all le used iii e alt: ul at in g V X

V V V (Sec. 2. 3) The total vellilne of all y -diye cled at rue Luret itientlie ra within the at ru(t.11 ral
Sy

volume defined hy -h < a < h, _hL < a < 0, 0 < <

VZ V. (Sec. 2.3) The total volume of all vertical sirticioral ,iie,nber5 within the structural
Sz

vol,i,ne defined by -b < a < Ii, _114 < a < 0, 0 < y < '1

WMIt) Not used Work area array reqnired by L.EQ'IIC. Most be d1menloned as iour times

the value MUM.

WI. Wavelength.

WSM w Duntirty suouiiation vat-table used in caletil aling WSIIM. Also a particular

stiotle vu vinci velocity cotulp.)ilent

0
0



Program Var. Narrative Vat. (Eq. No.; Sec. No. ) Definition

WSU M w Trio complex vem-tical water parl IC Ic velocity component in Region 1.1 due to all
i

wave tOnipoflt'fltø.

WWW W f (Eqs. 5. I. 13, 5. I. lii) The product of the spatial (unction W and its complex conjugate W as used

in Eqs. (5. I. 13 and 5. I. IS).

X 1'lie value of the g-coordjilatc.

XD(II) Not used Array containing the valeas of the z-eoor.ltnaten. or depths, Of each

x-directed structural memnbet.

XI)ST Not used The x-distance between any two adjacent vertical structural members.

XMAX Not used The value of (he a-coordinate at which time maximnuni (aI,solufe) value of time

water sIir(ac.e displacement in Region III occurs.

Y V (Eqs. 5. I.?, 5. 1. U, 5. I. 13; The lateral, or y-distance over which the structural configuration regularly

Fig. 6. ) repeats itself (see Fig. 6.2).

YI)(l) Not used Array containing the value of tlie z- coordinates, or depths, of each

y -directed sttuctural mornhe r.

1 a The value of the a-coordinate.

.ioJA 1A
ZT .(Eq. .3.3.8;Sec. 3.3.1)

999. 9 Not used This value is reed Info the XLM( I or Y I)(KI arrays to inform the program of the

Portions oi these arrays which are not tilled by members of the atructurL

configuration. For example, there are (our vertical piles in Fig. I. I and

time jima alto ton nimnibe r of x -di i-cc-fetl mnenibe r a bet wee,. any two adjacent verti -

Cal rnemm,l,ere is also (nor. hence time Xl)(l?) array would be ,hiumcnsioned as

XD(4, 3). 'Fitis indicates that there can be as inany as (our a--mb reeted mnoni-

lie rs in the three space a between the vertical n,einhe I's . Itt the first a pace



Program Var. Narrative Var. (Eq. t'lo.; Sec. No.

Function Subprogr ain

CII(A, RI ch. (AR (Eq. 2.8. 9)

A k inn

B h
in

Function Subprogram; SII(N, A, ii

ShIN, A,LI) sh.(NAR) (Sec 2. 10)

A k mu

N Icr2
Ii ii

0)

Fun ci ion Sub1) r og rum; THIN. A It

TI1Ii'i, A, B) lh. (NAR) (Sec. 2. 10)

A k
i-Ill)

N

6 ii
In

j)eIi.iition

the ic iour inenibe is and (our X Di depilie are re ad in. Iii the next apace only

two equi v a I Cot x - inenibe re ext at and hu (lIlly two X DI ) d e1,t ha are ic ad in

and two 999. 9 values are read in. Similarly, one 999.9 value is ,iaed (or use
last space since oniy three x-n,enil,ers exist (sec also Fig. 6. 2 Sec.

6. I. I).

I lyperbolic cosine of the coinpic x argiusient A X R,

The coisiptex wave number referred (rote the main rogra.0 (B. M I-'. ).

The waLer depth B. M. '.

Ily pe rbo lic sine of the co..nj,lc a a rgsiiient N :x A x Ii.

The complex wave nunih,er B. M. P.

Integer value, either unil y or two, R M. P.

The wote r depth Il. M. I'.

1 lype rhol Ic of tangent ut (lie coiiiplc x org utile iii N X A )< U

The Co lUplea wave nurnl,e r 14 . M . P.

The inlege r value ol unity H. M. 1'.

The water depth 14. M. I'.

'0
I'.)



l'roglain Var. I'lariative Var. (Eq No.; Sec, No. l)eli hum0

Function Sub ram; EQ(A, BC I))

E(A, U,C..D) E =
A ch. (HC)ah.(AL))- 13 cIi.(AI))ah. (BC) A ah.A(l)-C) (Eqs. 4.2.2. 4.2.3).

(rh (RC))(A -B )

A k11 uE k3 The CO.IIPICX Wave number (or Region I (Eq. 4. Z. 2) or Region III (Eq. 4. 2.3)
I1.M.P.

- H The rem uiple ,c wave nmmrnbe v (or Region I I 14 . M - I'.

C h Th water detI. in It eg ion U 14 M P

I) h1 or h3 Time water depth in Region J (Eq. 4. 2. 2) oi Region III (Eq. 4. 2.3) It M. I'.

Function Subprugranm; EQQ(A 11, C, I))

EQQ(A. BC El) EQQ A ch(BC)slJAD) - B ch.4A1))sh,(BC) + H 4.2.5. 4.2.6)
(di. (BC))(A -B

A The complex wave number for I(ogiofl II It. lvi. F'.

(3 or k3 The complex wave nu*zmher for Region I (Eq. 4.2. 5) or Region III (Eq. 4.2. hI
H. lvi. P.

or 113 The water depth in Region I (Eq. 4.2.5) or Region III (Eq. 4.2.6) Ii. M. P.

(3 h2 The water depth in Hog ion Ill.

Function Subprograuii; ()Q(A. 13

QQ(A. 13) QQ = Ish (ZAB) + (ZAI3)I (Eqs. 1. 2. 2, 4.2. 3, 4. 2. 5, 4.2.6)
A K 1he cu)flt1) lox wave nummihe r It . lvi. F'.

'Jill

B Ii The water depth Ii . ri. P.hi



Piogiain Var. Narrative Var. (Eq. No. Sec No. i)e tin I & I ciIi

FUDCtIOO SuhE.r1jjFjS)

EE(Kl = expfiZi,kJiAI (Eqs. 4. 2.2, 4. 2. , 4. 2.5, 4. 2. .

K k. or k The complex wave number for Region It H. M. P.2ti 2,n

AAZ.P,Q,R.S f10t used (Jod in .luter.iilniug the sign of the complex squat-n root of A/A a.. thaL

wave decay occurs (see Appendix Al-

Lunction Subproarn; CC(AI
4

CCIA) A

Function Suhprog ran.; lJ(C P,C M.X.Z, TM. K,l1J

II(CP. CM, X, Z, N(x, z) (Sec. 5. I. I)

1(,ll)

cP

CM

x

Z

K

Ii

C in

C -n

K

Zii

112

Cn,nj,le x con Jog ate of the a rg uii.ent A' It M . P.

A single mode of the ho ri xouital spatial so Inc ily function lJ(x. I defined in

Sec. 5. I . I For the anol yti cal temporal integ rationa required in evaluat jug

f ,1
xz Ky

The ilinlensi ont e Ba anipi itude coc (ii ci ent of tue
t mod at wave lot ri in flog ion

II referenced to x -h and oriented in tile positive x-dlrection it. M. I-.

Tue dimoensionle as aniplitinle coetIicjeuit on the 0th modal waveform in Region

II referenced to x 1i and oriented in the umegative x-directlon It. M. P.

1' he so iue of the x - coordinate It . 1.1. P

1 lie value of hue - coot .11 nate Ii . M. P

The cotiiplex wave nuotlier 102- hog iou II U. hi. P

The watt, r dept Ii to.- Ito gino II R - M. I'



Program Var. Narrative Var. (Eq. No. Sec. No. I t)e(inition

Function I,ron,;_W(CP.CM,X,Z,TM,K,II)

w(CP, Cl'.!, X, Wix, a) 4Sec. 5. I. 3) A single mode of the vertical spatial velocity (unction W(x, a) delined in Sec-

Z, K, Ii) 5. I. 3 (or the analytical temporal itileg rationS required in evaluating .
ax

CP, CM.I% Z, K, I) Se defiiiitiona br 114C1', CM., X .7. K. II).

Subroutine Subprogram; 1tAPNEW(D, Nh M, ii. SIG, G.j)

RAPNEW(I), Not used

NIJM, II, SIG,

G. P1)

1)4/I) Not used

Newton - R aph son tec litil pie algo ii t Ii. ii e ale iii all ng the one real fir81 niode

ii I) wave iioiiiber and the N-i pure imaginary wave niunhier (2 < < N- I)
solutions of tq. (3. I. 2) In Region I and Ill

Array in which the calculated wave ,i,nhere (or all N wave zodes are stored

before being returned to the niain program. All the values D(ll) are strictly
real and thus 1) 42 < n < N- I) Ilisist be iiiul tiplied by i alter being returned

to the ni a in prog rain

II lit or h3 Water depth in I-legion I or Region III.

NIl M, SKi, G, P1 See Main Program definitions

Subroutine SubpSram; cMPLK2(K2, NtiM.1l,StG,.S'i.FZ,, Pt, t

CMPLKZ(KZ, NIJM. II, Not used Newton-Raphson tcelinir1,ie algoritliiii c alesil ating the first IS complex veve

SIG,SZ, FZ, C, P1,1) number solutions of Eq. 42. hO. 2) in Region It.

AA Not used Initial estimate of the imaginary port-ion of 4k4 X h2} for the Newton

Ra1dison iterative solution tc'chnic1tu. when n > 5 For example, -

linaglk25Ii2) 1 3. 2.

CS(E) eb. (E) Coioplex lmypei-b.-'lic cosine function.

KA 14u1 used I)tie-mnny variable Sleet) to rolailu the pr''viIimls Reralloim v aloe of )lchi. UI



Progrmi Var. NarratIve Var. lEq. No.; Sec No. Definition

1)IMSIG(Ii) 'lAPEl values of Soia /g One diii,ensioiial array values of the alhnensioule8s angular wave (rea1uelacy

stored on '1' APE I.

F Not used L)unhiny variable used to check the convergence 01 the iterative values ol

kZIIZ) F cur re pon.l8 to the j-e ci portion of the previous Ito rat han value

of (k2hJ. Used fn colijunetion willi aFF

FF Not Used (led in cosajunelion with F FF cc, r respond a to the real port ion ol the

current ftc ration value of (kZlal. 'Ilan ratio of 1FF naust he close to unity

for convergence.cTotal dhnensionleaa damping coefficient for the z-dircction R M. J)

FZSZIH TAI-'EI values of I Is One dimensional array values of the vertical direction daniping coeuilcienl

divided by the vertical direction inertial coefficient. F7,SZ values are stored

TAPEI

Gravitational acceleration R M P.

GA Not used Duannay vs ii able useal to check I be c:onve rgence of the ito rat lye values cii

!kZtIZ). 'GA corresponds to the imaginary Portion of the previous iteration

valo of 1k Im ) Used iii conjaunc Lion wi tli GG '.
Zn Z

Not used Used in colajunction wIth 'GA '. 'G(; cor rea1ionda to the ilnagilu. ry p0 rIiOfi 0 (

the current her ation vahu of 1k h the rj tin GA /GU Baa)Sf be C In so to
Zn Z

nutty for c olive rgence

GM tint used Initial eat lunate of Ihe real portion ot 1k l) for the Newton H aphsnn

iterative oi mit ion te din ique whefl 0 > 5.

Ii b T lie water ale 1.lb in Hog ion II H M. I

I Time imaginary uiomher, Ji, If - M. i'

S Not used Do loop intege a variable.



Prograni Vat- Narrative Vat, Oq- Na.; Sec.

k h
2

lllIl Not iiflel

KIU Not used

Not used

k.2

I. Not used

M Not used

N N0t used

MUM N

P1

ft1'E)MS(1 Su2h4/g

Itii:i'zsz 1 Is
2 a

SIG

Sz S
z

'lA(B ) Lii. (U I

I)efznit loll

Ccunplex arrey ..int ainutg the I I solution values

The value ol (kh2) corresponding to the TAPEI vahie oI DIMSI( that is just

above the design value o( S o2112/g and into rpnlated between the TAPE I

Values of ?.SL just shove and just. below the design viie of Used in

conjunction with KIlL to yield an miLl ci estimate o( (k2h) lot n < 5.

The value of (k2 b2) cortespoiiding to (lie tAPE I value of lMMS1( that is just

below the design value of Soh /g and interpolated between the TAPII
values of FZSZ just above and just below the design value t

The array in wbi cli the value a fr 2h2 read (toni TAPE I are ato red

The solution values, k2, of Eq. (2 tO. ) returned to the main ,)rog rain.

l)o hoop integer variable.

flo loop integer varinht

Do mop integer variable.

Time Va tue at wliteh the tnlinite ci gen -- 50 i-lee arc truncated 14 - t4. P.' SuitlIc lent

accuracy is generally obtained (or values P-I b.itwee. five and Len although

CMPLK1 will ealculat the ftret IS valiii: of k should Increased accuracy
2

lie do 81.0(1.

L 1416 (tM-P.

'I'he design value of So 2h2

The desigii value otf /S
a a

Incident wave frequency B. K!. P.

Inertial coefficient for time 2'-rlirectioi, Il. Jul P.

Comu1,lr,x hyperbolic tangent fiitttnii.

'U



i-'rog rain V a r - Narrative V aa- (Eq No. ; Sec. No. I Definition

Ic Not used l)o loop integer variable.

TAPE,l Not used litnary file storing the first five soluttons (k2h2) satisfying Eq. 12. 10.2) for
35 different values of S o2h /g and 25 different values of I Is 'Ilie value

2
z 2 a a

of S a h /g is sb red first and is followed by the value of I Is and thence
a 2 1

by the live value a (k2 h2} co rrc a pond izig Ic. thee e values of a I, h
2

f /S . Following that, a new value of I /S is stored and then the corres -

ponding Live vaiuca of 1kh2. 1hi8 is repeated until alt 25 values of 1 /5

and the v flea of
2 112 cur reap0 uul i ng to them and the iliiti al value of

2So h2 /g are stored. Tlie process is then repeated (or new values of

s o2h Ig until all 35 values of S o2h /g are used.
a 2 4

'flie values of (k h. I stored on TAPE I are used to generate the initialZn 4
estimates for the first five modal wave numube r solutions, k li-oni

Zn
CMPLKZ. Eaankples of listing from TAPEI are huwn in Appendix E.

'0
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APPENDD D

This appendix provides a program listing icr the anaJ.ysis ci

sünple harmonic waves normally incident upon a pile matrix

structure.



POGRAN

iOG.AM ?I t (tNPUT.UtPUT.T.?E1. TAPE5CNPJt,tAP6*QuTPuT)<ZlOS1 <3,,C.2OJ,1I25i,
£E,H. TI. .0 .CajGT,,Cfl,S.T1,

5
Z1.EN5O4 QO

C1nON

C tN?uT,TH _Qt,... IAj-wZOTHa,.ATE EPTH5 ZN GZON 1.Z 3'Z.I,
3TEUttF.GCEF. OF REFLZCTCR-àSORE,.-gSa. TO STRU RPE.TIM DZST.V.

EAOZ5.2OI
23

C tNPU1.GQ. .?MrAL,aET.<EIATZC 4SZTY.Z..JT. .00E3 MAS.S COE.CIZ,
PLUtO

.3(5.i ..ET.CMZ,O
i

-

ZNPUT. IAA. sQ.OF ,l-MR STWN. TO OJACECT ZMkMX.MV,
. TOTi. .3. 3F ruNcTC1

23 C T3TM. iG. CF A,Ia,sAt.vr
AQ(5,I V.NZ.Nl.N*T,NYT

.

iCTIAi..ZE X,Z- HSNE3$ OPNi CCP5.X,FZ.
FA 1. .3

FZ .5
NiiZNZ -I.

is C
C CLCULAT MATRIA CCIG SLCTZOM MO. ;Mt.NPZ.F3Z.N.3...

P $UML
P3 ..U1 +.

M3 3'4U14

'.5 C *PUT CPTHS OF A Y'.I3 SRTIiG 41 TOP SL..ARO LOGE 4O

-
I.

CC .-.2 .NVE4O(5,.óJ (YO(..JJ ,Jt,NZ)FCgATFU.óIiZ CONTINUE

!NPUT CE?T,4S OF 4... -tlR S1ARTZN AT TOP SE.MARfl 0GE AMO G.3X$G
C

,2 t.iX(Z.J,.,.t,NI4Z)
SZ CCNT1UE

INPUt X-C.3ORO OF Ai.. Z-I3P.OXC.)
(ZtL.3...'4Z)aT.3J (TQ(,,JJ,.JMZ,q

Z1.(o,53t
MITó,i3) (i3tJI ,J.NZ,ø

3
'a

C CA..CULITE STRUGIURA.. 4OLUNE-4T

73
'a

C CA.GUI.A1E .uME UF At.i.. -lRh
75

CO ãbi. t.NX



401

0GA4I PILi.

00 562 Jt.tIMZtr(XO(L.j1..g.iI GO tO bñZL4a((oI/2.I '2)'Pt6.(0x(.J4-O4(J*1flIAVZIA
bU CO4TMU
ói. 0GNTZNU

I-

C CA(.CULATE IQ1.ME OF ALl. Z-l3R.Vi
z. r

C
CALCUI.A?E lOt.UME OF AU. Y-ilRV
IY 4(01/23 23

C
.. Jl OF FLUX C IM UCTU*F

C
C CAL.ULA?E 1RuGrUA(. PQROI1Y

ElF/v1
C

0ut..TE AATo OF .y,Z-i13e TO 3TRvCTUAI. 101.. A.Y,EZ
C

EX'(X/kfT
El IV! 'IT
EZdZ/'IT
0FIIE IUAL I)OT OF (-LI

I 3. 3, 1..OJ

OEF:KL OEi.TA- £NCREIENr PQ. NUN. IMTATICtGLZ
:

C CA.CULAfl h.Z LNETZM. COEFF.X.SZ
1*4 C1 I Er .z )ii

C ZNlUT. *v PE4XO0t, ,ivE AplPLXTUOE"P.
C

Z E*LJ(5,tLI r .aIP
t

CAI.CULAE ..AIE FREQUEIICYSZG

AeMEd to CALCULATE .iAVE..U. Cs REGION
C

CALL. P3,t.SZ,G,?t)
.iONE.1C .)

ZFINUN.L1.2) GO TO ôZT
1.35 00 I JG.1P44.C,OLJII

L CONTtN(4
27 C0NT.NU

CA.J. APME. TO .CLU..ATE ,IA'IE NI). IN IEGZON 4(JIJ
C

CAI.J.. APM,4O.iiU5 r13.31G.G,Pt)
3C )PLLQ(LI
IF(Jl.1.T.2) Q TO 525
30 31. ,.4U11
<3(J3Cl4PL(tO., C(3)I

51 COI4TZSUE
à23 COSTINUE

C OEF!NE KisVP5. cosIse OF l((i(L3N1)
C 1.CN(I.1(t3 (11,3

,1,3,s1.,e4Z.iJ,0I. CRA,C,Y
61.3. 0..MAT(t4FLI.3



PG&A,

51.2
WTE(6,áG,ET,.N,,4Z a0,dX$.Y,4Z.NUM,NXT,NVTFc4ArtbF.,,t1..J,6L6)ITE(a.L) IT, dF,P,,EX.EY .EZ

4..I 0RMATU0F.Z.5)
WLTE06. 6LSG,SX.Z.t,OL2.MOZi

4i.. FoATC6Ft0.4..)
IT15.2sI 1),1.,NUMI

V.
wRIT15.2'i 4.gi,.'4Wl0
ffORMATZFiO.51U CCNTL'4IJ

to5
i

1E(5.Só1 P,FZF0AT(t$-, TNE NW FRIT3N FACTOAS .RE ,Ft.4///l)
C
C CAI.l. qPtKZ TO CAl_CULATE E NO. Ll EGZ0N 2:(ZtJe
C PLl(Z2,NUM,12,G..5Z,FZ,.P,I)Eló,..l (i2tK3,.(t.MUN1FX-9 SJ

.75
zcz's:-i

CSTA..1AZ)CZCN,(.IL
C
C SET LOCALZZEQ TEFA0IA. MAY L ST ;:FFENT
C FO STRU.1uR.M. POiQSZTT F NO -NQQG, OU TRUCT!.4kES
C

CM.
C
C C.CULA.TE 'SET.. ANO LETS C3TANTS5T,ZT
C 0TSZ1C..tT( (54/AZ) )'IEI..0C.I_ZT.O(CSuRT( .(/AZ) i/AX

RZtE(6,ó5 ,..Z.G1Kt.CNKZ,óT.ZT
'. CC;ITZNUE

- SEQUENCE STAaTI. MZTM EQ.*.Z.2,TIiEi
C Q...2.5, ZQ...Z.3 AUG ZQ...Z.S
C

Si ( .1ClPt4 (1..
IF1MUM...T.2) CO TO S2
Ca 50'N t

ZOO 55 CONtINUE
5Z CONTINUE

CO 50 t,NUN
l.M * jH(4CiPLAU. .1.

50 CCNT.NuE
CO 70 1..NUN

N 1. 0.0..)
70 CONTINuE

so

3i(III IPj.X(0.,3.l
as CONTINUE

C
US C ENO ;o TRIS LQAEAING SEQUENCE

C
C SEGIN COEFFLCj.ENT lgT.Ix.CO(L.J1,1.OACING SEOUENCE
C
C

LOAO ZER. C.CEF. 01 CT FR.CN EQ. .,. 2.2 SNC !Q...2.5
00 11

oo too

1.00
CCC LA..Ua.ilPL1O., 3.
CONTNUE

0 CONTINUE
Z25 C

C L3AO ZERO CQEF. OF 0* FON EQ...Z.3 ANO EQ...Z.6
C Co ito Jt,NuN

00 120 t.N?2,N
230 CO(L.JlCflPLhLO..O.

1.20 CONTINUE
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oRa,l PtLZL

1G COflNU
C LC0 CEF. QF C FO' £. ..Z.c

30 t3 1.,NkP$
Z35 00 1..4 1.NUN"F (LQ.Ji (3 1'O 500L..1::llpLx0. .0.1

GO TO t.a
1.35 CO(.HKi(J11(314(t1J)i)'0QCICiti.J,Ht11
.'.3 CONTIMU
1.30 CCl1TINU

L00 C3EF. OF CR OM Q. .2.5

30 1.50 I_t4It.,'l2
+ 1

33 t60CD1L,..1-t.
250

1.aG ccT:suE
.50 C34tThUE

C
C LOAO COEF'. OF CI' F0l Q. ..2..3
C K0

I
GO 1.70 NPt:4.2

CD 130<( 'L
GO TO 1.75

!O i aCMP.,L0. 0..)

1.75
oro oC3t,.fl(t.- CA' P( CMK.1(i(t,
)OO (i(.3.1.'U Ito C3NT1uE

,70 COTZNu
C
C L3.3 CF. OF CT F0i0 Q. ,..ã
C

0
Z75 .30 tO ..NP3.$4

4.P0 +1.

DO 200

zoo
t) ,,t0

C3NTt4uc
1.90 CON W4U

C
215 C

C
LG.O COEF. OF Ci FROPI E. ..2.z

'3
'3

00 210 t,iEUM

CO 220 ,1MPZ,M3
+1. ,NZ, i/QQ(K1(13 ,141.)

220 C1lU
Z.0 CO:4TThUE

C
(. LQ.O COEf. CF 3+ FR0'3 .2..

300 C..O
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APPENDIX E

An ecarnp1e of the initial estimates of the first five modal

k2h, values stored on Tape 1 for use by the iterative Newton-

Raphson. technique subroutine CMPLKZ.
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THE VALUE OF SZ(SIG'2)H/G ON THIS PAGE IS .1600

FL/SZ KH41 KH(2) KH(3) KH(4 KH(51

0.000 .411 0.000 8.000 3.090 0.000 6.258 0.000 9.408 0.000 12.551*

.04.0 .1.11 .009 .1302 3.090 .001 6.258 .001 9.4.08 .001 l2.5l.

.080 .411 .017 .004 3.090 .002 6.258 .001 9.1.08 .001 12.554

.2130 .1*13 .01*3 .Dll 3.0O .005 o.258 .003 9.408 .003 12.5,1*

.1*1313 .418 .085 .021. 3.090 .010 6.258 .007 9.1*08 .005 1.2.554

.600 .426 .125 .032 3.090. .015 6.258 .010 9.1*08 .008 i2.54

.aoo .1*35 .16. .0*2 3.090 .021 6.258 .014 9.1*08 .010 12.554

1.000 .41.6 .199 .053 3.091 .026 6.258 .017 9.408 .013 12.554

1.200 .1.57 .233 .063 3.091 .031 6.258 .020 9.L+D8 .015 12.55k

1.400 .69 .265 .074 3.091 .036 b.258 .021* 9.4.08 .018 12.554

1.600 .481 .295 .084 3.092 .W+1 6.258 .027 9.1*08 .020 12.554

1.800 .1*92 .323 .095 3.092 .046 6.258 .031 9.408 .023 12.554

2.000 .503 .351 .105 3.093 .1351 6.258 .034 9.1*08 .026 12.551.



THE VALUE OF SZ(SIG02)H/G ON THIS PAGE IS .3000

FZ/SL Kifihi KH(21 KH(3 KH(1.) KH(5)

0.000 .577 0.000 0.000 3.043 0.000 6.235 0.000 9.393 0.000 12.51.2

.QL,,0 .577 .013 .00'. 3.043 .002 o.235 .001 9.393 .001. 12.562

.080 .577 .025 .008 3.01.3 .00'. 6.235 .003 9.393 .002 12.562

.200 .579 .0b. .020 3.01.3 .010 o.235 .006 9.393 .005 12.51.2

..OtJ .585 .126 .040 3.01.1. .019 6.235 .013 9.393 .010 12.562

.600 .594 .185 .061 3.0+4 .029 6.235 .019 9.393 .014 12.51.2

.dOO .606 .242 .081 3.045 .039 6.235 .026 9.393 .01.9 12.542

1.000 .618 .295 .101 3.046 .068 6.235 .032 9.393 .024 12.542

1.200 .631 .346 .1.21 3.0-i7 .053 6.23 .038 9.393 .629 12.543

1.400 .bti3 .39'. .142 3.048 .068 .236 .045 9.393 .03'. 12.543

1.600 .655 .1.40 .162 3.00 .078 b.236 .051 9.393 .038 12.51.3

1.800 .667 .683 .183 3.01. .087 6.236 .058 9.393 .01,3 12.543

2.000 .677 .525 .203 3.053 .09? 6.236 .061. 9.393 .01.8 12.543

I.-



THE VALUE OF SZ(SIG2)H/G ON THIS PAGE IS .6000

fZ/SZ KH(t1 KH(2) KH(J) XH(5)

0.060 .861. 11.000 0.000 2.93.0 0.000 6.187 0.000 9.361 0.000 12.51.8

.040 .861 .021 .008 2.940 13131 6.187 .003 9.361 .002 1.2.518

.080 .861 .042 .1317 2.93.0 .008 6.187 .005 9.361 .001. 12.518

.200 .863 .105 .03.2 2.941 .020 6.187 .013 9.361 .010 12.518

.1.00 .868 .208 .084 2.93.1 .033 6.187 .026 9.361 .019 12.518

.600 .876 .307 .127 2.943 .05) 6.187 .039 9.361 .029 12.519

.800 .881. .402 .169 2.93.5 .1378 6.181 .051 9.361 .038 12.519

1.000 .892 .493 .213 2.93.7 .098 6.187 .0614. 9.361 .03.8 12.519

1.200 .898 .579 .256 2.951 .118 6.187 .077 9.361 .058 12.519

1.400 .901 .661 .301 2.955 .13? 6.188 .090 9.361 .067 12.519

1.600 .902 .739 .33.7 2.960 .157 6.188 .103 9.361 .077 12.519

1.800 .899 .811. .393 2.967 .177 6.18 .1.16 9.361 .087 12.519

2.000 .893 .88b .1441 2.975 .19 6.189 .129 9.362 .096 12.519



tHE IALUE OF S (SI62)'H/G 014 THIS PAGE IS 1.0000

Fl/Si KHUI KH(2) KH4 3) KU C 4) 1(11(5)

0.000 1.200 0.1300 0.000 2.798 0.000 6.121 0.000 9.318 0.000 12.486

.040 1.200 .1333 .014 2.798 .007 6.121 .00', 9.318 .003 12.486

.080 1.200 .067 .029 2.798 .Jt3 6.121 .009 9.318 .006 12.486

.200 1.200 .166 .072 2.798 .033 6.121 .021. 9.318 .016 12.486

.400 1.199 .330 .144 2.798 .065 6.121 .043 9.318 .032 12.486

.600 1.195 .489 .218 2.799 .098 6.121 .064 9.318 .048 12.486

.800 1.186 .6',2 .295 2.799 .131 6.121 .1386 9.318 .064 12.486

1.000 1.170 .790 .376 2.801 .165 6.121 .108 9.318 .080 12.486

1.200 1.145 .930 .462 2.805 .199 6.121 .130 9.318 .096 12.48b

1.400 1.107 1.063 .555 2.812 .233 6.121 .1.51 9.318 .113 12.486

1.600 L.05b 1.185 .656 2.826 .268 6.122 .173 9.318 .129 12.486

1.800 .991 1.293 .765 2.850 .303 6.122 .196 9.318 .14k 12.48o

2.000 .915 1.382 .881 2.892 .339 a.122 .218 9.318 .152 12.486

0



THE VALUE OF SZ(SIG2)H/G OH THIS PAGE IS 1.9000

Fl/Si KIt(1) KH(2) KH(3) KH(L,) l(H(5)

0.000 1.975 0.000 0.000 2.490 0.000 5.975 0.000 9.222 0.000 12.415

.01.0 1.97'. .069 .024 2.489 .012 5.975 .008 9.222 .006 12.414

.080 1.97'. .137 .048 2.489 .02'. 5.975 .016 9.222 .012 12.41'.

.200 1.96? .31.3 .120 2.1.83 .061 5.97 .01,0 9.221. .030 12.1.1'.

.1.00 1.91.'. .688 .244 2.1.62 .122 5.973 .081 9.221 .061 12.1.11.

.600 1.901 1.042 .376 2.1.21 .184 5.970 .122 9.220 .091 12.1.14

.800 1.831 1.419 .522 2.346 .21.8 5.966 .163 .9.219 .122 12.413

1.000 1.743 1..8bb .671 2.193 .31'. b.960 .2Db 9.217 .153 12.'i13

1.200 1.77'. 2.396 .685 1.949 .383 5.9b2 .21.7 9.215 .181. 12.412

1.400 1.892 2.811 .596 1.81k ..5o 5.942 .291 9.213 .215 12.1.11

1.600 1.978 3.156 .521 1.745 .3. 5.930 .336 9.210 .247 12.410

1.800 .027 3.1.72 .462 1.703 .bl9 5.914 .381 9.207 .280 12.409

2.000 2.01.2 3.775 .415 1.676 .714 b.89. .1.29 9.203 .313 12.1.07

t'u

0



THE VALUE OF Si' (SIG'2èH/G ON THIS PAGE IS 5.0000

FL/Si KH(1) KH(2) KH(31 KHI5)

0.000 5.000 0.000 0.000 1.941 0.000 5.550 0.000 d.914 0.000 12.177

5.000 .200 .016 1.940 .022 5.519 .018 8.313 .014 12.1.77

.080 5.000 ..00 .032 1.938 .044 5.k8 .036 8.913 .029 12.176

.200 5.P00 1.000 .079 1.925 .109 5.5'.0 .090 8.910 .072 12.175

.400 5.000 2.000 .141 1.882 .216 5.511 .180 8.898 .145 12.170

.600 5.000 3.000 .177 1.827 .318 5.459 .272 8.877 .220 12.160

.800 5.000 3.9J9 .191 1.773 .407 5.383 .365 8.845 .296 12.146

1.000 l.999 5.000 .189 1.729 .471 5.285 t59 8.799 .374 12.126

1.200 5.000 6.001 .181 1.695 .501 5.179 .552 8.735 .455 12.100

1.400 5.001 7.U00 .169 1.670 .499 5.083 .36 8.647 .540 12.064

1.600 4.999 7.999 .158 1.651 ..78 5.006 .697 8.535 .627 12.015

1.800 5.000 9.001 .1Lt6 1.637 .450 4.948 .723 8.412 .714 11.9kg

2.000 5.001 10.000 .136 1.626 .420 4.904 .712 8.299 .797 11.860



THE VALUE OF SZ(SIG'21H/G ON THIS PAGE [S 9.0600

FL/Si KUII) KH(2) 1(1113) Kll(1s1 1(H(5)

0.000 9.000 0.000 0.000 1.161. 0.000 5.21.0 0.000 8.618 0.000 11.920

.040 9.000 .360 .008 1.lbk .019 5.239 .021 8.617 .020 11.919

.080 9.000 .720 .011 1.7b3 .038 5.237 .0i2 8.616 .01.0 11.919

.200 9.000 1.600 .040 1.756 .093 5.225 .105 8.607 .100 11.913

.400 9.000 3.600 .071 1.731. .174 5.183 .206 8.573 .199 11.891

.600 9.000 5.1.06 .090 1.106 .231. .122 .29? 8.517 .296 11.853

.806 9.000 7.260 .097 1.b80 .268 5.653 .369 8.441 .387 11.797

1.006 9.600 9.000 .097 1.658 .280 4.989 .415 8.353 .tib7 11.721

1.200 9.800 10.600 .U9I 1.b4l .276 4.936 ..34 8.266 .526 11.629

1.400 9.000 12.600 .089 1.628 .265 4.893 .431 8.189 .558 11.529

1.600 9.000 14.1.00 .083 1.617 .251. 4.860 .416 8.126 .563 11.1.5

1.800 9.000 16.200 .078 1.610 .235 4.83'. .394 8.016 .548 11.351.

2.008 9.000 18.030 .073 1.603 .220 4.811. .371 8.038 .523 11.289

I.')



TIlE VALUE Of SZ(SIG2)H/G ON THIS PAGE IS1..000i]

FZ/SZ KH(1) KHI2I KH(3) KH(',) KH(5)

0.000 j4o000 0.000 0.000 1.b91. 0.000 5.1359 0.000 8.391. 0.000 11.691

.0+0 14.000 .560 .005 1.691 .011. 5.059 .1319 .39'. .021 11.691

.080 14.000 1.120 .010 1.690 .027 5.051 .037 8.392 .01.1 11.689

.200 14.000 2.800 .025 1.686 .066 5.047 .091 8.380 .102 11.679

.1100 14.000 5.600 .043 t.67 .120 5.011. .172 8.3'iO .197 11.643

.600 14.000 8.400 .055 1.656 .156 4.959 .233 8.282 .278 11.585

.800 lk.000 11.200 .060 1.61.0 .173 4.92k .270 8.215 .338 11.511

1.000 14.000 14.000 .060 1.627 .177 +e881. .285 8.151 .372 11.431

1.200 14.000 tb.800 .1358 1.blS .17k l.,.852 .285 8.096 .381. 11.355

1.400 1.4.000 1.600 .056 1.608 .166 4.826 .275 8.051 .379 11.289

1.600 14.000 22.400 .052 1.601 .157 4.806 .262 8.016 .365 11.236

1.800 14.000 25.200 .0119 1.590 .1. 4.790 .247 7.988 .347 11.191.

2.000 14.000 28.000 .046 1.592 .139 4.778 .232 7.96? .327 11.161




